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Abstract 
Through an anthropological study of a set of interrelated traditional (“trad”) jazz scenes 

in New York City and New Orleans, Louisiana, this dissertation argues that gentrification 

– a class concept coined in 1960’s sociology – is best understood intersectionally across 

boundaries of race, class, and gender. Drawing from formal interviews, archival 

research, and participant observation as a musician/anthropologist, the author focuses 

on competing historical discourses and musical techniques in trad jazz that map onto 

broader social conflicts in the present day United States. Conflicts between musicians 

play out in the re-sounding of early 20th century music embedded in Jim Crow 

segregationist histories. Such a re-sounding takes on renewed ethical and political 

dimensions in a contemporary postmodern moment characterized by a heightened 

politics of intersectional identity.  

Building upon work the aesthetics of gentrification in geography and 

anthropology, this dissertation argues that “Pre-war Aurality” – a youth oriented 

aesthetic that lauds the live performance of pre-World War II popular and vernacular 

music – is a hegemonic, postmodern aesthetic in contemporary capitalism. Expanding 

upon methods and theories from the anthropology of sound and expressive culture, the 

author shows the dialogic relation between economic and cultural displacement by 

focusing on the how urban space is constituted through live performance. This approach 

expands on previous ethnographies of jazz communities by featuring working musicians 

in favor of those who have received extended critical acclaim, and by foregrounding 

theoretical questions around the sonic qualities of urban space.  
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Preface 
This dissertation is an ethnographic study of the sonic spaces constituted through the 

expressive, laboring cultures of traditional, (“trad”) jazz musicians in present day New 

York and New Orleans. As a modernist, Afro-American aesthetic from the early 20th 

century ricochets and reverberates off the club walls and bustling sidewalks of a 

postmodern, 21st century urban space, it becomes like a word repeated so many times 

that it loses its meaning. In these pages, I track the new proliferation of meanings that 

these sounds come to signify.  

I argue that the particular constellation of significations attached to these sounds 

congeal intersectionally across the politics of race, class and gender in the U.S., and that 

they do so in a moment of renewed economic and aesthetic interest in early jazz, as well 

as a moment when a Marxist social science term coined in the 1960’s – gentrification – 

has exceeded it’s strictly economic class specific history as one of the most discussed and 

politicized grounds of struggle for resources, recognition and survival across the rapidly 

urbanizing globe. As such, I argue for the contemporary re-sounding of the popular 

black music of the early 20th century as a particularly telling aesthetic expression of 

contemporary capitalism.  

As a musician, I notice a Bachelardian Poetics of Space, and as an anthropologist, 

I notice that urban space studied by geographers and other scholars of gentrification is 

primarily understood as quantity, not quality, as a map, not a song. I notice as well the 

long history in western philosophy – a history that holds a not always spoken sway over 

those social scientists who seek knowledge about the violent processes of displacement 

occurring in urban spaces across the globe – of the strict dichotomy between space and 

time. As such, I argue against such a dichotomy in chapter 1 for a type of racialized, 
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sonic displacement that occurs through a temporal disorientation, one that I call 

dischronophonia. Dischronophonia as a concept is a way of talking about the 

relationship between gentrification and sound. It is a concept that draws equally from 

literature on physical displacement in the form of gentrification and the type of 

displacement of a sound from its source the occurs in sound recording – schizophonia.  

Such an argument, however, relies on a particular valorization, a valorization of 

the qualification of urban space above the quantification of urban space. (Such a 

quantification is, after all, the way in which social scientists, government bureaucrats, 

journalists and media pundits cast certain urban neighborhoods as “ghettos”, and others 

as ripe for the development of wealth - poverty rates, crime rates, rent gaps, tax 

revenues, renovation, new developments.) In chapter 3 however, through the exposition 

of a rhythmic philosophy harmonizes neither the quantification nor the qualification of 

time, I suggest that such a logic of valorization can never be the full story. 

The relationship between chapters 2 and 4 contains a similar, reversible logic. In 

chapter 2, I argue that despite the egalitatrian political aspirations of the young New 

York trad scene, that their aesthetic is necessarily tied to an “anachronistic solidarity” 

with black traditions. Such an aesthetic rests on a class conscisouness that is decidedly 

sharper than race consciousness, and goes some way in explaining the type of cavalier 

disregard for history required for dischronophonia play itself out in New Orleans in the 

way that it does. In chapter 4 however, I develop a feminist argument through the 

melodic and vocal practices of musicians the young New York scene, arguing for the 

possibilities of a feminist historiography constituted through the “space of scat.”  

My conclusion is both a riotous postscript, as well as a way of reminding the 

reader of the endless ways in which the particular constellation of dualities that attach 
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themselves to this music - (slow-fast/black-white/male-female/space-time/displaced-

emplaced/quantity-quality) – may in fact contain a particularly strong social and 

explanatory resonance, but they also, may in fact reverse at any time: A young black 

musician sounds out desegregation in a mostly white scene that is generally less than 

fully racially conscious – A mixed race band sounds out the long history of class struggle 

in the U.S. in one of the most quickly gentrifying neighborhoods in New York.  While 

much of what follows functions as a critique of Pre-War Aurality through an analysis of 

the ways in which it can and does uphold and reinforce gentrification, my conclusion is 

that Pre-War Aurality can and often does function as a way of dreaming of a world 

beyond such displacing and disorienting realities.  

Finally, this dissertation is not an argument for a particular theoretical school. It 

is – and I’m thinking with a concept here from Anthropologist Eduardo Kohn – 

departing from a position of theoretical monism. It is not a part of any kind of a “turn”, a 

turn to ontology, a new materialism, Marxism, post-structuralism etc. It is, as I think I 

make most clear in chapter 3, a denial of the power of the dualities necessary in so many 

ways of seeing the world through ethnographic attention to the particularities of how 

sounds move through space and time.   
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Introduction 

June 20th, 2016 New Orleans 

Clarinetist Dan Levinson has returned to New Orleans, but just for a visit. He’s sitting in 

with the Smoking Time Jazz Band at The Spotted Cat on Frenchmen St. in the downtown 

Marigny neighborhood. His Hawaiian print shirt and cotton pants belie the black tie dress 

code of his steady New York City gig with Vince Giordano and The Nighthawks. He 

permanently re-located to New York many years ago, nothing in New Orleans compares 

to the pay he gets with the Monday and Tuesday night Nighthawks gig, not to mention 

fees from the recording sessions for the seemingly endless TV & film spots looking for 

contemporary recordings pre-World War II jazz, Woody Allen’s Café Society and HBO’s 

Boardwalk Empire come to mind. Combined with private parties for some New York’s 

wealthiest residents, and it’s hard for Levinson to imagine ever moving back to New 

Orleans.  

I’ve just been across the street at Snug Harbor, the only club on Frenchmen that 

books “modern” jazz. Most visitors to New Orleans interested in jazz are looking for the 

older “Trad” or “Dixieland” fare. I’ve had the rare chance to sit in as a guest guitarist 

with Charmaine Neville – singer, daughter of Charles Neville of the Neville brothers, and 

longtime New Orleans resident. Unlike most musicians of her stature who were on tour 

during the storm – the Neville’s are one of New Orleans most well known musical 

families – Charmaine was in New Orleans when Hurricane Katrina hit. In fact, she was in 

the nearby Bywater neighborhood, just east of Marigny. Her chilling narrative of rapes, 
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alligator attacks, and driving a stolen city bus full of weeping injured people out of a 

flood zone is one of millions like it, mostly unheard.1  

Like many New Orleans locals, Neville has watched a massive influx of young, 

majority white musicians, artists, and other more wealthy white professional gentrifiers 

move into Bywater, Marigny and now, nearby St. Roch. Many of the latest batch of 

young, white musicians are part of a scene of musicians that mix the swing of the 1930’s 

and the earliest jazz recordings of the 1920’s, with a hodgepodge of other pre World War 

II styles from Parisian swing to klezmer to classic country. Confusingly, this scene is 

referred to as “trad” – short either for Traditional Jazz or Traditional New Orleans Music 

– although it incorporates a much wider stylistic interpretation of “tradition” than the 

neo-classicist black cultural conservatism of Ralph Ellison, Albert Murray, Stanley 

Crouch and Wynton Marsalis.2 I’m not surprised when Neville’s pianist Amasa Miller 

tells me that Neville isn’t happy about the turn the music scene has taken since Katrina. 

“Charmaine hates the Frenchmen St. trad scene.” 

Out on the sidewalk after the gig, Levinson says hello, he’s with a friend. We’ve 

met a few times at Mona’s Bar in New York. He and his friend are in the midst of a 

conversation; “Well it's one thing for you to come sit in, everyone's happy to see you, but 

if you moved down here, everyone would be mad at you for trying to steal their 

gig.” Levinson answers back, "I look back on New Orleans as the best and worst time of 

my life. You get a gig 5 nights a week down here and that's your rent, I saw people stab 

each other in the back to get those gigs more than once." I chime in, “what did you like 
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about it?” “Well the music is just different down here, look at how happy everyone is, it’s 

so much looser, so much more free.”  

 

 

 

Figure 1: Dan Levinson at The Spotted Cat, June 20th 2016. Photo by Author 
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Figure 2 Dan Levinson at the New Yorker Hotel, Photo by Roberta E Zlokower 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Charmaine Neville's Band, June 20th, 2016. Photo by Author 
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Figure 4 Charmaine Neville, after the storm, WAFB 

-- 

The years 2014 and 2016 saw the blockbuster success and critical acclaim of two films 

from director Damien Chazelle featuring white male jazz musician protagonists. 

In Whiplash (2014), Andrew Neiman (Miles Teller) is an eager drummer and 

conservatory freshman, Terrence Fletcher (J.K. Simmons) his militaristic instructor. With 

the clumsiness and zeal of late adolescence, Neiman pines for greatness. His hands are 

bloodied from long practice hours, his desires both fueled and thwarted by Fletcher’s 

tyranny, which include frequent homophobic diatribes3. In La La Land (2016) Sebastian 

(Ryan Gosling) is a failing jazz musician who sacrifices his conservative jazz aesthetic - 

his bile, for example, toward a Samba and Tapas restaurant replacing his favorite jazz bar 
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reveals a subtle denunciation of the latinx contribution to jazz - for the financial success 

of touring with a pop band.   

-- 

September 12th, 2015 – New York 

“In New Orleans you'll see guys with face tattoos that are bad ass trumpet players" says 

New York trad singer Megg Farrell. We’re sitting at Amancay’s diner in Bushwick 

Brooklyn. I’ve heard two similar comments about tattoos and New Orleans musicians a 

few nights back from a much older man, and a friend – Tess – who makes her living as a 

singer and guitarist. We were at Mona’s. The man was visiting from New Orleans. 

“Frenchmen St. is the most happening place in New Orleans for music” he said. “These 

young kids are playing New Orleans music like I’ve never heard it. They’re all covered in 

tattoos and it sounds like the music is brand new to them.” Perhaps the most well-known 

tattooed transplant in New Orleans at the moment is singer Meschiya Lake.  
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Figure 5 Meschiya Lake, Photo by Bobby Bonsey 

-- 

May 5th, 2015 – Mona’s, New York 

A man in his late 20’s has brought his mother and father to the regular Tuesday night trad 

session. Proximity has made us all momentary friends. When the music starts, his mother 

is confused, “is this like Dixieland music?” I nod my head. “I was expecting a jazz 

session.” Her confusion becomes a long conversation about genre between the man and 

his parents. The father calls the music “European” and “Dixieland”, the mother says to 

her son, “you called it standard jazz, but this isn’t standard.”  “The is as standard as it 

gets” he says, “this is jazz in its most primitive form.” He’s drunk, talking a lot. I ask how 

he found out about the session, he talks at me for what seems like 15 minutes without 
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taking a break. “young people are getting priced out of jazz”, he says, “this is a place 

where young people can come and just get drunk and listen to great music.”  

-- 

The New York Times fashion section has run a feature on Michael Arenella for the 2nd 

time in 4 years.4 Reading about leader of Michael Arenella and the Dreamland Orchestra 

and founder of the biannual Jazz Age Lawn Party on Governor’s Island in New York, one 

gets the sense that in this “lifestyle” corner of The Times there is something being 

cultivated akin to what Sharon Zukin has called “Loft Living.”5 It is, in other words, a 

guidebook for living directed primarily at a newly arrived, young middle class. A detailed 

list of Arenella’s wardrobe and grooming habits is included, with links to the small batch 

boutiques that he favors. Each piece mentions at least once that Arenella “transcribes the 

music of the 1920’s by hand, from 78rpm records.” Arenella is presented as noteworthy 

in these pieces out of his supposedly exceptional ability to live authentically in the past. 

The Jazz Age Lawn Parties are costume dance parties. Largely white and/or middle/upper 

class professionals attend to dance and show off their period garb, and to drink period 

cocktails. Arenella employs musicians and dancers from around the city, and has recently 

come under fire for late and/or defaulting on payments to his workers.6  
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Figure 6 Michael Arenella at the Jazz Age Lawn Party, Photo by Anthony 
Bowles7 

Studying Pre-War Aurality in the Postmodern City 

Through an ethnography of a set of interrelated jazz scenes in New York and New 

Orleans, this dissertation seeks to understand a sonic aesthetic - one that I call “Pre-War 

Aurality” – within a particular formation of contemporary postmodern, neoliberal 

capitalism; gentrification. Theoretically, I seek to understand both discursive formations 

and embodied expressions. Ethnographically, I seek to understand the ethical and 

political import of a dominant jazz aesthetic – represented at an international scale 

through the large scale cultural industry productions such as Whiplash and LaLa Land, 

and at a local scale through the promotional of a “1920’s” or 1930’s” personal aesthetic – 

that lauds the schizophonic reauralization of pre-World War II popular & vernacular 
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music. Such aesthetic trends have yielded a high demand for live trad jazz bands, and it is 

primarily the lives of working musicians in this genre that I track in this dissertation.  

Pre-war aurality as a hegemonic aesthetic forces us to re-think longstanding 

arguments that the dominant aesthetic of contemporary capitalism manifests through the 

spatial logics of collage within postmodern architecture8 and to begin thinking through 

the ramifications of aural nostalgia not as mere pastiche, but as instructive reflections of a 

particularly anachronistic political moment. This dissertation is, in a sense, an attempt to 

understand the aesthetic, spatial and temporal dimensions of a global political moment 

that is mired both in “structural nostalgia”,9 and a particularly entrenched identity 

politics. In doing so, what follows seeks to draw correlations between scholarship on 

gentrification in the postmodern 21st century city within urban studies, and scholarship on 

race, class, gender and cultural appropriation in (sonic) expressive culture, within 

ethnomusicology and the anthropology of sound and expressive culture.  

--  

As a musician who has lived and worked between Brooklyn New York, New Orleans, 

and Durham, NC for the past decade, it has been hard not to notice the ballooning market 

for trad bands in the jazz world. Musicians I know who had given up playing jazz – 

mostly because there was simply no work - found themselves diving into the recordings 

of the 1920’s and 1930’s, putting on tuxedos, and starting bands that play pre-war jazz 

for weddings, private parties, and bars. Suddenly musicians who moved to New York 
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City to play all kinds of music from experimental, indie, pop, and classical music found 

themselves to be the sonic arbiters of a 1920’s and 1930’s nostalgia.  

In the pages that follow, I track the artistic lives of two groups of interrelated 

musicians in New York City and New Orleans who – as artists in two globally connected 

“Neobohemias”10 despite differences in age, class background, and racial identity, 

occupy the same position as both harbingers and victims of the new “global urban 

strategy”11 of 21st century capitalism: gentrification. Beginning in chapter 1, I’ll track the 

work of a group of majority black musicians of mixed class background who age 

anywhere from 20 to 90. Gerald French, Seva Venet, Shannon Powell and other members 

of the Preservation Hall Jazz Band wield a critical discourse – one that I call 

dischronophonia - that resists the pre-war aurality of recent New Orleans transplants as 

appropriative and linked to the post-Katrina gentrification project. The second are largely 

white, college educated, and in their 20’s, 30’s and 40’s. These musicians include Tamar 

Korn, Aurora Nealand, Dennis Lichtman, & many others. In chapter 2, through a musical 

ethnography of a particular corner of contemporary New York City, I’ll seek to show that 

the anti-modern performative nostalgia that they sound out is - while referencing directly 

the years before the post WWII modernization project - a uniquely post-modern re-

aurilization; a the construction of a new-old jazz tradition12 through the idea of “social 

music.”  

Chapters 3 and 4 zoom out from the quotidian worlds of these musicians in order 

to pose a set of musicological, temporal and spatial queries about the relation between 
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social music as a rhythmic and melodic form, and about the raced and gendered ways in 

which such questions tend to be posed. Social music, as detailed in chapter 2, is defined 

as music with “sing-able melodies” and “dance-able rhythms.” It is music that is 

accessible to a wide majority of the public, and music that, at one time or another, found 

wide appeal. Even as pre-war aurality acknowledges the centrality of African American 

culture, the dominant representatives of the pre-war aural are white males. Chapter 3, 

“Moving Tradition” examines the rhythmic form of social music from the point of view 

of two African American drummers who have critiques of pre-war aurality that spring 

from different corners of the black community, Shannon Powell and David Pleasant. In 

this chapter as well as in Chapter 1, I depart from the provocation of cultural theorist Paul 

Gilroy that the musical cultures of the Black Atlantic “have supported the formation of a 

distinct, often priestly caste of organic intellectuals.”13 Throughout his highly cited 1993 

monograph “The Black Atlantic”, Gilroy advocates for the consideration of musicians of 

Africa and the African diaspora as producers of knowledge; “I want to endorse the 

suggestion that these subversive music makers and users represent a different kind of 

intellectual.”14 

For Gilroy’s method, this endorsement amounts to a close analysis of the 

commercial musical output of black musicians, as well as the use of some content from 

public interviews. Within contemporary work on music in black studies, jazz scholar Eric 

Porter has deepened Gilroy’s call to consider musicians as intellectuals. His 2002 

monograph “What Is This Thing Called Jazz?” draws from a detailed analysis of both 
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public and archival interviews with jazz musicians from the early 20th century to the 

present day.15 Through such an approach, Porter seeks to undo the implicit division of 

labor in jazz, whereby black musicians produce new music and white critics provide the 

commentary. Finally, through her article16 and 2018 monograph “Jazz As Critique”17, 

Fumi Okiji reads the musical and intellectual output of jazz musicians alongside Theodor 

Adorno’s famous pithy dismissals of jazz.18 I seek to contribute to this impulse of 

working with musicians as intellectuals through my ethnographic fieldwork and archival 

research on the jazz of the early 20th century, specifically as a way to trouble the 

whiteness of pre-war aurality. Given my position as a white male researcher writing 

about black music who has benefitted from the culture of whiteness and white 

supremacy, I seek to emphasize the ways in which the commentary and musical praxis of 

African American musicians critiques the white appropriation of black music. Finally, 

like Okiji and Gilroy, I contend that the intellectual output of black musicians disrupts the 

eurocentrism of academic knowledge production. Such an approach within ethnography 

speaks to the longstanding move toward the “provincialization” of Europe, and the still 

somewhat recent provocation within anthropology for the development of a “Theory 

From the South.”19  

Chapter 4, “The Mind’s Ear”, and the conclusion of the dissertation, “Servicing 

the Soul and the De-Segregation of Sound”, speak most clearly to what brought me to an 

ethnographic study of early jazz. I came to this project as an anthropologist and 

disaffected jazz musician. In 2002, out of high school, I moved from my native West 
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Tennessee town to Boston to study jazz performance and composition at Berklee College 

of Music as a guitarist. As my time went on there I became increasingly uninterested in 

what I saw as a very athletic, competitive, hierarchical and machismo approach to jazz. 

Despite the fact that I loved improvising as a musician, the kind of improvised music 

community I found myself in was, literally and figuratively, a headache; after my final 

performance of mainstream jazz in front of an audience I had a splitting headache that 

lasted for two days. This experience drove my musical activities away from jazz and into 

a wide range of other scenes, many of which I continue to pursue. I have found that this 

path away from jazz for jazz musicians who study in conservatories is not unusual. This 

dissertation is, in part, an attempt to understand and express the critiques of the 

institutionalization of jazz that are voiced by many musicians of my generation in a 

broader context, in hopes that those of us who have continued to engage jazz at an 

institutional level can begin to understand how we can change our approaches to 

pedagogy, composition, and historiography to better meet the needs and interests of the 

jazz musicians of the future. Around 2010 I started playing clawhammer banjo at old 

time fiddle jams in New York. It was through that scene that I discovered the latest 

generation of trad jazz musicians, and became interested in jazz for the first time in 

nearly 5 years. It was around then as well that I began to think about the folk and trad 

jazz community in ethnographic terms.    

I was first introduced to this world through the Tuesday night trad jazz session at 

Mona’s pub in the Lower East Side of Manhattan. Initially, I was taken by three aspects 
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of the Mona’s sessions. 1) Singers and the melodicism that comes with vocality seemed 

to be at the center of the activity rather than on the periphery, as is most common in 

contemporary jazz communities. 2) Musicians who most NYC jazz musicians would 

consider amateurs were welcome and encouraged to join in, despite the fact that the 

house band was world class and 3) The mode of musical improvisation was directed 

toward fostering a supportive group dynamic rather than displaying individual genius. 

Musically, I was simply discovering the wonders of polyphonic improvisation. 

Ethnographically, I was noticing that this approach was linked to the social values of 

other folk revival communities such as old time, bluegrass, Brazilian Choro and many 

others that value, but do not necessarily enact, collaborations and fellow feeling between 

people of different class backgrounds, racial and gender identities.  

Chapter 4 then, is a gender analysis of the vocality and melodicism required of 

both vocalists and instrumentalists in trad jazz. I read the singing and guitar playing of 

Tamar Korn and Nick Russo alongside the rich plethora of work on gender in jazz 

studies, as well as within a particular debate in feminist theory that centers around the 

question of “reversibility.” I seek to contextualize considerations of the phenomenon of 

singers impersonating instruments in jazz both within and beyond the history of and 

writings about “scat” singing, by considering the ways in which instrumentalists speak of 

and think about “singing through their instruments.” Like Chapter 3, Chapter 4 considers 

theoretical questions about space and time in the musicological and aesthetic forms of 

trad within the context of the broader thinking about the importance of the qualities of 
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urban space, not just the quantities of urban space. This is a crucial move to make in 

relation to other social scientific studies of gentrification, which have come largely 

through sociology and cultural geography. As valuable as these studies are, they tend to 

depart from a fairly strict definition of social class, as well as a fairly strict definition of 

gentrification itself. I will elaborate on this problem below by making a case for the value 

of anthropological theories of cultural difference within studies of gentrification.  

This project began as an ethnography of “old time” fiddle communities in New 

York. The shift to a focus on early jazz coming gradually at first, and eventually became 

consuming. The full shift never felt entirely right however, mostly because, as a 

musician, the two felt so similar to me. The conclusion of this dissertation gives the 

stories of my own musical and ethnographic encounters with two different musicians 

based in New York; Smokey Hormel and Jerron “Blind Boy” Paxton. Both Hormel and 

Paxton play music and perform historical characters that denaturalize the thoroughly 

entrenched boundaries between “black” and “white” music in the U.S. These musicians 

seek to, in the words of one of Tone Johansen, “service the soul” in a city that many 

contend, as I detail in Chapter 2, has “lost its soul.”  

Methodologically, chapters 1 and 2 reflect my work as a participant observer in 

the scene, while chapters 3 and 4 reflect the social, theoretical and aesthetic analysis that 

came out of that work. The methodologies of my broader research include conducting 

formal interviews with musicians, dancers, fans/aficionados, club owners, 

philanthropists, as well as labor activists working on behalf of jazz musicians. My work 
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also includes participant observation (I participate as a guitarist) at a number of 

interconnected jam sessions in New York including Mona’s in the Lower East Side, The 

Rum Room in Midtown, The Ear Inn in Midtown Manhattan, Amancay’s Diner in 

Bushwick, Brooklyn, The Keep in Ridgewood Queens, as well as Small’s and Fat Cat in 

the West Village. My research in New Orleans included participant observation as well at 

clubs around the city including The Spotted Cat, d.b.a., Preservation Hall, Three Muses, 

and The Maison. I also conducted archival research in New Orleans at the Hogan Jazz 

Archive and The Amistad Center at Tulane University, and in New York at the 

Shomburg Center for Research in Black Culture. This work informed my ethnography 

informally, and I plan to engage my archival findings in a more formal historical analysis 

in later projects.  

Throughout this dissertation, I will quote musicians by name who have agreed to 

participate in my study as part of a formal interview. However, participant observation as 

a research method also entails a great deal of less formal interaction, and much of the   

historical and contextual knowledge that I communicate herein is derived from both 

formal interviews, participant observation on the trad jazz scene, 11 years of involvement 

in various corners of the New York City music world as a performer, 6 months of 

fieldwork in New Orleans, as well as from my own training and experience as a jazz 

performer and composer. Musicians will be quoted by name who have formally agreed to 

participate, while less formal interactions are left anonymous.  
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Working Musicians and Genealogies of “Trad” 

“Trad Jazz”, or just “Trad”, short for Traditional Jazz, is term that has only recently fallen 

into frequent use in U.S. music communities. As a signifier, “trad” as a shorthand 

utterance pulls together a highly varied and not always coherent cluster of significations. 

Shortening “traditional” to “trad” was a common linguistic practice in Irish and British 

music communities, jazz and otherwise, long before it was common in the United States. 

“Trad” is still a common term in Irish music communities as a shorthand for “traditional 

Irish music”, and the New Orleans Brass Band revival of the 1950’s in the UK used the 

term “trad” as a shorthand for “traditional jazz.”20 This common use of trad in Anglo 

European folk revival communities relates to the contemporary use of trad in the U.S., 

with some important differences.  

Recently, using “trad” to refer to the 1920’s early jazz recordings, repertoire, 

collectively improvised structure, and styles of internationally renowned New Orleans 

musicians such as Louis Armstrong, Jelly Roll Morton, Sidney Bechet, and Johnny 

Dodds has become a common linguistic practice among contemporary jazz musicians 

around the world. These debates are played out most publicly on the HBO series Treme, 

where black and white musicians in New Orleans continuously debate the cultural and 

political significance of trad as a style, politics, and aesthetic expression.21 However, 

given the lack of specificity of the term itself, as well as all of the (post)modernist 

political and aesthetic debates that the term “traditional” carries with it, trad is something 

of a loaded signifier. While many people are referring to a specific period of New 
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Orleans music when the say trad, the majority of musicians and fans have a much less 

historically specific perspective.  

The first jazz recordings of the 1920’s bore a brand new African American 

musical style. The early recordings of Louis Armstrong, for example, displayed a 

historically unprecedented coalescence of a series of musical styles across Africa, Europe 

and the Caribbean.22 In the words of jazz scholar Eric Porter, “By the early twentieth 

century, black musicians had developed a dizzying array of secular, instrumental, and 

vocal musical styles. Ragtime piano players, brass bands, string bands, popular 

tunesmiths, ‘serious’ composers, performers in minstrel and vaudeville shows, and 

members of large orchestras and dance bands created music that included elements of 

syncopation, improvisation, blues harmony, and a variety of tonal effects (growls, 

melismas and so forth).”23 These secular styles blended with sacred African American 

styles as well such as hymns and spirituals, not to mention the influence of the military 

marching bands, fiddle tunes & jigs from Ireland and the UK, as well as the role of opera 

and other European classical styles. And finally there is the “Spanish tinge” of early jazz 

alluded to on multiple occasions by Jelly Roll Morton, and fleshed out in the writings on 

jazz and the Caribbean such as Ned Sublette24, Christopher Washburn,25 and many 

others. 

Many of the contemporary musicians that I work with in this dissertation are well 

versed in early jazz and would certainly lump the style under the signifier “trad.” 

However, the young, white, middle/upper class crowd featured in chapters 2 and 4 are 
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also fluent in a hodgepodge of other related styles that date from the 1920’s all the way 

up to World War II, which they and their listeners also call trad. These styles include the 

“swing” or “big band” styles of Fletcher Henderson and Benny Goodman, the vocal pop 

of the Boswell Sisters or Hoagy Carmichael, the French/Latin American “Gypsy Jazz” of 

Django Reinhardt and Oscar Alemán, as well the early “hillbilly” music of the American 

south including the “Western Swing” of Bob Wills and Milton Brown, the early country 

hits of Hank Williams and Ernest Tubb, as well as the “old time” Appalachian and Irish 

fiddle repertoire.  

Of course, not every musician in the scene is versed in all of these styles, but this 

is simply to flag the contested nature of the term “trad.” For some of my interlocutors for 

example, trad is a particular period of early jazz from New Orleans from the late 1910’s 

through the 1920’s, consisting of a “front line instrumentation” of trumpet (or cornet), 

clarinet, and trombone, and a “rhythm section” of banjo, piano, tuba, or in the words of 

trad musicians Dennis Lichtman, “maybe a bass, but only if the guy’s ‘thumpin’ (i.e. 

playing slap bass on an acoustic bass).”26 Many people who hear this style identify it as 

“Dixieland.” As chapter 1 will show, these often racialized contestations over the specific 

meanings of trad map on to the ways in which trad musicians are understood to be 

gentrifiers and/or the victims of gentrification. 

Trad Jazz is the musical genre around which this dissertation pivots, and against 

which it is written. My approach to trad as a genre is not unlike Louise Meintjes’ 

approach to mbaqanga in the opening chapter of “Sound of Africa.” To ask whether trad 
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is a set of musicological characteristics, a performative modality, a discursive strategy, 

folk music, pop music, art music, a political movement or a marketing category would 

reduce it to one or more of these categories. It is to understand the movement of trad 

through all of these categories so that, for the purposes of my study, we might understand 

how and why musicians both perform within and strategically violate its bounds. Perhaps 

the most central claim to trad by the latest generation of mostly white, conservatory 

trained, New York based musicians that I discuss in Chapter 2 is that trad is both folk and 

pop music, not art music. It is, for them, “social music.” For them, this is understood as a 

contrast to the way in which trad is taught in university music departments, whereby trad 

is understood as the “foundation” for what would become “real” or “modern” jazz, i.e., 

jazz as a high, modernist art.27  

While trad as a (anti) high art music is embroiled in the contemporary history of 

the institutionalization of jazz, it is also embroiled in a particular cultural debate among 

African American musicians and intellectuals. Three of the musicians that I work with in 

chapter 1 – Shannon Powell, Gerald French, and Seva Venet – are make much of their 

living through a series of neoclassicist institutions that are tied to the 1980’s revival of 

jazz music in the United States. This revival, spearheaded most famously by Wynton 

Marsalis, expresses a particular type of African American cultural conservatism that was 

both resistant to and consistent with larger cultural conservative trends of the time. 

Cultural conservatism, as distinct from political conservatism, is an ideology that draws 

connections between U.S. democratic institutions, the arts and humanities. It was argued 
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most popularly in the 1987 by Allan Bloom book “The Closing of the American Mind”, 

and has particular (and crucially distinct) lineage in African American arts and letters 

starting with Ralph Ellison, and moving through Arthur Murray, Stanley Crouch, and 

Marsalis.28 A primary tenant of black cultural conservative thinking is to steer attention 

away from thinking about black people as victims of racism and structural oppression, 

and to focus attention on black cultural achievement. Many black cultural conservatives 

during the 1980’s and 1990’s, Marsalis included, publicly denounced hip-hop music as 

corrosive to the moral fabric of African American culture.  

Marsalis moved to New York to attend Juiliard in 1979. He is a virtuosic 

trumpeter and a member of a renowned New Orleans musical family. In 1980, at age 19, 

he recorded with Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers. One year later, he was on tour 

with Herbie Hancock, a gig that connotes a great deal of praise and credibility in the jazz 

world, and one that practically assured his career as one of the world’s top jazz 

performers for the coming decades. In 1987, Marsalis started a jazz summer camp for 

high school students at New York’s Lincoln Center. This camp began what would be the 

establishment of performance and education programs at Lincoln Center in New York. In 

1996, “Jazz at Lincoln Center” (J@LC) became an independent entity of Lincoln Center, 

holding the same bureaucratic slot as institutions such as New York Philharmonic or the 

Metropolitan Opera, but certainly not the same budget. J@LC had a $4 million budget in 

1996, as compared to the $150 million budget of the Metropolitan Opera that year.29 In 

2018 however, J@LC has a $50 million budget30, certainly still not comparable to the 
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near $400 million of the 2015 Metropolitan Opera budget31, but up a great deal since the 

institutions founding over 20 years ago.  

By the mid 1990’s, J@LC had brought an unprecedented level of cultural prestige 

and economic support to an African American musical form. By the late 1960’s, jazz had 

fallen out of favor in the U.S. and European record buying public. While a great deal of 

important work continued in the “loft jazz” 1970’s, jazz music had become an essentially 

avant-garde pursuit with a very small niche market of consumers. J@LC turned this trend 

around first by securing financial backing from an elite New York cultural institution, 

and second by using that financial backing to spread the jazz revival gospel around the 

world through touring concert series and, most effectively, the artistic advisement of the 

Ken Burns jazz documentaries. Part of Marsalis’ vision for J@LC was and is still to 

elevate and popularize African American musical expression as a cultural value on par 

with European classical music. His push to popularize however differentiates his project 

from one of pure cultural elitism, and jazz record sales did indeed pick up a great deal in 

the 1980’s and 1990’s.  

Marsalis and J@LC ignited a series of hotly contested debates between 

“traditionalists” and “experimentalists” in the 1980’s and 1990’s now referred to as “The 

Jazz Wars.” Marsalis and his Albert Murray/Ralph Ellison influenced intellectual mentor 

Stanley Crouch were staunch opponents of the Avant-Garde experimentalist of the 

1970’s, and stated as much in the Ken Burns “Jazz” documentary. They even criticized 

the ‘fusion’ work of Miles Davis during that period, igniting one of the more public jazz 
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war debates. Davis responded to the criticism in characteristically incendiary and ‘street’ 

style: “What’s he (Marsalis) doin’ messing with the past? A player of his caliber should 

just wise up and realized it’s over. The past is dead. Jazz is dead...Why get caught up in 

that old shit? … Don’t nobody tell me that way it was. Hell, I was there … no one wanted 

to hear us when we were playing jazz … Jazz is dead, God damn it. That’s it finito! It’s 

over and there’s no point in apeing that shit.”32  In 2018, these debates seem to have 

evaporated. Marsalis now often shares the stage with “experimentalist” musicians that his 

publically touted ideology seems to be in direct contrast with, and the nations top jazz 

conservatories no longer seem to be embroiled in a debate in which students feel 

compelled to take one side or another.33 And yet, J@LC remains a powerful cultural and 

economic force in the jazz world, one that stands as a decidedly modernist institution – 

one devoted to classical mastery and drawing clear boundaries between high and low 

culture – in an otherwise postmodern aesthetic landscape.  

Davis is not the only musician to accuse Marsalis of producing irrelevant 

pastiche, although it is only in recent decades that a new kind of critique has begun to 

develop. The musicians that I work with in Chapters 2 and 4, Dennis Lichtman, Megg 

Farrell, Ryan Weisheit, Tal Ronen, and others, labor within a larger pre-war aurality 

framework for more wealthy and/or powerful bandleaders such as Michael Arenella and 

the Dreamland Orchestra and Vince Giordano and the Nighthawks – whose history is 

decidedly distinct from debates around black cultural conservatism. The noted absence of 

race discourse is, in fact, only possible because the majority of the participants in the pre-
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war aurality aesthetic are white, and also because the larger umbrella of institutions that 

these musicians functions within are, in fact, predominately white as well. There are 

important individual exceptions, which I discuss in the conclusion of the dissertation, 

“Servicing the Soul and Desegregating Sound.” 

The latest generation of jazz musicians, some conservatory trained, some not, are 

far less likely to be invested in developing identities as either traditionalists or 

experimentalists, and far more likely to discuss problems around the institutionalization 

of jazz. All of the musicians that I work with in chapter 2 express such critiques. For 

them, the institutionalization of jazz has erased the early social history of jazz as a 

popular dance music associated with the feminist “flapper” 1920’s, gender non-

conformity, and drug experimentation by relegating jazz performances to high priced, 

modernist listening rooms. These critiques stem in part out of a series of folk music 

institutions in New York such as the Jalopy Theater and School of Music in Red Hook 

and the bar/performance space Barbés in Park Slope, whose proprietors express the 

longstanding relationship between the collective, participatory values of folk music, and 

leftist political causes, most centrally, labor organization. 

In chapter 2, “Anachronistic Solidarity”, I show the ways in which the latest 

generation of working trad musicians shape trad jazz as both social music, and social 

movement. As a movement, trad is shaped by a leftist nostalgia for a time before 

neoliberalism. Like the majority of supporters of the 2016 Bernie Sanders campaign, the 

majority of these musicians are young, white men whose hope for the political future of 
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the United States is universal healthcare, free higher education, and, for some, a universal 

basic income. These values are expressed, for them, through the inherently collective 

improvisational structure of early jazz specifically, and more broadly in the participatory 

ethic of folk music. The pre-war aurality aesthetic that they express is a kind of anti-

modern postmodernism, one that sounds out the egalitarian strivings of the socialist 

welfare state. It is an aesthetic that seeks the roots of a different kind of political 

hegemony in the U.S. that was not ruled by free market logics.  

As I will chart again and again in different ways, however, the arbiters of this 

aesthetic are caught in a double bind. The first problem, of course, is that these are 

largely white men expressing such politics through an African American musical form. 

The long history of the white appropriation of black music is never far from the minds of 

many of my interlocutors, and this history shapes their (in)ability to express an ostensibly 

progressive politics through such a form. The second has to do with the fact that they are 

working musicians who work sometimes for tips and small bar fees, and sometimes for 

bosses whose political economic sensibilities often lie elsewhere.  

Regardless of the age or racial identity, the majority of the musicians that I work 

with throughout this dissertation are working musicians. Very few have enjoyed the 

benefits of extended mainstream success. Some have enjoyed brief touring stints with 

more stable acts, but all, in some way or another, rely financially and existentially on 

maintaining a steady stream of bar gigs and private engagements at the local level. Given 

the tendency of jazz scholarship and historiography to feature primarily the works of 
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“great men” and those who have worked with them, this approach to jazz ethnography is 

unique. It is an approach informed by recent critiques of “genius” within the jazz canon34, 

as well as my own experiences as a working musician. Departing from such critiques and 

experiences, I have come to think about the life worlds of working musicians as 

constituting what Gregory Sholette has called in the visual art context, the “Dark Matter” 

of the music industry. They are, in other words, part of the vast majority of musicians 

who labor in the industry who, in Sholette’s words, “are largely ignored or dismissed by 

critics,” and yet their work constitutes the vast majority of the creativity and imagination 

required for the existence of the industry itself. 35 

Class War, White Supremacy and the Qualities of Gentrification   

“Speaking by the anthropologist’s notion”, says geographer and Tulane Professor 

Richard Campanella, “transplants are definitely changing New Orleans culture. They are 

much more secular, less fertile, more liberal, and less parochial than native-born New 

Orleanians. They see local conservatism as a problem calling for enlightenment rather 

than an opinion to be respected, and view the importation of national and global values as 

imperative to a sustainable and equitable recovery.”36  

While the “notion” of a cultural shift in New Orleans is certainly ever present, 

Campanella speaks more here as a geographer than as an anthropologist. Studies of 

gentrification have, in fact, come primarily out of sociology and geography. The term 

was coined in 1964 by Marxist sociologist Ruth Glass to describe the displacement of the 

poor and working class in an urban context. She argued that this displacement was driven 
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primarily by the re-appraisal and re-valuation of working class and/or abandoned homes 

by the middle and upper class.37 This was, by contemporary quotidian uses of the term, a 

strict and bounded definition of gentrification. Glass did not include the construction of 

new structures as part of the gentrification process, nor was their any gesture toward a 

cultural definition.  

Since Glass, there has been a plethora of gentrification studies in sociology and 

geography, the majority of which engage statistical and Marxist political economic 

methods.38 The hegemonic theory of gentrification has come from Neil Smith – a student 

of Marxist geographer David Harvey – who, in his study of the 1980’s gentrification of 

the Lower East Side of Manhattan “The New Urban Frontier”, developed what he calls 

the “rent gap” thesis.39 Smith’s political economic theory of gentrification as a process of 

rent inflation driven by speculative capital has become common parlance. While Smith 

did certainly engage in cultural arguments, his argument that the culture of gentrifiers 

constitutes a colonial, frontier logic, is rooted not in colonial, postcolonial, or decolonial 

studies, but in Marx’s theory of primitive accumulation. Smith’s documentation of 

colonialist aesthetics in the 1980’s Lower East Side serves primarily to prove his thesis 

that, in the wake of white flight, government and private industry colluded to plunder the 

property of the poor and working class as a revanchist strategy. At the time of Smith’s 

study, anti-gentrification activists in the Lower East Side donned signs that read 

“Gentrification is Class War!” Such a political stance flows logically out of a political 

economic, class-oriented understanding of gentrification.  
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There has been a shift in the U.S. however in public conversations about 

gentrification. Among activists for example, the idea of gentrification as class war has 

been subsumed. Activists now don signs, t-shirts, and hats that read “Gentrification is 

White Supremacy.” The writer Ta-Nehisi Coates has, in many ways, articulated this 

position most prominently. Coates’ recent fame as a leading, Harlem renaissance-style 

black intellectual in the vein of Richard Wright or James Baldwin has only increased 

since the xenophobic, reactionary rise of the 2016 Trump administration. Coates uses the 

phrase “gentrification is white supremacy” in his most recent book “We Were Eight 

Years in Power”40, but the position could be traced back to at least 2014 in his piece for 

The Atlantic, “The Case for Reparations.”41  

In that piece, Coates discusses the racist housing policies of the North Lawndale 

neighborhood of Chicago, detailing the ways in which black families fleeing the Jim 

Crow south from the 1930’s to the 1950’s were coerced into buying houses “on contract.” 

African Americans could not receive loans from mainstream, government-backed banks 

for the most part, which left a gap in the market for predatory, unstable lending practices. 

Coates links this type of process all the way back to exceptional and sub-human status of 

black bodies under U.S. law starting in the early 19th century, and all the way up to the 

predatory, sub-prime lending practices of Wells Fargo to the black community in 2011. 

Most importantly, in that piece, Coates is insistent that “White Poverty is not Black 

Poverty.” Quoting the 2012 book, Great American City, by Harvard sociologist Robert J. 

Sampson, Coates says that “a black neighborhood with one of the highest incarceration 
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rates (West Garfield Park) had a rate more than 40 times as high as the white 

neighborhood with the highest rate (Clearing). “This is a staggering differential, even for 

community-level comparisons,” Sampson writes. “A difference of kind, not degree.”42 

While Coates does not deny to importance of eradicating poverty across cultural lines, he 

notes the many times in which public discussions around the history of slavery and/or 

reparations get re-directed into discussions around poverty that elide race, and therefore 

the history of slavery. 

To complicate Coates’ narrative further, we could turn to the work of 

anthropologist John Jackson. While Jackson’s ethnography Real Black43 was published in 

2005, considerably before Coates, I argue here that Jackson succeeds in presenting 

gentrification as an intersectional raced, classed, and most crucially (if only because of its 

frequent omission) gendered concept. None of these categories are, for Jackson, mutually 

exclusive. In the chapter Real Harlem for example, he discusses the development of an 

abandoned storefront into a café by a wealthy family who recently immigrated to Harlem 

from Ethiopia. Before the development, the storefront had been used as a meeting ground 

for many poor and working class young black men. Departing from “Lefebvre’s notion of 

qualified spaces untamed by market forces”,44 Jackson argues that these young men are 

“redefining privitization” by imbuing value and quality onto a space that for years, 

according to the market, had no value.45 Jackson notes the many ways in which such “re-

privitazation” of public space occurs in Harlem on the streets, sidewalks, and in 

abandoned structures. To express the intimate in public is to resist the quantification of 
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bodies and livelihoods of the poor and working class by academics and bureaucrats, a 

process that Jackson argues is part parcel to constitution of Harlem as a “ghetto.” Jackson 

contrasts such quantification to the famous qualities of Harlem as a space of black 

expression through music, dance, and the intellectual and literary products of the Harlem 

Renaissance.  

For the young men who once hung out in the abandoned storefront, Jackson notes 

that there is a particular kind of alienation, what he calls a “psychological” and 

“semiotic” displacement. The space was indeed abandoned before, according to market 

logics, but now the men sit on a stoop, across from the space where they once met to 

express their hopes, fears, successes and failures, and watch, not a white middle class, but 

a relatively newly arrived, international, black middle and upper class eat croissants and 

drink espresso. For these young men, their displacement cannot, due simply to the levels 

of melanin of those who have displaced them, be about race. And so, it becomes about 

gender. The men utter one homophobic slur after the next. The coffee shop has become a 

“faggot”, “fairy”, feminized space, no longer safe for expressions of poor and/or working 

class black masculinity.  

It is through an emphasis on the qualities of displacement that I proceed to 

understand pre-war aurality as not only an aesthetic of gentrification, but as a way in 

which precisely the types of psychological and semiotic displacements theorized by 

Jackson occur. I depart here not only by Lefebvrian lineages of positing urban space 

beyond quantification cited by Jackson, but also by the philosophical work of Elizabeth 
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Grosz on space and time, as well as the history of the “Denigration of Vision” in 

philosophical thought that she draws from.46 Grosz’s work in “Architecture from the 

Outside” for example is concerned with precisely the possibility of defining space 

through non quantifiable terms47, and it is this approach that inspired the Deleuzian and 

feminist theories of embodiment evident in chapters 3 and 4.  

As such, I seek to understand not merely the ways in which young white and old 

black musicians misrecognize one another, not merely the ways in which “transplants are 

changing culture” in other words, but how the culture of the transplant/local/black/white 

etc. are constituted and maintained. Politically, this means that I am not just seeking to 

unpack the ways in which a new middle class is affecting an apparently timeless poor or 

working class, but I am seeking to understand the ways in which their various cultural 

activities constitute one another. To anthropologize Capanella further then, I am seeking 

to understand the ways in which a modernism, as constituted through the history of black 

cultural conservatism, and as expressed through a modern jazz aesthetic, interacts with a 

postmodernism, as constituted through a history of folk music egalitarianism, whiteness, 

and as expressed through an anti-modern, trad jazz aesthetic. All of this, I understand to 

be a way of analyzing and understanding gentrification within a globalized U.S. culture.  

In the context of this ethnography then, gentrification as an intersectional concept 

means understanding the simultaneity of race, class and gender.48 While the majority of 

the musicians in this study are male, there is a divide regarding the politics of gender. The 

majority of the young white musicians recognize an inherent denigration of femininity 
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within the institutionalization of jazz, while the older black musicians tend to dismiss or 

ignore such arguments. As a class position, the musicians in my study, despite their 

differences in race, age, and gender, occupy a similar position. They are artist laborers in 

gentrifying cities whose “creative class” bona fides bring a great deal of cultural and 

liquid capital to city economies. They are also working musicians who piece together tips 

and low wages to eek out a basic subsistence. As low-income bearers of cultural capital, 

they are both harbingers and victims of gentrification.  

The question of gentrification in a jazz context is structured through the 

background and present of the white cultural appropriation of black music. The long 

history of mainstream, white America profiting from the musical output of African 

Americans is at least as old as the history of slavery. As historian Karl Hagstrom Miller 

has shown in his book Segregating Sound, such patterns of appropriation became 

institutionalized through the production of “Race” and “Hillbilly” records in the U.S. at 

the dawn of the recorded music industry, and at the height of the terror inflicted through 

the legal regimes of the Jim Crow south.49  The most prominent contemporary 

instantiations of the segregation of sound are evident in hip hop and country music. 

Alongside the scholarly conversations, debates and memes about cultural appropriation in 

music emerge in the news cycle on a regular basis, and are part of the vast web of 

political and cultural issues that inflect the currently raging “culture wars” of U.S. 

society. To be “woke” as a liberal/left wing U.S. citizen is, in many ways, to discuss and 

debate the relative ethical concerns around the history and present of cultural 
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appropriation. While my work does not engage these popular discourses on a sustained 

basis, it is in fact informed by an impulse coming out of such a political moment to 

understand, as a white researcher and musician, ethical ways of engaging with the 

history, culture, and music of black America.   

Within ethnomusicology and the anthropology of sound, scholars have studied 

and debated cultural appropriation for some time now. Anthropologists of sound are 

attuned to the ways in which the sonic acts as a kind of adhesive clay for social 

formation. Collin Turnbull, for example, has shown50 how the Bambuti (more commonly 

reffered to as “Pygmy”) people in the Democratic Republic of Congo51 worship through 

their use of the Molimo trumpet, and how that mode of worship constitutes life worlds 

that are expressed primarily through the sonic. Departing from Turnbull’s work in the 

1960’s, Steven Feld’s 1982 ethnography “Sound and Sentiment” in Papua New Guinea 

studies the Bosavi “myth of the muni bird.”52 Feld employs a masterful knowledge of 

Bosavi kinship, language, ornithology, and music, and puts forth the argument that 

weeping, poetics and song are inextricably linked to one another. He postulates that all 

these forms of sound refer, in one way or another, to a Bosavi cosmology that posits a 

separate human existence within the world of bird. 

Departing from these types of extended, ethnographically grounded studies of the 

sonic life worlds of indigenous populations, in the 1990’s Feld began to notice that he 

was hearing Turnbull’s field recordings of Bambuti singing in decidedly unexpected 

places, from Madonna to Herbie Hancock to international disco hits. Feld’s 1996 article 
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“Pygmy Pop” tracked what he called a “Genealogy of Schizophonic Mimesis” of the 

sampling, use, re-use, and radical re-contexutalization of Turnbull’s field recordings, as 

well as the use of pygmy vocal styles more broadly.53 Most centrally, Feld’s thinking in 

that article, as well as a great deal of ethnomusicology and anthropology of sound at the 

time, concerned itself with what it saw to be clear correlations between the profit margins 

of major music industry companies, the creation of a “world music” genre, and the 

history of U.S. cultural imperialism. Feld and others discussed the inherent bias of 

intellectual property law, the use of indigenous sound recordings without permission, or 

cultural knowledge, the separation of sounds from their sources through recording 

technology, and the of circulation of those schizophonic recordings through exponentially 

exacerbated54 networks of global capital.   

Since Feld’s writings, the internet has fundamentally changed the music industry. 

Recorded music is like oxygen for the postmodern consumer, the sonic archive of life 

itself streams through our devices for no money. We barely seem to need wires anymore. 

Financially speaking, major record labels have barely survived the rapid shifts in format, 

and currently they yield very little power as compared to the hegemonic sway they 

commanded over the industry just 20 years ago. As ethnomusicologist David Novak has 

argued in his article “The Sublime Frequencies of New Old Media”, this has, in many 

ways, changed the questions about the ethics and politics of cultural appropriation posed 

by ethnomusicologists 20 years ago.55 Like artist/scholars such as Jace Clayton (DJ 

Rupture), Novak argues that the shifts in the industry have brought us to a moment that 
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he calls “World Music 2.0.”56 If the world music industry of major record labels and 

world music festival producers was the topic of Feld et. al, World Music 2.0 scholars 

focus on record labels like “Sublime Frequencies” and others that re-issue previously 

discarded hybrid musical forms from around the world, as well as their use and re-use by 

smaller “indie” artists.  

What I want to call attention to in this dissertation more broadly, and in the 

following chapter more specifically, is that while the shifts in the industry have certainly 

bred a seemingly endless array of recorded music cultures, and that while those recorded 

music cultures have created an undoubtedly innovative sonic landscape that has bred 

modes of collaboration that could never have been dreamed of otherwise, the shifts in the 

music industry have also had a kind of inverse effect to the endless proliferation of 

recorded music. In a market of seemingly infinite recordings, the only market value that a 

recording has for a musician, with the exception of DJ’s who performs recorded music, is 

as a calling card for live performance. Very few people see the value in purchasing hard 

copies of musical recordings in 2018, save the niche vinyl market. The musicians 

featured in this dissertation do indeed make and sell recordings, but like the majority of 

the world’s musicians, live performance is simply their only realistic avenue for 

remuneration. And so, in the following chapter, I will seek to show the ways in which the 

live performances of transplant musicians in New Orleans, musicians who, through their 

careful study of the recordings of the 1920’s and 1930’s, perform a schizophonic re-

aurilization. These performances imbue a particular kind of quality onto the urban spaces 
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of New Orleans, one that developed through the pre-war aural aesthetic, and one that 

makes New Orleans musicians more than a little uneasy.  
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1. Love in the Street: Trad, Dixieland & Dischronophonia in New Orleans 
 

Marigny and the Frenchmen St. Scene in Context 

In downtown New Orleans, four of the most rapidly gentrifying neighborhoods are St. 

Roch, Bywater, the Treme (6th ward), and Marigny. In Marigny, on the seven-block strip 

of Frenchmen St. starting south from Esplanade Ave. and running north to St. Claude 

Ave, there are 10 clubs featuring live music, the majority of which are central haunts for 

the trad transplant scene. St. Claude marks the official boundary of Marigny, where 

Frenchmen St. continues north through St. Roch. West of Marigny and St. Roch is the 

French Quarter to the south and the Treme to the north. In the words of Bywater resident, 

ethnomusicologist and Tulane professor Matt Sakakeeny, “Nowhere are racial and spatial 

disparities more evident than along the St. Claude Avenue corridor, with whites 

predominating in the riverside neighborhoods of Marigny and Bywater and blacks in the 

“back-a-town” neighborhoods on the other side. White transplants have begun 

incrementally gentrifying the blocks across St. Claude, leading realtors to re-invent the 

neighborhood with names like “New Marigny” and “New Bywater.” 57 St. Claude Ave. 

is, to use colonialist language of gentrification scholar Neil Smith, the “frontier” of the 

gentrification of New Orleans. 

In one sense, what is occurring in these neighborhoods follows Ruth Glass’ 

classic 1964 definition of gentrification as “the process by which working class 

residential neighborhoods are rehabilitated by middle class homebuyers, landlords and 
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professional developers.”58 All of the neighborhoods in question consist of residential 

houses, have poor and/or working class histories, and all have, at varying levels, changed 

in racial and socio-economic profile in recent decades. However, scholars have called the 

displacement and resettlement patterns in post-Katrina New Orleans part of a unique “4th 

wave” of gentrification in the United States.59 Cultural geographers and sociologists tend 

to point to the rapid level of post-Katrina neoliberalization of public institutions in New 

Orleans, particularly education and housing. This more “pure…harsh”60 4th wave 

manifests through aggressive and ideological resistance to any state welfare policies, 

even when they are more cost effective.61  

Aside from the rehabilitation of formerly working class homes, these downtown 

neighborhoods also show plenty of signs of “new build” gentrification as well, fueled in 

part by the private capital of a handful of ultra wealthy developers who, with the help of 

$10 billion of federal aid money, are turning formerly abandoned warehouses into 

residential housing that is largely unaffordable to the poor and working classes.62 

Developer Pres Kabacoff for example, prides himself on successfully lobbying to double 

the base income requirements to receive affordable housing in New Orleans. Many of 

these developments entail newly created slots especially for “artists”, part of an overt 

strategy of gentrification that understands the relation between artistic labor and the 

“creative” industries such as advertising and technology.  

 Developers and urban policy makers often used the term “laboratory” for New 

Orleans after Katrina. The massive population drop, most of which was black & 
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poor/working class, was understood as an “opportunity.” Take the words of conservative 

commentator David Brooks in a New York Times editorial after the storm: “Katrina was a 

natural disaster that interrupted a social disaster. It separated tens of thousands of poor 

people from the run-down, isolated neighborhoods in which they were trapped. …It has 

created as close to a blank slate as we get in human affairs, and given us a chance to 

rebuild a city that wasn’t working.”63 Such neoliberal revanchist policies and 

philosophies have brought a near unprecedented level of poor/working class (majority 

black) displacement and middle/upper class (majority white) resettlement that can be 

seen clearly in the relation between the flood maps and the resettlement patterns. The 

downtown neighborhoods that became affluent and white after Katrina - Marigny and 

Bywater - were not flooded, while the frontier neighborhoods – St. Roch, and The Treme 

– had between 0 and 4 feet of water.64  

This type of violent disregard for the massive levels of displacement and general 

human misery of both pre and post Katrina New Orleans life is perhaps not surprising 

within the grand scheme of post 1970’s neoliberal capitalism. What I want to call 

attention to in this chapter however, is that there are overt resonances between these 

violent economic and spatial displacements, and the day to day realities of musicians 

working within a genre of live musical performance as central to the economic functions 

of the city as traditional jazz & swing. Indeed, St. Roch, Marigny, and Bywater are all 

rich in architectural history, which does absolutely draw from the historical 
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preservationist, gentrifying aesthetic. The earliest examples of “classical” gentrification 

all begin with the associations and societies of architectural preservationists, after all.65  

They are also, however, indeed even more so, sites of rich musical history. The 

former home of Ferdinand “Jelly Roll” Morton is on 1443 Frenchmen St. in St. Roch, to 

take one of thousands of examples. These histories do not manifest only as geographical 

sites, but as a sounded historical memory that includes musical considerations such as 

repertoire, style, phrasing. “Preserving” New Orleans music is not a new impulse, as, for 

example, studying the long history of “Preservation Hall” as a space and an ensemble 

would reveal. However, as I will argue in this chapter, through the musical labor of trad 

musicians, a mode of labor fueled by the Pre-War Aural Aesthetic, there is a sonic re-

appraisal of the musical traditions afoot in New Orleans, a mapping of a new kind of 

aural geography.  

This aural geography is not unrelated to the reappraisal of historical homes. Nor is 

it unrelated to the sounded historical trauma enacted in the appropriation of black music 

by white musicians, a historical memory that reverberates strongly into the present and 

past dynamics of the popular music industry. It is not unrelated, but not precisely 

analogous. It is, as I will argue, discronophonia, an evicted musical tradition fueled by 

racial and generational tensions between musicians of relatively similar class positions, in 

the present, even when their class and racial identities do not always coincide. These 

tensions play themselves out primarily through debates and disagreements around the 

“trad” and “Dixieland” genre categories, a debate that brings otherwise obscure 
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modernist debates within the history of jazz criticism into a decidedly postmodern 

milieu.66  

Not surprisingly, the majority of the voices in this chapter raised in protest against 

the musical praxis of young, white transplant musicians comes from local black 

musicians who are generally (at least) a generation older than the recent transplants. I 

take seriously the charge from these musicians that there is some form of white 

appropriation occurring, and that that appropriation is related directly to the gentrification 

of New Orleans. It was in fact their critique that led the dischronophonia theory. 

However, I also address in this chapter what I see to be a crucial gap between what 

Foucault would call the discursive formations of such a critique – embroiled as it is in the 

long history of black cultural conservatism in jazz detailed in the introduction, as well as 

the recontextualization of a modernist aesthetic debate detailed below – and the 

heterodox musical praxis of these and so many other local black musicians.  

I highlight the work of musicians who speak a great deal about the importance of 

remaining faithful to trad as a genre, but whose musical praxis often contradicts these 

statements. I see this not so much as a contradiction than as a strategy that allows 

musicians to play the music that is important to them while maintaining authenticity and 

credibility in the marketplace. Through their playing, the musicians in this chapter 

express their full range of influences, allowing them to remain connected to their 

complex histories as creative beings. Through their discourse however, they position 
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themselves in a now century long debate around race, authenticity and intellectual 

property in jazz, which plays itself out today in the politics of gentrification.  

Of the 10 clubs on the Marigny strip of Frenchmen, I spent the majority of my 

time in The Spotted Cat, d.b.a., Three Muses, and The Maison. The young transplant 

bands that frequent those clubs include Meschiya Lake and her band – The Little Big 

Horns, Aurora Nealand and her band – The Royal Roses – Tuba Skinny, Smoking Time 

Jazz Club, the New Orleans Jazz Vipers and many others. In addition to the clubs on 

Frenchmen, musicians busk along the street during all hours of the day and night. At 

Frenchmen and Decatur, the Louisiana Music Factory is a Vinyl and CD store that boasts 

one of the largest collections of New Orleans music in the country, where many of the 

artists who play in the clubs sell their music. Many of the bands that frequent the 

Frenchmen St. trad scene have or have had members that have spent time and/or taken up 

residence in New York. In the following chapter, I will address that relation through the 

network of musicians who pass through the Tuesday night trad session at Mona’s in 

Manhattan, and the network of jam sessions that have sprung up around Mona’s.   

Shortly after I arrived to New Orleans to conduct my initial fieldwork in the 

spring of 2015, I noticed that I was given two distinct narratives about Frenchmen St. On 

one hand, when I would tell transplant musicians, dancers and/or music enthusiasts that I 

was in town doing research on trad, they would encourage me to go to Frenchmen St. On 

the other hand, when I would tell local musicians about my project, they would mention 

older, more established clubs not on Frenchmen such as Preservation Hall, the Palm 
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Court or the Maple Leaf. When I would ask local musicians what they thought about 

Frenchmen St., their response would almost invariably be dismissive. For most local 

musicians, the Frenchmen St. crowd hasn’t been around long enough to merit much 

praise or attention. And yet, many musicians who play regularly on Frenchmen have 

received national and even international praise. It is this disjuncture between economic 

and cultural capital that we begin.  

Tom McDermott & Aurora Nealand 

One of the more successful musicians from the Frenchmen St. scene is soprano 

sax/clarinet player and singer Aurora Nealand, a white woman who is keenly aware of 

the political and racial components of her position. I first saw Nealand perform with the 

pianist Tom McDermott at Buffa’s on Esplanade Ave. She was raised in the bay area, and 

studied music composition and anthropology at Oberlin College. She moved to New 

Orleans in 2005. The duo have been playing weekly at Buffa’s for about a decade. 

McDermott, a white man, fell in love with ragtime piano at an early age, and has been 

courting an obsession with Brazilian Choro music for most of his adult life. His 

education/class background is roughly analogous to Aurora, and he is a generation older. 

He calls Choro “the trad jazz of Brazil.” Both of these interests inform his approach to 

trad, lending anything he plays on the flowery air of a late 19th century parlor in Rio 

and/or New York. He moved to New Orleans in the late 1980’s.  

Buffa’s is a bar and restaurant with a small stage, and the band is just getting 

started as I settle in. Nealand sings the melody to the song “Old Fashioned Love”, a 
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standard made popular in 1924 by the New Brunswick, NJ born James P. Johnson. 

Although Johnson is by no means a household name, he played an enormously important 

role as a pianist who bridged ragtime and jazz styles, not to mention the fact that he 

tutored Fats Waller as a child in Harlem. Given his wide-ranging influence and obscurity, 

musicologist David Schiff has called Johnson “the invisible pianist.”67  Nealand launches 

into her first solo, and I can hear her love of the early recordings of New Orleans greats 

such as Johnny Dodds, George Lewis, and Sidney Bechet in her bluesy phrasing and 

warm, warbling vibrato.  

In fact, I find out later that Nealand recorded a tribute to Sidney Bechet in 2010 at 

Preservation Hall. On the first track of the album, Nealand reads aloud a passage from 

Bechet’s autobiography: “New Orleans, that was the place where the music was as 

natural as the air. The people were ready for it like it was the sun and rain. A musicianer, 

when he played in New Orleans, was home, and the music, when he played it, would go 

right to where he sent it. The people there were waiting for it. They were wanting it.”68 In 

her 2016 feature in the New Orleans alt weekly Offbeat, Nealand reflects on the 

experience of making that record. “It was a pretty ostentatious thing for a young white 

woman who’s not from New Orleans to do. But you learn to do it and you give yourself 

the deadlines—and I wanted to force myself to really be immersed in that sound. 

Learning to play just like Sidney Bechet would be a lifelong pursuit, and that’s not 

necessarily what I’m trying to do. It’s more like learning a language and when you do 

that, you create your own punctuation…The other part of it is that I felt very encouraged 
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by the musicians when I came to town. People like Ben Jaffe at Preservation Hall; we 

never worked together musically but I felt like they were a welcoming presence. But 

playing the Sidney Bechet show was really about giving myself a challenge, it wasn’t me 

saying ‘I’m next in the legacy.’”69  

 After their first set, I struck up a conversation with Nealand, and told her I was 

working on a dissertation about trad jazz. Immediately, she insisted that she was not who 

I was in New Orleans to speak with. She suggested that I speak with the trumpet player 

Wendell Brunious, the bass player Ben Jaffe, and the drummer Gerald French; all long 

time residents with multi-generational ties to New Orleans music who play at 

Preservation Hall regularly. “There's a racial component too” she emphasized, “the old 

black musicians are the ones really carrying the tradition of this music.” I asked if she 

would be interested in sitting down to speak about her work sometime. She was resistant, 

and re-iterated her point about speaking with the older musicians. “Gerald French would 

be a great person to talk to” she said. She backpedaled a bit. “Although he’ll give you a 

particular perspective, Gerald’s roots run deep, and he’s not afraid to let you know that. 

He has his side of things.” 

 Nealand’s musical biography is extremely varied, and her career as a performer 

reflects this more than most. In addition to her involvement in the trad scene for which 

she is most well known, she lead a rockabilly band under the alter ego Rory Danger, “the 

leather-jacketed outlaw (officially, Aurora Nealand and Rory Danger are different people 

who’ve never met)”, plays in the free improvisation group Why Are We Building Such a 
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Big Ship?, has been known to join the Cajun/Celtic mashup the Lost Bayou Ramblers on 

stage, and is working on a solo electro pop album Monocle. Her training at Oberlin was 

under composers Randolph Coleman, Tom Lopez and Leo Wanenchek. After we spoke 

about my project that night, she told me that she was mulling over the decision whether 

to accept an offer to do a doctorate in composition at Wesleyan. “You seem like you’re 

doing pretty well here in New Orleans,” I say. “That’s true” she said, “but I guess the 

question I’m dealing with now is, ‘do I still want to be playing at the Spotted Cat every 

week in 10 years?’”, referring to the Frenchmen St. club.  

Bourbon Street and The Original Tuxedo Jazz Band  

It’s Monday night on Bourbon St. in the French Quarter. I’ve been in the city for a couple 

of months, and it’s my first time here. Fifty years ago, Bourbon St. was the center of jazz 

culture in New Orleans. The bands in the clubs then all had horn players, and the 

repertoire was all some version of New Orleans music. These days, when there are live 

bands in the clubs, they’re playing top-40 radio rock, but even then there are fewer gigs 

on Bourbon than before. Many store fronts that were once live music venues have been 

converted to restaurants, plastic cup booze venders, and, most derided among musicians, 

T-Shirt shops, where Bourbon-goers dawn such phrases such as “I got bourbon-faced on 

Shit Street.”  

I’m walking toward a club called “Irvin Mayfield’s Jazz Playhouse.” The club has 

the stated mission of “bringing jazz back to Bourbon St.” and was founded by New 

Orleans born trumpeter and bandleader Irvin Mayfield. On the bill tonight is the Original 
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Tuxedo Jazz Band; a band that boasts the longest performance history of any jazz band in 

New Orleans. The band was founded in 1910 by trumpeter Oscar ‘Papa’ Celestin. 

Celestin passed away in 1954, but not before trusting his band leading duties to 

trombonist Eddie Pierson, who only led the band for four years. In 1958, banjoist Albert 

‘Papa’ French became the bandleader, and passed the torch to his son, drummer Bob 

French, in 1977. Before Bob passed away in 2011, his drummer/vocalist nephew Gerald 

French took the reins. As I navigate through the Bourbon St. debauchery, I’m rehearsing 

how I’ll introduce myself to French, a man who has had New Orleans music in his family 

for 70 years.   

Mayfield’s club is located in the upscale Royal Sonesta hotel. The chic milieu 

reminds me of “Dizzy’s Club Coca Cola” in the Jazz @ Lincoln Center compound in 

midtown Manhattan. I’m not surprised by the club’s appearance. Mayfield’s affinity for 

opulence has come under fire recently. After Hurricane Katrina, he branded himself as an 

ambassador of New Orleans. He has met and performed for George W. Bush and Barack 

Obama, and earned a seat on the National Council on the Arts. As a philanthropist in 

New Orleans, Mayfield sat on the chair of the Library Foundation; whose mission is to 

rebuild New Orleans’ still crumbling library system post-Katrina. Finally, until recently, 

he was the artistic director of the internationally renowned New Orleans Jazz Orchestra 

(NOJO). He resigned in July of 2016 as the NOJO director in reaction to allegations that 

his $100,000 salary in addition to an $18,000 stay in the Ritz Carlton (including a $1,600 

breakfast) in Manhattan during the week of his Carnegie Hall debut came directly out of 
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the library budget. In the words of one headline, “In New Orleans, scandal tarnishes a 

jazz star and the libraries he was asked to help.”70 Many locals refuse to patronize 

Mayfield’s club out of protest.  

The band is set up at the front right of the room. French is bantering with the 

crowd about dating, love and marriage. “Ya see, when women say it’s fine, it ain’t fine”, 

he laughs, “that’s why I’m divorced. I’ll watch the cowboys all I want, nobody be 

touching my TV. I got a house full of drums. It’s very peaceful.” The sax player 

mockingly answers with a marching band version of “Jesus Loves the Little Children” as 

if to say, “he even loves you Gerald.” A few laughs erupt, confirming the need to chide 

the masculinist bravado. French deflects the jab by changing the subject. He notices 

many in the crowd are clapping along. “See these people know! We used to do Sunday 

school parades. You could play hymns or spirituals, that’s all you could play.” His gospel 

musician bona fides established, he counts off the next tune. “1, 2, a 1,2,3.”  

The 5-piece band breaks into the decidedly secular 1927 popular standard, “Ain’t 

She Sweet.” It’s a brisk tempo and the trumpet takes the lead while the saxophone 

answers. Gerald sings the tune after the first time through the form, and after rehearsing 

through the original lyrics, he sets the song in New Orleans. “Ain’t she sweet; See her 

walking down Bourbon St; Ain’t she nice, Like a bowl of red beans and rice.” Gerald’s 

last improvised verse elicits few laughs and more than a few groans; “Ain’t she nice, I 

wonder what’s the price.” The chides were not enough it seems.   
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The band is busy breaking down and counting money after the set, but French 

seems interested in my project when I approach him, and he willing to do an interview 

later in the week. As I emerge back into the balmy summer night on Bourbon St., I see a 

giant wooden white cross a few blocks down, accompanied by the distinct tones of 

country preaching over a loudspeaker. As I approach, I notice the preacher is 

accompanied by three women with flyers inquiring about the status of their readers souls. 

On the same block, women in thongs stand outside the Hustler “gentlemen’s club”. Some 

drunken men stare as if to say “I wonder what’s the price?” On the next block a worker 

from a bar holds up a giant sign of a barely clothed woman that reads “sinners welcome” 

with an arrow pointing into the bar.  

Discourse and Gerald French’s Dischronophonic Critique 

As Nealand predicted, French gave what was the most pointed and specific criticism of 

transplant musicians that I heard during my time in New Orleans. Fundamentally, his 

criticism was at the level of musical style and repertoire. Like many local black 

musicians, French differentiates Trad from Dixieland. Trad is a term that, as detailed in 

the introduction, has received scant scholarly attention, despite its wide use in multiple 

jazz, pop, and folk contexts. For French, Dixieland is a white interpretation of New 

Orleans jazz, while Trad is New Orleans jazz played by majority black, New Orleans 

born musicians.  

While French’s interpretation is especially hardline, one strand of French’s 

thinking comes out of the pedagogy of the early jazz guitar and banjo player Danny 
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Barker, who many of my interlocutors studied under at the Fairview Baptist Church in 

New Orleans. Barker is credited for re-claiming early New Orleans jazz as a symbol of 

racial and regional pride during the civil rights era; a time when many black musicians 

lumped all early jazz under the term Dixieland, which they associated with white 

appropriation. In the words of New Orleans festival organizer Kennith Ferdinand, 

“Dixieland was a derogatory term. It was a term associated with minstrels, blackface, all 

of that. We had no reverence for Louis Armstrong at the time.” Barker thought that this 

lack of reverence for Armstrong as well as other black New Orleans early jazz musicians 

was putting the local black community out of touch with its musical traditions. And so, 

he drew historical and musicological boundaries between Dixieland and Trad, shunning 

the former and uplifting the latter, while giving many black musicians political license to 

study and publicly perform early jazz (Defazio 2015). 

The Frenchmen St. transplants are, at varying levels, aware of political and racial 

stakes of the Trad/Dixieland divide. For most transplants, their solution to this problem is 

simply to call what they are doing Trad. By using the preferred term of black musicians, 

the transplant community is, in one way, signaling its desire for integration. However, 

many local musicians argue that this does not change the fact that the style and repertoire 

of the music remains, for the most part, in the Dixieland tradition. French, for example, 

calls “a spade a spade”, and makes “no bones” about his opinion that most of what is 

happening on Frenchmen St. is simply the latest generation of Dixieland music. While 

some associate Dixieland music with minstrelsy and white appropriation, for French, 
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what differentiates Trad and Dixieland most fundamentally in the present day is that 

latest generation of Dixieland musicians are not from New Orleans, even though they are 

claiming local status.  

There are so many musicians that are not originally from here that are 

playing the music now. In some ways, it’s a big disconnect. I mean, the 

reason that I say that is, a lot of them are fundamentally very good 

musicians. But, there are just some intangible things, that you have as a 

New Orleans musician, that don’t really transfer, unless you’re from here, 

or you’ve been here for quite a while. There are some things that can be 

missing in your playing, if you’re not from here. And like I said, no 

disrespect to anybody, there’s some talented musicians that have moved 

here from abroad, as well as from other parts of the United States. But, 

you know, after you listen to them for a while, it’s like, ok, I understand 

your influences, and I see who you’ve been listening to, but I can still tell, 

you’re not from New Orleans.  

When I pushed French on the specificities of what it is exactly he was hearing to tip him 

off that musicians were not from New Orleans, he spoke of “note choice”, “phrasing” and 

“tempo.” He spoke of the rhythmic feel of locals as “laid back”; he said that transplant 

musicians play much faster than local musicians. Local musicians always make sure they 

play things at a danceable tempo, while transplant musicians sometimes play at a frenetic 

pace.  
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 In addition to style, French also spoke a great deal about repertoire. “If I was 

somebody moving to a new place, wanting to learn about the music” he said, “I would 

learn which songs are appropriate. For example, French has “heard a lot of bands on 

Frenchmen St. you know, they play a lot of Fats Waller stuff. That’s not really New 

Orleans music. It’s not. Fats Waller was a great composer. He was a black guy. But it’s 

still not New Orleans music.” Fats Waller was recording during the 1920’s and 1930’s, 

but he was born in New York City. I think back to Nealand’s concert a few weeks back. I 

wonder if her rendition of “Old Fashioned Love” – a song made popular by Fats Waller’s 

teacher – would have satisfied French. If not, I wonder if Nealand’s clear reverence for a 

tribute to Sidney Bechet – a New Orleans musician if there ever was one – would meet 

French’s criteria. 

 French also discussed pedagogy. “These people on Frenchmen think that just 

because they’ve got a piece of paper from a fancy music school that they’re ready to lead 

their own trad band. I worked as a sideman for many years before I led my own band, and 

that’s how it ought to be. I’ll say it, these young kids playing this music today just 

haven’t paid their dues.” French is certainly right to say that many transplants studied 

music formally at the college level, many of them in some of the world’s top 

conservatories. It’s also true that the prevailing mix of “DIY” ethics and entrepenurialism 

that prevails among contemporary artists in the contemporary moment, a moment 

characterized by increased precarity across the globe, entails a much larger proliferation 

of small business ventures by novice practitioners, including bands.  
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 In the midst of this heady and weighty conversation, French invited me to a bar that 

evening called Dos Jefes to see him play a set with his father George French. Whereas 

Gerald’s uncle and grandfather had been strict traditionalists, it seemed that father 

George has made a career playing funk and R&B as a vocalist and electric bassist. Dave 

Torkanowsky will be joining on keyboard as well. “Dave’s one those white boys who has 

paid his dues” Gerald says, “we used to sneak him in to those family sessions.” I wonder 

why Dave needed to be “snuck” in, and where exactly these secret sessions were, but 

Gerald has to run.  

 I take him up on the invitation though, and meet him at the bar later that night. 

Gerald and I chat some between sets, but mostly I take in the joyous sounds of a trio of 

musicians who seem to be able to read each others minds. There are New Orleans 

standards like Liza Jane, but George’s solid as a rock bass playing and his smooth vocal 

style that is eerily reminiscent of Bill Withers (think “ain’t no sunshine when she’s 

gone”) takes over, and any pretense of regional loyalty is absent. Jazz standards, Stevie 

Wonder, Tom Waits, it’s all fair game. There’s not a trad jazz standard to be heard all 

night.  Despite the fact that many in the bar seem more into their conversations than the 

music, the musicians and the close listeners are having a great time. I talk with George 

for a minute after the set. When I tell him about my project he gives me a CD of his own 

music and no matter how many times I insist, he won’t let me pay for it. “We have fun” 

he says. “I guess that’s the most important thing” I say. “That’s right” he says, “having 

fun and getting paid.” When I leave the band is counting their money at the bar.  
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From Preservation Hall to the Spotted Cat  

I’m standing in line outside Preservation Hall on a Tuesday night on St. Peter St. in the 

French Quarter, waiting to see the band of drummer and singer Shannon Powell. Powell’s 

family roots in the 6th ward and his charismatic personality have earned him the 

nickname, “The King of Treme.” If you’ve ever watched the HBO series Treme you’ve 

heard Powell drumming on the theme song. As one of the oldest jazz clubs in New 

Orleans, The Hall (as Powell calls it) is one of the most prestigious performance locales 

in the city for early jazz performance. Tourists line up an hour before each set. Space is 

limited, and is mostly standing room. There is no bar, no restrooms, and no air 

conditioning. Inside, it looks as though it hasn’t been renovated since the 1950’s, when 

my grandparents came here to dance shortly after my grandfather returned from serving 

in the Marine Air Force during World War II. Until about 10 years ago, the price of 

admission at Preservation Hall was $1. Today, it’s $15 per 45 minute set; a symptom of a 

successful re-branding of the Hall by longtime resident, bass player and artistic director 

Ben Jaffe. I chat with my neighbors in line. Brooke, a tourist from Canada, knows a great 

deal about New Orleans Music. “I’ve heard Tuesdays are the night to come here” he says. 

He’s a fellow musician, and by the end of the night, he gives me a USB stick with 

hundreds of mp3 files of 1950’s and 1960’s New Orleans R&B.  

 As we file in, Brooke and I are funneled toward the back. It’s the middle of June, 

and it’s very hot inside. It’s a tiny square room with plywood walls and floors with no 

stage, and few benches up front. After just a few minutes the band walks in to roaring 
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applause. “Thank you, thank you”, says Powell. “We’re so glad to be with you all here 

tonight ladies and gentlemen. I just want to make one thing clear. You’re not going to 

hear any Dixieland music here tonight, you’re going to hear Traditional New Orleans 

Music.” With that, the band launches into their set.  

 Contrary to that opening statement of genre loyalty and specificity, the repertoire 

is all over the map. The band starts with a jazz standard from the 1920’s; arranged in the 

old polyphonic style that might lead the average listener think “this sounds like 

dixieland.” There were, in fact, some confused faces in the room as Powell as the band 

started up, as if to say “he just said we weren’t going to hear dixieland right? Isn’t this 

dixieland?” From there they move between spirituals, gospel, early R&B, Funk and back 

to the early jazz standards. It’s a fantastic set. The band closes with a mournful, elegiac 

gospel ballad that he dedicates to the victims of the Orlando shootings at a gay club that 

had happened only two nights before. Before this closing number though Powell does 

something that I saw at every New Orleans musical performance without exception; he 

draws the crowd’s attention to the tip bucket. Musicians half-jokingly refer to the tip 

bucket as the “traditional New Orleans method of paying the band”, and Powell does a tip 

bucket bit that I have seen at Preservation Hall before. He introduces the bucket as a 

member of the band; Philip D. Bucket. 

As the crowd starts to leave to make way for the next batch of paying customers, 

Brooke and I stay back to linger in the hallway and talk about the set. We’re both 

energized by the music. We also both regret the strict “no recording policy” of the Hall. 
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“I loved the way that they re-harmonized ‘Liza Jane’” says Brooke, referring to a song 

that was first published in 1910 by Sherman Clay and Co, but whose roots scholars have 

dated back to the slave songs of mid-19th century Covington, Louisiana. “If I had the 

recording then I could go back and learn all those chord changes they played. I’m 

teaching that song in a class right now, and it would be great to be able to bring that 

performance in.” I notice that the next round of customers have already begun to file in. 

“I’ve just hung out here between sets before and sometimes they’ll just let me stay for the 

next set without paying” he says; “if they think you might be a broke musicians they’re 

generally pretty cool about it.”  

 Indeed, the woman working the door acknowledges us without asking us to leave, 

and we get to stay for the second set. After the set I go up to the bandstand to introduce 

myself and to express my gratitude for their performance. “Oh yes, Jay” says Powell, 

“let’s get together!” I contacted Powell beforehand but didn’t hear back, and I certainly 

didn’t expect him to remember who I was. He gives me his phone number and we agree 

to do an interview later in the week at his home in Treme. Awash with excitement from 

the performance and the prospect of speaking further with the “King of Treme”, I thank 

Brooke again for the free music and the tip about lingering between sets, and I set out 

north on Royal St. toward Marigny. The Smoking Time Jazz Club is doing the late set 

there at The Spotted Cat.  

 Royal St. in the French Quarter is like an outdoor museum. The ground floors of 

the meticulously renovated antebellum townhouses reveal the closed and glistening 
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windows of upscale boutiques, while the second and third floors suggest the guarded 

privacy of the largely vacant pied-a- terre’s of the wealthy. Geographer Richard 

Campanella distinguishes four gentrifying populations in New Orleans with the tongue-

in-cheek vernacular terms (1) gutter punks, (2)hipsters, (3)“bourgeois bohemians” 

(Brooks 2010) and (4) bona fide gentry, and argues that these populations cycle through 

gentrifying neighborhoods chronologically. Due to the fact that the neighborhood has 

been gentrifying since the 1920’s, The French Quarter has, Campanella argues, actually 

surpassed the fourth stage and now exists almost entirely as a museum. In the French 

Quarter you will see “spectacular architecture, dazzling cast-iron filigree, flowering 

gardens-and hardly a resident in site” (Campanella Ibid)  

 By the time I’ve crossed Esplanade Ave and arrived at Frenchmen though, a mere 

10 blocks away, the population has shifted decidedly from ambling tourists and bona fide 

gentry to gutter punks, hipsters, and bourgeois bohemians. Campanella’s characterization 

of gutter punks as “young transients with troubled backgrounds who bitterly reject 

societal norms and settle, squatter like, in the roughest neighborhoods bordering 

bohemian or tourist districts, where they busk or beg in tattered attire”; and of hipsters as 

“also fixated upon dissing the mainstream but better educated and obsessively self-aware, 

seeing these punk-infused neighborhood as basitions of coolness” feels at least like an 

accurate schema on Frenchmen, although class-consciousness is so dim. Who would 

identify within such categories? Complexion, on the other hand, a much more ready 
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made form of identity in the U.S., a place in which identity politics sometimes aligns with 

class politics, and sometimes not.   

 With two exceptions, Powell’s band had been all African American. As I duck 

into the Spotted Cat, the all white line up of the band strikes me immediately. The band is 

playing “T’ain’t a fit night out for man nor beast”, a song that Sidney Bechet recorded 

with Noble Sissle in the late 1930’s. The singer’s faux gravel, the band’s period costumes 

and the Big Band-like polish of Sissle’s swing-era arrangement gives the music and the 

club a campy, sound track feel (Bechet 1931). But it’s not quite the soundtrack to a film 

based in New Orleans. In HBO drama terms, it’s much more Boardwalk Empire than 

Treme. “A gin and tonic, and a vodka tonic” slurs my neighbor to the bartender. It’s 

Tuesday night in 2016 in New Orleans, but the crowd acts as if it’s Saturday night in 

1920 in New York or Chicago.  

The King of Treme on the Fake New Orleans 

The following week I meet Shannon Powell at his home in Treme to do a formal 

interview. As I pull up on my bike he and his wife have just arrived in their car. They’re 

unloading enough groceries to feed at least thirty people. “Fathers Day BBQ on Sunday” 

his wife says as she lifts the bags out of the car. I help them get the groceries inside, and 

they invite me to sit in the living room while they put everything away. Powell emerges a 

few minutes later with a bowl of pecans, two bottles of water, and two cold Red Stripe 

beers. We talk a bit about his house, which he inherited from his grandmother. The living 

room is in the front of the house, whose layout is roughly that of a shotgun apartment. On 
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the wall there is a portrait of he and his wife on their wedding day, and on the mantle a 

framed photo of his grandparents in their youth. A giant bobble head doll of Louis 

Armstrong sits on the mantle, and to the left of the mantle there’s the TV. We can hear 

the activity out on the sidewalk, and throughout the hour-long interview a number of 

visitors come by. On the coffee table below the mantle, in front of a framed photo of his 

daughter, there is another small TV screen with three security camera feeds that give 

three different views of the sidewalk from the front of his house. Powell shifts his gaze 

back to the security camera screen routinely throughout the interview.  

We talk about Treme (a name he says he only started using recently, it was just 

called the 6th ward when he was a child), the way the neighborhood has changed, for 

better and worse, but mostly worse. “People like you (a white person) couldn’t come in 

this neighborhood back in the day” he jokes. “But it’s not like you really couldn’t come, 

you gotta hear what I’m saying. I had plenty of white musician friends who would come 

here and say (mocking scared white person voice) ‘well all my friends tell me it’s 

dangerous but I actually really like it here.’ It’s not like people would rob every white 

dude that come in the neighborhood back then. They’d rob people, sure, but they 

wouldn’t use a gun.” He laughs. I ask him if he means that the neighborhood has gotten 

more dangerous now than it was twenty or thirty years ago. “Oh yes, definitely. People 

used to be out on their stoops, looking out for each other. It’s not like shit didn’t go down 

then, but people get killed a lot more often here now.” The decline of New Orleans was a 

theme that Powell returned to throughout our conversation that day. “I feel blessed to 
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have caught the tail end of the best of what New Orleans has to offer.” He says. “I’m 

talking about music, food, culture, everything” hey says. “There was just a kind of love 

back then that just isn’t around anymore.” 

Eventually, the conversation turns to his set at Preservation Hall a few nights ago. 

“I’ve been over at The Hall every Tuesday night for about 15 years. It’s a very special gig 

for me, because I get to showcase the old style of drumming that I was raised with.” I ask 

about his Dixieland/Trad comment at the beginning of the set. “Well, Jay, that’s when I 

educate the people. You see, there was a time when people were very comfortable using 

that term, Dixieland. But that’s not a real term, that’s some shit that somebody made up. 

For some people it’s a race thing, but not for me. You see, I was lucky enough to study 

under Danny Barker. Danny taught me not just about how to be a good musician, but how 

to be a good man. Danny taught us that this music is too important for it to be about 

division and hate, and that those divisions that existed within it were made up by people 

who weren’t really musicians. You see, if you understand the history of things, then you 

don’t go around hating. Otherwise you’d be some kind of lunatic like that guy who shot 

all those people in Orlando. This music is supposed help heal those kinds of things, not 

help to create them.” Powell went on to talk about his early days working as a musician 

in the French Quarter in the 1970’s, emphasizing that he learned from the white 

“dixieland” musicians just like he learned from the black musicians. “Maybe that sounds 

like dixieland, like kinda corny, but they were still good musicians, and I learned a lot 

from them.”  
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 When the conversation turned to the present though, Powell had a different take 

on things. “There’s too much time being passed with all this bullshit. All that stuff on 

Frenchmen, come on bro. It’s not right bro. It’s like, musicians just in there making a 

living. Those people aren’t from New Orleans, and what they’re playing is not New 

Orleans music. It sounds like Chicago jazz or Cotton Club (in New York) Jazz.” While 

Powell was willing to learn from white Dixieland musicians in the French Quarter in his 

younger days, there is clearly something very different about the latest generation of 

Dixieland white musicians on Frenchmen St. Like Gerald French, the way the musicians 

sound is the biggest problem for Powell; not that they are white. He moves directly from 

this sonic criticism to larger forces of exclusion and inequality in the city.  

 “A lot of it has to do with the government. They use the word ‘jazz’ in New 

Orleans for economic reasons, and they could care less about the musicians in this town.” 

Powell told me that he’s accrued nearly $3000 in parking tickets just for driving to work 

and parking in the French Quarter. “There should be parking spaces dedicated to 

musicians in front of all the clubs” he said. He didn’t say this outright, but the implication 

was that the people on Frenchmen don’t have to worry about those kinds of things 

because they’re from wealthier backgrounds. “Let me tell you another thing that happens 

Jay. When time passes so much, shit get outta whack. I think time has really taken over in 

New Orleans. To the fact that there’s just no more charm, no more of what people come 

to expect. The love on the street that used to be there ain’t there no more. Now there’s a 

fake New Orleans. It’s fake New Orleans man.”71 
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 In thinking about the “King of Treme’s Fake New Orleans”, I’m reminded of the 

words of gentrification scholar Neil Smith shortly after Hurricane Katrina. “When 

President Bush insists that ‘out of New Orleans is going to come that great city again’ it 

is difficult to believe that secure and affordable housing is what this administration has in 

mind. Wholesale gentrification at a scale as yet unseen in the United States is more likely 

the outcome” (Smith 2005). Smith’s prediction of a “Disneyfied BigEazyVille oozing 

even more manufactured authenticity than the French Quarter” isn’t exactly how I would 

describe Frenchmen St. 11 years after Katrina, but my Powell is suggesting that that is 

exactly where it is headed. Most crucially, his concerns are not based solely housing 

and/or demographic factors, but about a feeling. Powell feels that there is less “love in the 

street”, something Samuel Delany might call “interclass contact and communication 

conducted in a mode of good will.”72 His sociality feels networked, when he used to feel 

much more contact. What’s more, this lack of love sounds different to Powell. Perhaps 

this is the prophetic quality of sound that Jacques Attali speaks of in his work “Noise: 

The Political Economy of Music”, or perhaps it is much simpler than that73. For Powell 

especially, the decline of love in the street and the rising specter of violence are related to 

a blatant mis-representation of New Orleans culture. One aspect of that misrepresentation 

is when musicians who are not from the area come and play music that isn’t exactly from 

New Orleans, and yet everyone seems to want to call it “Traditional New Orleans 

Music.” Like the displacement of poor and working people of post-Katrina gentrification, 
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gentrification on Frenchmen St. is the eviction of tradition replaced by a dischronophonic 

and, yes, gentrified sound. 

 And yet, we are again left with the same problem that Gerald French left us with. 

Powell has articulated the same critique as French through the discursive performance 

that has been constructed through an idiom of “white anthropologist interviews black new 

Orleans musician about (in)authenticity of white musicians playing jazz.” He has given, 

in many ways, the scripted response that I expected to get in sitting down to speak with 

him about this. But the set I had seen him play the night before tells a very different story, 

starting with the jarring disjuncture between his programmatic claim to genre loyalty and 

his sponge-like absorption of any and all stylistic influences. Musical genre is, by 

definition, a discursive and rhetorical position that is often, if not generally, contradicted 

by musical praxis.  

I thank Powell again for his time, but not before he invites me to the Father’s day 

barbecue at his house on Sunday. “I’ll be out in the yard serving up drinks, my wife’s 

cooking. It’s gonna be real New Orleans food now don’t miss it. Bring your guitar too 

we’ll be playing.” I’m terrified at the last suggestion but I agree to come to the party and 

he shows me out the door. “Be careful out there. If somebody comes after you kick ‘em 

in the balls” he laughs. 

Philip D. Bucket Inc. at the Crawfish Boil 

On Sunday I arrive back at Powell’s house. As we pull up on our bikes I see him on the 

sidewalk across the street from his house with a crowd of men. I recognize one of them 
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immediately; the guitar and banjo player Seva Venet. Venet moved to New Orleans in the 

early 2000’s from California. I first saw him perform at Dizzy’s Club Coca Cola at Jazz 

at Lincoln Center in New York with the New Orleans clarinetist Dr. Michael White. It 

was the one time I paid the steep ticket price for a Jazz at Lincoln Center concert during 

my fieldwork. Venet sat in with Powell’s band during the second set at Preservation Hall 

last week. I am a big fan of his recordings of turn of the 20th century string band music, 

and I’m eager to say hello.  

I offer beers to the crowd but Powell directs me to the backyard. I lock up my 

bike and walk through the alleyway. The first person I meet in there is Venet’s wife, who 

asks me about the guitar on my back. We hear later in the party that Powell’s wife used to 

cater professionally, and it certainly shows. The food is resplendent and incredible. There 

are green peppers stuffed with beef, crawfish and shrimp, peas and rice, macaroni and 

cheese, ribs, ham, a crawfish boil with corn and potatoes served in a giant tupperware 

with a proportionally giant ladle, fruit in a bowl made out of a watermelon and bread 

pudding. There’s a full bar set up, where Powell is perched for most of the party. There’s 

a tip bucket sitting on the bar, and every hour or so he half jokes “Phillip D. Bucket!” to 

the laughs of the crowd.  

I get my first round of food and settle in at a table with the piano player Amasa 

Miller. Miller is an older white man originally from upstate New York, who also plays 

the clawhammer banjo. I have played old time music when New Yorkers, and we realize 

that we know many of the same people. I learn that he moved to New Orleans in the 
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1970’s, and has lived in Treme since then. I learn also that he’s a regular member of 

Charmaine Neville’s band, and he tells me to come by his show with her with my guitar 

on Monday nights. He says Neville will ask me to sit in if I come by, which is a little 

terrifying, but I suppose I can’t turn that invitation down. Gerald French was their regular 

drummer at one time, but Original Tuxedo Band is also on Mondays, so he doesn’t play 

with them anymore. Miller tells me that Neville isn’t really happy about the turn the 

music scene has taken since Katrina. “She hates the Frenchmen St. scene” he tells me. “I 

can see why she would feel that way,” he says “but I don’t feel quite as strongly. It’s 

gentrification, basically there are carpet baggers coming down here, and some of it’s 

good and some of it’s bad.”  

This ambivalence reminds me of a larger shift in American culture around the 

term “gentrification” from that of a universally derided term to one of ambivalence. 

Gentrification scholar Tom Slater points to the recent work of Sharon Zukin that actually 

seems to uphold gentrification in the Lower East Side of New York City as a “territory of 

innovation” (Zukin and Kosta 2004). To Slater, this is very surprising given Zukin’s 

landmark study Loft Living that “critically exposed the ‘artistic mode of production’ 

behind rampant gentrification and industrial displacement” (Slater 2006). It is not the first 

time I have run up against this ambivalence about gentrification on Frenchmen, but it is 

the first time I’ve heard it in a circle of older, mostly African American musicians. Even 

with that comment though, Amasa says that Frenchmen St. has “lost a lot of the magic” it 

once had. He cites the first two years after Katrina as the prime of the Frenchmen St 
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scene. This strikes me as odd, considering that those two years were the most difficult, if 

not impossibly so, for those hit hardest by the storm. I think of the stories of rape and 

alligator attacks I’ve read of Miller’s employer Charmaine Neville, and I imagine it was 

hard for her to stomach the ‘magic’ Miller speaks of during those first few years after the 

storm. “But now Frenchmen St. has gotten too popular, there are too many tourists” says 

Miller. “It’s not Bourbon St. yet” he says, “but it’s getting there.” 

I eventually make my way over to Seva Venet. He answers all my questions with 

one-word responses, and he seems a little annoyed at my presence. I couldn’t figure out 

what was going on during the party, and after I felt a bit crushed since I admire his work. 

This awkward first encounter with Venet is, in hindsight, very funny. I followed up with 

him after the party, and he agreed to do an interview, and we eventually became friends. 

Only later did it dawn on me why he might have been thrown off guard by me at the 

party.  

Powell had told me to bring an instrument, which I did, but only a few other 

people at the party had an instrument, and nobody played music while I was there. One of 

the only questions Venet asked me during the conversation was who I was playing with. 

After my first month or so of full time fieldwork in New Orleans, I realized that because 

most musicians make their living on the streets and in bars, the competition for those 

positions is much steeper, and the stakes are much higher than in other places. During my 

fieldwork and time as a musician in New York, for example, the bars function essentially 

like glorified practice sessions, as most musicians who are able to make a living are 
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getting their pay from private events. When I brought my guitar to the home of one of the 

most well known bandleaders in New Orleans, I was stepping on Venet’s territory 

without realizing it. Powell calls Venet “my banjo player”, and Venet would be damned 

before someone he’d never met would change that. Once he realized that I was really 

there as a researcher and not to threaten his livelihood, he had a lot to say.  

Seva Venet on Transplants  

Venet and I meet at the Hogan Jazz Archive at Tulane, where he is working on a banjo 

history project. Venet is a tireless scholar of early jazz, and from what I can tell about 

him, he brings the same intensity to his writing that he does to his playing. He moved to 

New Orleans in 2001, spawned by a love of trad. Shortly after arriving, he landed a spot 

in the street band of Anthony “Tuba Fats” Lacen. Tuba Fats was a student of Danny 

Barker, and Venet is not shy in pointing out that lineage. This apprenticeship, along with 

Venet’s obsessive study of Danny Barker’s guitar and banjo style, earned him an 

unusually high level of respect in the black community for a white transplant. In Shannon 

Powell’s words, “Seva’s a good ol white boy.” Unlike most white transplant early jazz 

musicians, Venet performs regularly as a sideman with local black musicians. This places 

him in an unusual place in the racial divide in the early jazz scene, allowing him to speak 

not only as an authenticated tradition bearer, but also uniquely positions him as a critic of 

the latest wave of transplants in Frenchmen St. Whereas Gerald French and Shannon 

Powell were a little timid in their criticisms of the Frenchmen St. scene, Venet did not 

hold back. 
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“These kids on Frenchmen have a hole in their jeans and a credit card in their 

back pocket” he says. “Many of them are great players, don’t get me wrong, I just wish 

they would be a little more respectful to the tradition. They want to live a bohemian 

lifestyle, they want to be cool, they dress in rags, and they stink. Look, if someone smells 

bad, it’s because they’ve been underserved by their community. This music is about 

uplifting a community.” Venet points to a portrait of Louis Armstrong on the wall. “Look 

at Louis Armstrong up there” he says to me. “What’s he wearing?” “A suit” I say. 

“That’s right, a suit! A nice suit too. How about that?” He points to a portrait of Jelly Roll 

Morton wearing a suit. “Jelly Roll changed his suit three times a day!” he exclaims. 

“There’s a lot of pride in this music. This music was a political statement. It came about 

during the Jim Crow Era, it was during Plessy Vs. Ferguson. It was about the black 

community saying to white people ‘we’re not who you think we are. We dress well, and 

we make fantastic music. Respect us.” 

Chaz Leary at The Café Rose Nicaud 

The Café Rose Nicaud is well situated on Frenchmen St. This is a nightlife street packed 

with bars, but eventually everyone needs coffee, and this is the spot. The owner, local 

black entrepreneur Kenneth Ferdinand, named the café after the early 19th century coffee 

vendor Rose Nicaud. Nicaud was a free woman of color in the early 1800’s who, 

according to Ferdinand, was the first person to sell retail coffee in New Orleans. Nicaud 

sold her fresh brew from a cart, which she rolled along Decatur St on the eastern side of 
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Jackson Square in the French Quarter; now the site of one of the most popular tourist 

destinations in New Orleans; Café Du Monde.  

In an interview with a local freelance journalist, Ferdinand recounts his choice to 

name his café after Nicaud as a political one.74 “Rose Nicaud’s coffee cart pre-dated the 

Café Du Monde, which is the oldest coffee house in the country. Coffee existed as a 

commodity before this, but Nicaud was the first to venture into retail coffee. Like so 

many stories of African American achievement however, this story is seldom told. 

Getting credit for being a genius in the business world is not often visited on African 

Americans, and even less so on African American women.”75 Ferdinand does not stop 

here. He evokes this history of retail coffee, from Café Du Monde all the way up to 

Starbucks, and claims that they all owe their business success to Nicaud’s foundational 

idea to sell brewed coffee direct to consumers. “She is one of the key anchors of the U.S. 

economy, in my opinion.”76  

Today, I am meeting the singer/washboard player Chaz Leary, otherwise known 

as Washboard Chaz at the Café. Leary and I settle in at the Rose Nicaud, and I get a sense 

right off the bat of the varied musical background that has given him the reputation as the 

“man of a thousand bands” on the Frenchmen St. scene.77 A black man in his mid 50’s, 

he spent his young life in the Jamaica neighborhood of Queens in New York City, and 

moved to Westchester County by age 12. His first musical experiences were with a drum 

and bugle corps starting at age 9, and when he moved out of the city at age 12, he sang 

with the school choir. After school he spent about 9 months in Key West, where a friend 
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taught him to play the washboard. “He liked my conga playing so I gave him some 

lessons on conga and he gave me lessons on washboard, just kinda went from there.”78 

From Key West he moved to the very small beach town of Mystic, Connecticut where he 

played in mostly country and rock bands for 6 years.  

In 1975 he moved to Boulder, Colorado, which he describes as a “good move.” In 

Boulder he played washboard, congas and sang with a whole range of bands; blues, jazz, 

country, and rock. He also discovered western swing there through his work with Dusty 

Drapes and the Dusters. He says the Dusters were “neck and neck” with Asleep at the 

Wheel, a Western Swing band that’s released dozens of records on a slew of labels, and 

continues to tour internationally. “My friend who had already signed a friend’s band got 

fired” he said, “that’s how these things happen.”79 After 22 years in Boulder though, 

things started to change. There were more and more jam and bluegrass bands, which he 

was getting tired of. He’d had some good gigs in Kansas City while touring, and his wife 

had family there, so they moved. “That was a bad move” he says, “being with family was 

nice, but there wasn’t a lot of work.” He did, however, get to play with a trad band there, 

which is what led him to New Orleans. “Those cats got me interested in New Orleans 

music.” 

Upon arriving to New Orleans in 2001, like Seva Venet, he found quick work in 

Tuba Fats band in Jackson Square. In that band, he met Seva and a whole slew of other 

New Orleans locals, putting him at the center of the trad scene. Seva started the Stompers 

shortly after they all met, and Leary oined up. The Stompers are somewhat of an unusual 
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band in the trad scene, in that they are made up of both New Orleans locals (such as 

Trumpeter Will Smith and Clarinetist Bruce Bachman, bassist Robert Snow) and more 

recent transplants (like Chaz and Seva), and they are a racially diverse band.  

Leary doesn’t just play trad though. He has his own Western Swing band, 

Washboard Rodeo, inspired by his work with the Dusters in Boulder. “We’re playing 

horn charts with twin fiddles” he says of that band. I drop in to Three Muses a few nights 

later to hear, and that’s about right; it’s like hearing the 1920’s and ‘30’s Bob Wills or 

Milton Brown recordings with Leary’s bicycle-bell punctuations thrown in. But his most 

successful band is the Washboard Chaz Blues Trio; with harmonica and slide guitar to 

embellish Leary’s Robert Johnson / Son House inspired take on the delta blues. Their 

regular gig at the Spotted Cat is his bread and butter. 

When I ask Leary about the local/transplant, Trad/Dixieland divide, I’m surprised 

by his answer. “Well, for a long time people would be like ‘you’re not from here’ but 

after a while, you’ve been here long enough, and it’s like, you know, we could live 

almost anywhere in the country, but we decided we’d like to come here cause we like 

what it has to offer. We immerse ourselves in the culture and we try to add to it. A lot of 

the younger people in town are doing that, some aren’t, but a lot are.” This is certainly a 

lot kinder of an opinion of the youngest generation of transplants than Seva’s “hole in 

their jeans and parents credit card in their back pocket” charge. He does have a criticism 

of the recent transplants though. “The problem now is we’re flooded with trad bands.” As 

a musician who clearly values playing across or even outside genre, the proliferation of 
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young trad bands strikes him not as white appropriation or as an instantiation of 

gentrification, or even as Dixieland and not Trad, but simply short sighted. “What about 

New Orleans R&B or funk bands; if some of these young cats got that stuff together 

they’d make a killing.”  

Gentrification, Dischronophonia & The Limits of Discourse   

During our chat, Leary didn’t voice a dischronophonic critique in the vein of Shannon 

Powell, Gerald French or Seva Venet, nor did Kenneth Ferdinand’s assertion that Rose 

Nicaud invented the “retail coffee” were drinking come up. Leary didn’t take issue with 

the influx of young white trad musicians at the level of repertoire or style, but from the 

standpoint of an artist who can’t understand why so many people would have such a 

seemingly myopic and creatively stagnant focus on a single style of music. This is not to 

say that Leary disagrees with the perspectives of Powell, French or Venet, but that he 

simply has a different ethical stance on what musical and discursive responses are called 

for in a rapidly gentrifying New Orleans.  

What are the stakes of these differing ethical stances? French, Powell and Venet 

are all, in their own ways, leveling a dischronophonic critique of the new Trad scene as it 

relates to gentrification in New Orleans. Scholarship, writing and popular understanding 

of the relation between culture and gentrification tends to focus on physical space, 

visuality and architecture. This makes sense if we understand the problem of 

displacement to be one that is fundamentally about homes and housing. French, Powell & 

Venet though assert that the displacement of sound in the form of a musical tradition is 
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part of the process of gentrification as well. Put another way, they assert that a largely 

white middle and upper class are refurbishing and re-valuing a previously discarded 

musical tradition at the same moment that they are refurbishing and re-valuing previously 

discarded architectural structures. This process yields new opportunities to profit from 

reproductions of music that sound close enough to the average listener like New Orleans 

music, but to the trained ear is not New Orleans music at all.  

The displacement of sound requires a mode of live performance whose primary 

inspiration is, as detailed in the introduction, from sound recordings. Most Frenchmen St. 

transplant musicians have studied the early jazz recordings of the 1920’s and 1930’s in 

great detail, and base their performances off those recordings. This process resembles 

what Steven Feld calls “Schizophonic Mimesis” (Feld 1995, 1996), although it differs in 

important ways. Feld seeks to understand the relation between cultural imperialism and 

the “trafficking of schizophonic recordings”, i.e. the sampling and/or live re-recording of 

the field recordings of ethnomusicologists in commercial recordings. Based on Feld’s 

repurposing of R. Murray Schafer’s concept of “schizophonia” (Schafer 1994) - the 

separation of a sound from its source inherent in sound recording – we might say that 

Frenchmen St. musicians are reaurilizing these schizophonic sounds. This process of 

schizophonic reauralization - the performance and re-performance of de-contextualized 

and (according to some) mislabeled sounds, night after night, week after week, month 

after month, and year after year - is already embroiled, according to Powell, French & 

Venet, in the New Orleans gentrification process. The live performance of this music 
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night after night, for Shannon for example, just isn’t in the right time. “Time is all out of 

whack in this fake New Orleans.” Displaced and out of time. Dischronophonic.  

Dischronophonic critique is, in the jazz context, it’s own kind of anachronism. 

When Powell says that Frenchmen musicians sound like “New York Jazz” or “Cotton 

Club Jazz”, and when French says that “Fats Waller was a great musician, but that’s not 

New Orleans music”, or when Venet accuses white musicians of mis-representing black 

music, they are unearthing a once heated but now obscure debate among jazz critics that 

dates from the 1930’s through the 1950’s.  

That debate centered around differentiating between the New Orleans Jazz of the 

1920’s, the Swing of the 1930’s, and the Bebop of the 1940’s. Through a close reading of 

jazz periodicals that supported the Swing and Bebop musicians such as Downbeat and 

Metronome and New Orleans Jazz revivalist (a.k.a. “Moldy Fig”) journals80 that 

criticized swing as “too commercial, too refined, too technical, too white and probably 

facist”, jazz scholar Bernard Gendron has shown that the discursive formations of this 

debate centered around a series of binary oppositions that, in the end, work to reinforce 

one another. Art / commerce; authenticity / artificiality; swing / jazz; European / native; 

folk culture/refined culture ; technique/affect; modern/ traditional; black/white; fascism/ 

communism; and right wing/left wing. Gendron historicizes these oppositions within the 

history of modernist aesthetic discourse. Importantly for the following chapter, Gendron 

shows in that article that the debate between New Orleans Jazz and Swing laid the 
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discursive groundwork through which New York based bebop came to be understood as 

“modern”, while swing and New Orleans jazz came to be understood as “traditional.” 

And so, another way to understand this clash between local transplants is as a 

clash between modernism and postmodernism. As in the case of Aurora Nealand, the 

latest generation of trad musicians draw from influences that represent their often 

middle/upper class upbringings, and work on projects that can have nothing at all to do 

with the jazz world. Nealand certainly has a clear reverence and respect for New Orleans 

music, and no one would disagree that she plays in that style extremely well. But as she 

said, New Orleans jazz was a new language for her, one that she enjoyed learning, but by 

no means one that she has the intention of speaking exclusively for the rest of her musical 

career. Such an approach to art – one that lauds collage, palimpsest, and recombination –  

offends the modernist cultural conservatism of New Orleans locals, and it does so in 

neighborhoods that are seeing historically unprecedented patterns of poor and working 

class displacement.  

While cultural appropriation more broadly and dischronophonia more specifically 

are certainly powerful forms of critique that carry a great deal of truth, they are also 

modes of discourse tied directly to career opportunities for certain musicians. I asked 

Leary why Venet doesn’t play with the Stompers anymore. He shrugged, “Seva just 

decided to go on and play the more classic oriented stuff” meaning that he plays the high 

priced listening rooms. These kinds of gigs simply require a conservative mode of dress, 

address, and musical articulation in the mode of Wynton Marsalis. I thought back to the 
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first time I saw Venet play at Lincoln Center in New York, and then forward to our 

interview, and I wondered if his decision to leave the Stompers was political, or 

economic, if he felt as if he hadn’t paid his dues, or if he simply saw a different kind of 

career opportunity.  

Gaining Leary’s perspective on Venet’s career path shows that the demands for 

stylistic orthodoxy required within these dischronophonic critiques don’t often emanate 

from an economically disinterested perspective. The same could be said for the insight 

gained from French’s playing as opposed to his talking. His laser focus on the 

specificities of repertoire and the historical roots of particular composers in the Trad 

context, for example, melted away when he was playing with his father. While French 

speaks with great authority on the historical roots of Trad, he told me himself that when 

his uncle asked him to take the reins of the Original Tuxedo band, he paid Bruce Raeburn 

– director of the Hogan Jazz Archive – a number of visits. “Bruce really knows the 

history of trad jazz drumming” he said. “That was something I felt I needed to get a 

handle on before I started the gig with the Original Tuxedo band.” French is in his late 

40’s, which separates him from the music of the Original Tuxedo band by four 

generations. No matter how connected one family is to the music it seems, some level of 

archival study is required, some level of re-auralization.  

French’s words then function in many ways. As an intellectual, his words are   

dischronophonic critique. As a musician, his words establish his own authenticity and 

increase his chances for work. As a human, his words are a way of saying “no matter how 
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well these transplants play, it’s not about a connection to people that they knew, people 

they called family.” Perhaps though, as I will explore in the following chapter, it is about 

the people that they currently know, people that they currently call family, in the way that 

the Dos Jefes set was for French. “I feel some sadness for my dad” he tells me, “so many 

of his old band mates aren’t around anymore.” The sonic joy careening around Dos Jefes 

that night was this still living bond, a bond not yet in need of re-auralization.  
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2. Anachronistic Solidarity: Social Music and its Discontents in New York 
 

“Given the mode of capitalism under which we live, life is at its most rewarding, 

productive, and pleasant when large numbers of people understand, appreciate and seek 

out interclass contact and communication conducted in a mode of good will.”  

 - Samuel R. Delany81  

 

“The lyrical ritual elements of folk jazz—that artistic projection of the only real 

individuality possible for him in the South, that embodiment of a superior democracy in 

which each individual cultivated his uniqueness and yet did not clash with his 

neighbors—have given way to the near theme-less technical virtuosity of bebop, a further 

triumph of technology over humanism.” 

 - Ralph Ellison82 

 

Social Music? Social Movement?  

Drawing from Alain Locke’s 1925 Harlem Renaissance classic “The New Negro”, 

contemporary jazz scholar Eric Porter has called jazz a “marvel of paradox.”83 He argues 

that one of the most difficult aspects of understanding jazz as a cultural form is that at 

different points in its brief history, it has been understood and practiced as pop music, 

folk music, and art music. It is precisely this paradoxical relation that has led so much ink 

to be spilled over the question of jazz and African American identity. If jazz is some 
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hitherto misunderstood musical hybrid between low and high, popular and art, black and 

white, then perhaps something lies within the production of jazz music that W.E.B. 

Dubois might have called the double consciousness of African American life. 

Many of the latest generation of jazz musicians are reconsidering the political and 

aesthetic relevance of the jazz of the 1920’s and 1930’s. For them, such a reconsideration 

is not about the logic of preservation – as in Preservation Hall, and/or Lincoln Center – 

but it could not exist without 1980’s, preservationist moment. New Orleans born, 

Juiliard-trained, internationally successful African American trumpeter, singer and 

purveyor of what he calls “social music” Jon Batiste is the most high profile example.  

Batiste has, in many ways, captured the youthful energy around trad by 

emphasizing its history of conviviality, social intimacy, and social change. “Social 

music”, as Batiste performs it and as I seek to develop it in this chapter, emphasizes 

specific elements of what Locke pinpoints as the “jazz paradox”, while downplaying 

others. Jazz as social music, for example, is primarily about an understanding of jazz as 

some combination of folk music (i.e., music tied to the historical and contemporary plight 

of African American lifeways, particularly for Batiste, those of New Orleans) and pop 

music (music whose wide appeal comes out of a profit driven logic, particularly for 

Batiste, through the performance of the commercial music of the 1920’s and 1930’s, and 

embodied in his material success as the musical director for The Colbert Show). 

The musicians in this chapter however, are worlds away from the material success 

of a figure like Batiste. Nevertheless, trad, for the young working musicians in New York 
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featured in this chapter, is social music as well. These musicians emphasize the folk and 

pop histories of jazz while downplaying, and sometimes even denigrating, the 

institutionalization of jazz as an art music. In what follows I will show in which the ways 

in which the youth oriented trad movement’s critique of the institutionalization of jazz is 

both a critique of other processes of the formalization, codification, and “re-furbishing” 

of formerly African-American culture. However, while the musicians in these pages are 

working musicians as defined in the introduction to this dissertation, they are majority 

white, and most come from a middle to upper class background. As such, I seek to 

understand the possibility that expressing such a critique is imbricated in these very 

processes.  

Across class lines, the purveyors of jazz as social music in the 21st century are 

inextricably linked to the history of the elevation and institutionalization of jazz – if 

Batiste’s Juiliard education wasn’t enough to signal such a reality. In 21st century urban 

spaces, the primary process through which such displacement through codification and 

formalization takes place is gentrification. Through ethnographic description and analysis 

of two trad jam sessions in New York – Mona’s in the Lower East Side of Manhattan, 

and Amancay’s Diner in Bushwick, Brooklyn - I will lay out the contemporary and 

historical stakes of a politics and aesthetics of trad as social music and social movement 

in the context of 21st century gentrification.  

But what does social music sound like? What does it feel like? What is social 

music? For these musicians, social music is performed in public spaces, or private 
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establishments with a minimum barrier for entry (a beer, a small donation, etc.)84 It is 

music that, by and large, is appreciated, or at least accepted, by the majority of people 

who find themselves within the sphere of its influence. Finally, it is music that 

accompanies dance. Social music has wide appeal. It is a way of organizing sound that 

often communicates directly and effectively with those who hear it. How? It is the 

physics of playing catch. Through phenomena that, to their practitioners, are self-evident, 

but to analysts, are the most difficult to describe: Sing-able melodies and dance-able 

rhythms.  

Sing-able melodies are stories. We hear a beginning, middle and end. We hear a 

problem and a resolution. Sing-able melodies are air. We feel them flow in and out of us 

like molecules, like the songs of a bird, like the cadences of a conversation. Whether we 

like a melody or not, we understand it. Whether it sticks in our ear and won’t go away, 

whether it reminds us of an ailing family member; whether it fills us with sadness, hope, 

fear, love or regret, humans, like birds, understand the structure of a melody. Dance-able 

rhythms hail our bodies. They demand movement, or at least a decision not to move. Not 

all music is melodic. Not all music evokes dance. Like experimental film or abstract 

painting, experimental music in its many forms – electronic, serial, atonal, ambient, etc. – 

is not narrative like melody, nor does it hail our bodies through rhythm. Experimental 

music evokes response, but generally not the response of singing or dancing along.  

For the musicians in this chapter, the sounds of social music, by their very 

definition, create social music communities. In working with the idea of social music, I 
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am speaking in part of what many people call participatory music, and certainly, what 

ethnomusicologist Thomas Turino has called “The Politics of Participation” is at play 

here.85 In much of the ethnographic descriptions that follow, the reader will find musical 

situations in which everyone present; whether as musicians, dancers, revelers, 

aficionados, bartenders or cultural brokers, is participating in some way.  

But who gets to participate and when? Through Samuel Delany’s concepts of 

“contact” and “networking” sociality, I will seek to show how the recent history of New 

York City gentrification, as expressed in part through a postmodern, gentrification 

aesthetic, structurally diminishes possibilities for chance encounters across races and 

social classes, informing when social music adherents can and cannot advocate for such 

encounters. Finally, I will close the chapter with a discussion of attempts to “loosen” the 

sociality of the Mona’s session at a different site – Amancay’s Diner – in the context of 

the racialized history and present of both jazz as a genre and gentrification as a process of 

21st century capitalism. Such attempts, I argue, strive toward a solidarity across race and 

class lines that is, through it’s institutional and historical formation, anachronistic.  

Tuesday Night at Mona’s 

I first heard of the Tuesday night trad jazz sessions at Mona’s bar at Jalopy Theater and 

School of Music in Red Hook. It was through an acquaintance named M, who struck up a 

conversation after a set by the Western Swing band Brain Cloud, led by vocalist Tamar 

Korn and multi-instrumentalist Dennis Lichtman. The name “Brain Cloud” is taken from 

a lyric by Western Swing patriarch Bob Wills, and is one of Lichtman’s many projects. 
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Lichtman embodies the crossover between the bluegrass and trad jazz scenes in a more 

literal fashion than most. He is as accomplished a bluegrass player on guitar, mandolin, 

banjo and fiddle as he is as a jazz player on clarinet and saxophone. Brain Cloud hovers 

mostly around the Western Swing repertoire, with Litchtman bouncing between fiddle, 

clarinet and mandolin. “Dennis is in the house band at Mona’s, and Tamar sits in pretty 

much every week,” said M, “it’s the weekly meeting of the New York trad jazz crowd.”  

Mona’s sits on Avenue B and 14th street in the Lower East Side (LES). LES is 

famously a neighborhood that has seen unprecedented levels of displacement and 

disenfranchisement of the poor and working class, with the demographics of the 

neighborhood shifting entirely to the wealthy and upper middle class in the last 20 years. 

Mona’s was established in 1989 by Bob Corton. In the years leading up to Mona’s 

establishment, nearby Tompkins Square was a hotbed of conflict between the city’s 

homeless and the police, and the neighborhood was on what gentrification scholar Neil 

Smith has called the “frontier” of gentrification.86 In those days, the crowd at Mona’s was 

mostly Irish. Like the Lower East Side, Mona’s has changed dramatically since then. 

Over the past ten years, Tuesday nights at Mona’s has become the primary late night 

meeting ground for the youngest generation of trad jazz musicians. In what follows, I 

show the ways in which professional aspirations collide with the visions of social music 

in the middle of one of the most gentrified neighborhoods in the world. 

The regular bartender on Monday and Tuesday is Aidan Grant. Monday nights is 

the bluegrass session, attended with just as much regularity as the Tuesday night jazz 
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session. Grant, who is Irish, is a central organizing force of both of these weekly jam 

sessions. The Tuesday jam has been running now for almost a decade, and Grant has 

been the bartender every week. Grant says that the session started very informally. 

Lichtman and some of his friends came in after a gig one night, and eventually just began 

playing music in the bar. Grant told them that this was precisely the kind of music he was 

hoping to host during the week, and Lichtman brought his band back every Tuesday night 

after that.  

Like many watering holes in New York, the room itself is quite small. The bar 

takes up most of the floor space, leaving only a narrow path that leads to the back room. 

There is a small alcove at the end of the bar, home to an ancient upright piano. The slab 

of plywood that covers the harp and mallets of the piano is gone, exposing an intricate 

inner world of dampened and sounding strings. Gordon Webster is the pianist for the 

regular Tuesday night band known as Mona’s Hot Four. Webster is in demand on the 

international swing dance circuit, his knowledge of the trad repertoire is unparalleled for 

a musician in the early stage of his career. His crystal clear articulation, sharp wit and 

cheery demeanor are identical in both musical and verbal conversation. The piano alcove 

is where the band sets up every week, and sits perpendicular to the small ledge that leads 

into the back room of the bar, home to a pool table and few out of order arcade games. 

On many nights I saw couples move tables out of the way and swing dance in that tiny 

room.  
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Figure 7: Listener's Push Through the Corridor at Mona's, May 2015. Photo by 
Author. 

My first visit to Mona’s, was on a balmy summer night in June of 2014. I swung open the 

rickety front door around midnight, and the corridor was completely packed with people. 

The crowd was only a few decibels quieter than the band. I could see that those who 

wanted to be close to the band were just barreling their way through the obstacle course 

in the corridor toward the alcove, and so I did the same. “There’s no way this isn’t way 

beyond fire code capacity” a patron laugh-yells to his friend mid-barrel. By the time I get 

up close to the band, I recognize an old friend, Tess. Tess and I had played music 

together in Boston regularly back in 2007. She recorded vocals on an album I released 

around that time. It was a happy and unexpected reunion. We hug and catch up for a 

minute. Like so many of my friends on the roots music scene, she has moved south to 

Nashville. “I just couldn’t swing the rent here anymore” she says, “half my band was 

already down there. I love coming here when I’m in town though.”  
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Tess and I turn our attention to the band, where guitarist Nick Russo is starting up 

a solo break on the standard vocal tune “On The Sunny Side of the Street.” He plays a 

custom built arch top guitar through a solid-state amplifier, revealing a warm but not 

quite muffled tone that suggests a cerebral approach. The content of his playing belies the 

suggestion of his tone though. He plays extremely melodically, and the unexpected turns 

are never taken for their own sake, always in service of a clear, concise and easily 

digestible musical statement. “Nick is unbelievable,” says Tess, “part Charlie Christian, 

part Joe Pass, and can really pull off the modern stuff too when he wants to. I’ll introduce 

you at the break.”  

Like many of my subsequent visits to Mona’s, this first one turned into a late 

night. Tess did eventually introduce me to Nick, and I was surprised that as soon as he 

found out I played guitar he asked if I wanted to sit in. “I don’t have my guitar with me 

but thank you”, I say. “Oh you can play mine,” he says. This is not the New York City 

jazz crowd I’m used to. Besides the fact that we’re in an Irish pub instead of a modernist 

listening room where side conversation merits a side-glance, my experience is that jazz 

musicians tend to meet fellow musicians with suspicion. Competition is immense for top 

positions, and the conservatory culture that many young jazz musicians have been trained 

within often foster a hyper-competitive atmosphere.  

And yet around 3 am I took a seat in the circle of musicians, Nick on his banjo, 

me on Russo’s guitar, Webster on piano, Lichtman on clarinet, and Jared Engel on bass. 

We played through 3 standards I either didn’t know or didn’t quite know. I hadn’t played 
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jazz in a while, and certainly not with players of this caliber. And yet, by the second or 

third time through the form, I’m able to join in. Jared thumps out the roots for me, 

making eye contact when an unexpected chord change is on the way. By the time we’re 

three or four choruses in the band nods to me and I take a stab at a solo break. “Yea Jay!” 

Nick encourages as I eek out a melody. The last song of the night is a blues, as languid 

and dizzy as they come. The solo breaks are longer than usual, by the end we’re all 

playing together in a cathartic polyphony. I left that night a little after 4am feeling like I 

had discovered a foreign land. A place where jazz musicians encourage and play with 

someone they had only just met. This was not the 21st century New York City jazz scene 

I knew. 

Institutionalization, and Making Mona’s Social 

The communal spirit and informality of the Mona’s jam session comes partly out of a 

protest against the institutionalization of jazz as an art music, and partly out of the 

participatory ethic of social music scenes. Many young jazz musicians in New York City 

have been trained in conservatory programs such as Berklee College of Music, Juilliard, 

The New School, and Manhattan School of Music. These institutions foster a disciplinary 

culture that prizes technical virtuosity through long hours of solitary practice. Jazz 

musicians both inside and outside conservatories refer to these long hours as time “in the 

woodshed” or “the shed.”  

Anthropologists Henry Kingsbury and Eitan Wilf have analyzed conservatory 

culture as reflective of the productivism and romantic individualism of Euro-American 
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society.87 As subjects of a conservatory that prizes a Protestant work ethic, conservatory 

jazz musicians seek to spend more time in the shed than their jazz and classical music 

peers, as well as their jazz musicians peers trained in less formal atmospheres. “Man I 

was in the shed for 12 hours today, you?” As subjects of a conservatory culture that 

prizes a romantic individualism, musicians seek to gain an individualized creative voice. 

“Nobody plays like that guy I’m telling you. He really found his voice.” Through a 

strenuous, disciplinary education, contemporary jazz musicians are taught to pursue their 

own individual sounds in the shed.  

As key players in what American Studies scholar Michael Denning has called the 

vernacularization of musical practice at the turn of the 20th century88, jazz musicians have 

always sought and to support themselves financially with their music.89 Jazz specific 

training programs at music conservatories however are a relatively new phenomenon. 

Until the mid 20th century, musicians learned to play jazz primarily through communities 

of friends, family and fellow musicians.90 Jam sessions were (and continue to be) a key 

informal institution that often includes a “cutting contest” approach, whereby musicians 

seek to “outplay” each other as a way to learn. The work of jazz musicians mid century to 

gain professional notoriety, including their work to gain entrance into trade unions in 

New York, had allowed musicians to make headway in the European “art music” world.  

By 1945, Berklee College of Music formed in Boston as a trade school for 

working musicians in Boston and New York, and by 1966 became the first degree-

granting institution that was conceived as a school for jazz musicians. Slowly, institutions 
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of higher learning began to incorporate jazz into their curriculums – partially through the 

cultural revolutions and Ethnic/Black Studies departments, and partially through 

especially adventurous music departments and conservatories. By the 1980’s, under the 

artistic direction of Wynton Marsalis, Jazz at Lincoln Center became the most 

comprehensive institutional effort to integrate jazz into the classical art music world. 

Marsalis’ vision entailed an educational component as well, and by 2001 Juilliard had its 

own jazz specific program. Jazz in higher education has grown around the country, and 

now nearly every college music department has jazz scholars and performers on faculty, 

and many have active jazz ensembles.   

According to the latest generation of trad performers, this partial admission of 

jazz into the ranks of higher education has changed the culture of jazz performance. For 

them, the history of jazz as a counter cultural force is often de-emphasized in university 

departments, if not erased all together. While all college jazz history courses cover New 

Orleans music, the Jazz Age, and Swing, it is generally taught in the first week or two of 

the course as the “folk roots” or  “pop roots” of a music that went on to become a high 

art. Here’s Dennis Lichtman on the topic.  

“In my jazz history class in college they spent 2 days on everything up to the late 

1940’. I’ve come to understand that that is how jazz history is commonly taught, a 

day or two on everything up to 1950. But I remember, in my class, they played 

some really early stuff, like the Hot 5’s. West End Blues I think it was. And I 

remember the whole class hearing Louis and being like ‘yea!’. And the teacher 
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saying, “this is great stuff, this is where it began.” Ok, now let’s move on to the 

beginnings of bebop. Here’s Lester Leaps In, and then like, ok, done with that, got 

that shit out of the way. Now, here’s Charlie Parker, now we can begin. But I just, 

I just want to imagine that there are plenty of people out there who hear that 5 

minutes on Louis, and spend the rest of the semester thinking, ‘that 5 minute thing 

you did at the beginning of class, I want to know more about that.’”91 

Perhaps the music of the 1920’s and 1930’s is far too connected to dance92, drugs, 

alcohol and the popular counterculture of the 1920’s for it to be considered part of the 

serious jazz canon by many jazz educators. Perhaps this is why performers at 

conservatories are rarely made responsible for knowing how to play the music of the 

1920’s and 1930’s, only to know that it is the “foundation” of “real jazz.”93As Sherrie 

Tucker and other feminist jazz scholars have argued, these kinds of erasures are not 

unrelated to the hetero-masculinist culture of institutionalized art music.94 As such, 

women and vocalists are also often left out of university jazz pedagogy courses, 

something that I will pick up on in much more detail in chapter 4. As such, the very act of 

playing in the style and repertoire of Louis Armstrong, Bessie Smith, Jelly Roll Morton, 

or Benny Goodman at Mona’s is something of an act of heresy in conservatory culture. 

Mona’s musicians argue that the collective improvisational structure of the music itself 

stands in contrast to individualist mastery. Licthman, for example, describes Mona’s as a 

social space that seeks to emphasize the group dynamics of an old tradition in jazz, the 

cutting contest:  
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“To me, the way to ‘cut’ at Mona’s is to be so good at playing with other 

people to where everyone else plays better when you’re there. And that’s 

not about your soloing proficiency or your technical mastery, or doing 

crazy impressive virtuosic improvisation. It’s just about making the people 

around you play better together. So let’s say there are three trumpet 

players sitting in at the same time. If you want to ‘cut’, in my mind, don’t 

play higher and faster and louder than the other guys. Play more tastefully, 

and quieter. If you take a shorter solo than the other two guys, but shape it 

really nicely, and then play a beautiful background that supports someone 

else’s solo wonderfully, you’re the guy that I’m going to remember out of 

those three. Not the guy who plays the virtuosic high stuff. In fact, I’ll 

probably try to forget the guy who plays the virtuosic high stuff.”95 

Mona’s musicians who are conservatory trained have come to trad through other 

channels, most often through folk revival communities. Dennis, for example, studied 

classical music in college, and played bluegrass gigs professionally before he became 

such a central performer and organizer of the trad jazz community in New York. He has 

also had experience playing music in old time, Irish, and Brazilian Choro communities. 

This experience has informed the ways in which he seeks to shape the social space of 

Mona’s.  

“We set up in a circle facing each other because I want to make it less like 

a performance and more like a bunch of musicians playing in a living 
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room for each other for fun. That’s coming straight out of the old time and 

the traditional Irish session culture. In Brazil too, for smaller gigs it’s very 

common for the band to be in a circle, around a table, facing each other, 

and you just get great communication. It’s the Roda, they call it a “wheel”. 

That’s the name for that type of gig. Roda Do Choro. It’s usually a weekly 

thing.”  

This is not just about musicians creating a communal space for one another, it is about 

creating a social space that is open to non musicians as well. Listening as an expert is 

possible, and indeed encouraged, but it is by no means the only way to exist in the social 

space.  

“It’s that vibe where if you want to get up close and hang every note 

you’re absolutely welcome to, but it’s not expected. It’s that community 

aspect. You feel like you’re a part of something. ‘Oh this music thing is 

happening.’ And it’s like a little secret, and you want to be part of it, and 

then if you start talking to some of the musicians, and then you feel like 

you’re part of something. Well I guess it’s not just that you feel you’re a 

part of it, you are.  

It is this tension though, between feeling like and being a part of the social scene at 

Mona’s that is always hanging in the balance. As Dennis’ earlier thoughts on collective 

improvisation show, collective improvisation can constitute its own forms of exclusivity. 

“It doesn’t happen a lot, but sometimes musicians will start coming into Mona’s 
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regularly, and will become part of a regular group of musicians that I hire for gigs around 

the city” says Lichtman. These regular gigs are often made up of private parties thrown 

by and for the cities economic elite. Lichtman has played gigs for Saudi oil tycoons and 

on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange. The Mona’s house band serves as a 

pathway to those gigs, and those gigs are the only real opportunity for regular wages 

available for these musicians. The $100 or so per person in the house band from the tip 

jar passed around between each set isn’t what keeps them coming back each week, 

financially speaking. If Mona’s started as a way for musicians to hone their craft through 

a regular side gig that kept a neighborhood bar afloat, on many nights it turns into 

something of a conference for the global trad jazz revival. Musicians from all over the 

country and world will stop in on any given Tuesday night, and depending on who shows 

up the sociality of the room shifts dramatically.    

From Contact to Networking  

“Oooopaaaaaa!!” yells Michael Katsobashvili upon his entrance to Mona’s.  

“Oooopaaaaa!” the whole band and some of the crowd yells back. “Are we at a Greek 

wedding?” a patron quips sarcastically. The call suggests what the Greek might call 

parea, a word often cited by scholars of Greek music and dance as a culturally specific 

understanding of conviviality, a kind of togetherness that requires philosophical 

exchange, the formation of group values.96 Michael goes by “Misha.” He has shoulder 

length hair, a silk scarf tucked into this white dress shirt, and a fedora. He’s with a 

woman who is there to sing, and immediately after his bombastic entrance he beelines 
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toward a young man with a trumpet case. He’s arguing loudly, gesticulating wildly, it’s a 

business conversation. "You've got a great thing, how can you let the world know about 

it?" He exclaims. “We need to start selling tickets to those gigs” he says, “the audience is 

there, it’s a market.” Misha is the director and founder of the New York Hot Jazz 

Festival, a quickly growing enterprise that seeks to define the top names of the youngest 

generation of trad jazz. The festival always features Frenchmen St. transplants from New 

Orleans such as Aurora Nealand and Tuba Skinny in addition to the Mona’s crowd from 

New York. Misha’s place as a cultural broker in the scene – what the press has called 

“the unofficial ambassador of traditional jazz” shifts the dynamic of the session.97  

Lichtman stops looking around the room to see who might want to sit in, and the 

band breaks into a more polished set. “Here we are again at Tuesday night at Mona’s” he 

says between tunes, “a place where jazz and fun happen in the same place ladies and 

gentleman, imagine that!” “I guess that’s their new brand” a disgruntled patron quips 

sarcastically. Out on the sidewalk I strike up a conversation with singer and banjo player 

Megg Farrell. Megg leads her own trad jazz band, and is a regular at Mona’s. “The vibe 

is weird in there tonight” she says on the sidewalk. “The diva meter is cranked to 11 with 

the singers.” Farrell tells me she’s started up another trad jazz session at a diner out in 

Bushwick, Brooklyn called Amancay’s. “We’re just trying to keep it casual out there, 

come play sometime.” Megg is wearing a cocktail dress and I ask what the occasion is. 

“We had a gig at the rainbow room tonight, great gig, very chic, it pays well.” Back 

inside, Misha’s date is in the alcove with the band holding a microphone. She’s singing 
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the standard “All of Me”, looking very nervous. Misha has been talking business and 

flirting with women all night, not paying attention to the band. As soon as his date is up, 

he’s made his way to the alcove and filming with his phone. He’s very close to the band, 

barking language whose content suggests encouragement but whose form suggests the 

kind of controlling aura that seems to be demanding something. 

The tune wraps as 4 musicians in tuxedos push through the alcove. I recognize 

one of them as the clarinetist Dan Levinson. Levinson is a little older than most of the 

musicians, and he’s landed one of the coveted, well-paid slots in the band Vincent 

Giordano and the Nighthawks. The Nighthawks play in the Iguana restaurant in midtown 

six nights a week when they’re not making recordings that serve as the soundtrack for the 

HBO series “Boardwalk Empire”, perhaps the most widely circulated media spectacle of 

nostalgia for the unregulated wealth of the 1920’s besides the latest remake of “The Great 

Gatsby.”  

The rest of the tuxedos are younger, and had subbed that night for the Nighthawks 

as well. “Ladies and gentleman, Michael Arenella is in the house!” Dennis proclaims into 

the microphone. I follow his glance to the end of the bar to another man in a tux, waving 

back in response to the shout out, bowtie off and hanging around his neck. As cited in the 

introduction to this dissertation Arenella is a darling of the New York times fashion 

section, with is multiple features reading mostly like advertisements for expensive 

boutiques that provide Arenella with his period garb.98 His big band Michael Arenella 

and the Dreamland Orchestra mimics the music and fashion 1920’s pop bands with 
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scholarly precision. Arenella is a primary arbiter of 1920’s nostalgia in New York City, 

most directly through his June and August “Jazz Age Lawn Parties” on Governors Island, 

which were recently revealed by gothamist to have a fairly serious problem with late 

payments to their workers.99 Those stories had not yet broken however, and with two 

potential employers in the room, the sociality has shifted.  

This clash over values is hashed out at Mona’s again and again. Despite 

Lichtman’s stated desire to make Mona’s a home to social music, there are moments 

throughout any given night when, for the sake of his and his fellow workers jobs, 

compromises are made, compromises that swing the evening towards what writer and 

social critic Samuel Delany would call a networking sociality, and away from contact 

sociality. Invitations to sit in are cancelled, rehearsed set lists performed, polished one 

liners delivered. The energy quickens, possibilities seem to mount, but somehow, less 

seems to be happening.  

Real Estate and Lost Souls in the Vanishing City 

Forgive a slight detour into the quotidian minutiae of New York real estate, where we’ll 

find some clues into the larger social forces of contact, networking and narratives of 

social decline in play at Mona’s.  

Conversations in New York are often about real estate, the subway and cultural 

decline – a city of displaced, wandering, “lost souls.” 100 In the 6 years that I lived in New 

York as a resident and the 3 subsequent years that I have made extended visits as a 

researcher, I have been a formal tenant as a renter in 5 different apartments, an informal 
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tenant as a subletter in 2 others, and a squatter in a commercial warehouse space. From 

2007-2010 I lived in Sunset Park Brooklyn, from 2010-2012 I lived in the Upper West 

Side, in the summers of 2013 & 2014 I lived in Red Hook, Brooklyn, and for 15 months 

from 2015-2016 I lived in Bushwick, Brooklyn close to Ridgewood, Queens (with 3 of 

those months subletted out to pay for a New Orleans sublet during the same period). In 

one way or another, I was doing research and gaining experience that informed this 

dissertation project in those 9 years. 

 During that time, I’m told I had 8 landlords, although I only ever saw 2 of them 

in the flesh. The first one I met was for my first New York apartment in 2007 in Sunset 

Park on the day we signed the lease. He seemed nice enough that day, but in the end he 

illegally withheld our security deposit because the leaky faucet that he wouldn’t pay to 

fix (despite our multiple calls) had ruined the lining of the tub. The second was at the 

warehouse space in Red Hook. The landlord owned a contracting company next door. 

Although he must have known we were living there illegally, he never protested. After 

the space flooded during Hurricane Sandy we put in multiple requests for mold treatment. 

His response was less than speedy and the company he hired to treat the space didn’t 

seem to do much. In the end, after I had already left, my brother moved out because the 

mold was making him sick.  

I tell these stories not because they are exceptional, but because the displacement, 

alienation and outright theft that millions of city residents who have had much worse 

experiences tell us something about “the mode of capitalism under which we now live.” 
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In his book about the Time Square development projects of the 1990’s, Samuel Delany 

discusses the late 19th and early 20th century practice of the yearly landlord visit, which 

he discovered through his grandmothers stories of living in Harlem in the 1920’s and 

1930’s. Landlords met with their tenants in the rented property once a year. The tenants 

would point out repairs that needed to be done, and the landlords would have a look 

around to see how the tenant was treating their property. “We are all aware that tenants 

and landlords exist in a fundamentally antagonistic relationship” Delany says, “the class 

war is as strong there as between any groups save perhaps workers and employers” 

(p.112). These early 20th century visits though “stabilized relationships at the personal 

level and restricted conflicts to the economic level itself.” In other words, repairs were 

done and the property maintained at a level much more personalized than they are today; 

a time when landlords hire management companies to keep repair costs as low as 

possible.   

Life in New York, the capital city of hyper-gentrification - is characterized by 

narratives of loss, such as the loss of a time when landlords knew their tenants and 

personalized arrangements between landlord and tenant were not uncommon. Like all 

New Yorkers (if I can claim such status if only through my real estate history) I have my 

own “Vanishing New York” stories that are not restricted to my living situations. I 

watched Williamsburg, Brooklyn go from an exciting (if still too expensive for me to rent 

in) artist neighborhood to an oppressive and unaffordable one inhabited almost entirely 

by the worlds wealthiest people. From 2007-2008 I got to know Williamsburg’s thrift 
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shops, record stores, bars and relatively reasonably priced eateries intimately as I went 

about my entry level job posting flyers on the street for a concert promotion company. 

Williamsburg now exists at a level of accelerated gentrification that is, safe to say, 

unprecedented.  

Such globalized forces have a palpable effect on the lived reality of the local. 

Following Delany, interclass contact differs in important ways from interclass  

networking. Contact is a chance encounter between people of differing class positions 

that occurs in a public space. Examples of contact for Delany range from anonymous sex 

in public restrooms to meeting an author whose work he admires by chance in a 

bookstore. If contact happens by chance in public spaces and yields unexpected and often 

pleasurable or at least pleasant results, networking happens through planning in private 

spaces and yields somewhat predictable and generally middling results. Think of an 

academic conference. The sheer ratio of under employed academics to tenure/tenure track 

academics makes the possibility of a pleasant and sustained relationship between the 

classes highly unlikely, even if the possibility of that scenario forms the structures of 

desire that fuel the networking sociality. Gentrification diminishes the possibility of 

interclass contact and increases the economic and psychic infrastructures necessary for 

interclass networking.101 Despite the fact that I have lived in New York during a time 

characterized by hyper-gentrification, my experiences of contact have been a defining 

characteristic of my life in the city.  
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There was the night I was getting off the train in Sunset Park after a long shift of 

waiting tables and as soon as the train doors shut I realized that my wallet had fallen out 

of my back pocket. The next day my phone rang and the voice of a stranger asked my 

name and told me he had my wallet. As I walked the 10 blocks to this mans house I 

planned to take the $52 out of the wallet and give it to him to thank him for his good will. 

When I arrived he opened the door and handed me the wallet accompanied by the stern 

glare of a disappointed parent as if to say, “you should really be more careful.” I took the 

wallet and thanked him profusely. I reached in to give him the money. There was no 

money. His glare gave way, only slightly, to a smile. “Thank you again” I said.  

True, this is one of the more dramatic among my personal NYC contact stories. It 

is not, however, as dramatic as the story that Delany relates about a friend who had been 

training months for a marathon. This friend witnessed the mugging of an old lady one 

night. He took off after the mugger who had stolen the woman’s purse, trusting that he 

had more endurance. He ran right behind the teenage perpetrator for 15 minutes until he 

finally stopped, bowled over with exhaustion. Delany’s friend grabbed the woman’s 

purse and smacked the boy lightly on the back of the head. “Don’t do that again!”  

Nor is my own story of meeting my lover and partner of nearly a decade on a 

subway car quite as dramatic as Delany’s meeting of his lover while homeless and selling 

books from a blanket in time square. And yet, the level of drama seems less important 

than sentiment itself; “visitors to New York might be surprised that such occurrences are 
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central to my vision of the city at its healthiest. Lifetime residents won’t be.” (Delany 

126)  

These moments of contact defined by kindness, goodwill and resident 

administered justice are made more possible by a social fabric with a particular density. 

In the words of Delany, paraphrasing Jane Jacobs, “Too high a proportion of strangers to 

indigenes, too high a turnover of regular population, and the process breaks down. Such 

proportions and such turnovers produce the dangerous neighborhoods: the housing 

project, the park with not enough stores and eating spaces bordering on it, the blocks and 

blocks of apartment residences without any ameliorating human services.”102 I caution 

the reader away from cliché images of the urban ghetto, although that is part of what I am 

evoking here. Many neighborhoods that may look “nicer” (if niceness is calculated by 

number of glass box chain department stores) actually see a spike in violent crime as the 

gentrification occurs. Gentrification in everyday parlance as well as in many urban policy 

documents is confused with urban renewal. It is important to understand that many of 

New York City’s neighborhoods from the poorest to the wealthiest are devoid of a 

particular kind of “ameliorating human service”; namely, an affordable or preferably free 

space where residents are able and properly incentivized to enjoy one another’s company.  

It is this precise absence that the politics and aesthetics of “trad as social music” 

seeks to fill. The musicians at Mona’s, with varying degrees of success and through a 

highly contingent and precarious social reality often (but not always) determined by the 

forces of hyper-gentrification, are working to cultivate such spaces. Trad musicians at 
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Mona’s are seeking to “service the souls”103 of the residents of a city that has “lost its 

soul.”  

However, while these musicians as well as bartenders, club owners and festival 

administrators in the trad world work to amplify the pleasure of patrons of private 

establishments and public spaces, they also seek to expand their structures of desire for 

careers as in music. Such expansion requires interclass contact and interclass networking 

such as: unknown musicians playing with relatively established ones, established 

musicians asking for gigs from cultural brokers, journalists writing articles about 

musicians, aficionados expressing support or dislike for musicians; performers addressing 

public antipathy for the funding structures of a festival, and busking musicians 

negotiating class contact on the street.  

Like jazz, interclass contact is characterized by improvisation. In a typical contact 

conversation in the 21st century - whether class is defined overtly through an officially 

defined professional hierarchy or implied covertly through visual, sonic or other 

classed/raced/gendered sensorial markers, or both – the actors are left, so to speak, 

without a script. Chance encounters across class positions are not everyday occurrences 

for most people, and no matter how experienced one may be with them, each one is 

different. Trad jazz is defined in part by a specific mode of improvisation – polyphonic, 

collective improvisation – in which multiple melodic instruments improvise together. In 

the past 10 years, a youth oriented trad jazz social world characterized by a folk music 

ethic that de-values the boundary between amateur and professional music making has 
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grown and become a dense site of sociality that values interclass contact, but can’t seem 

to escape the network.  

Race and Anti-(Post)Modernism at Mona’s  

If the vacillation between contact and networking across class positions as defined by 

industry success reflects the difficulty of maintaining a social music ethic at Mona’s, the 

racial demographics of the session paint a much starker picture. In other words, if 

meaningful interactions across class are sometimes achieved at Mona’s, it is much more 

rare to see such interactions across the black/white divide. All 4 members of the house 

band at Mona’s are white men, the chief bartender is a white man, and the crowd of 

regulars that come early, stay late, and sit in the 4 barstools closest to the band are all 

older white men. When I asked Lichtman about this dynamic, he seemed ready for the 

question. “I wish there more diversity in the early jazz scene.” He started out. We sat in 

silence for a moment. “When black musicians play this music” I said, “it seems to be in 

much for formal settings…the Jazz at Lincoln center crowd.” Lichtman responds:  

“I try to be really encouraging, when black musicians come into Mona’s. 

If they’re good, obviously, I’m as welcoming as I am with anybody. But 

it’s rare…it’s rare for any musician that comes into Mona’s to keep 

coming back regularly, and then to become kind of incorporated into our 

scene for professional gigs outside of Mona’s. But it happens 

sometimes…we’ve had some great black musicians come in, maybe a 

couple weeks in a row…and then we don’t see them again for a long time. 
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There’s a really good trumpet player, Linton Smith. He’s from New 

Orleans actually. Maybe his last name’s not Smith actually…sings great. 

He’s more interested in modern jazz than in early jazz, but he came in a 

few times….he was finishing up school at the time, with a masters in jazz 

performance…just, you know didn’t hear from him after a while. And 

then, you know, a few bass players, various instruments. But then again, 

you know, many fewer black musicians than white musicians.” 

I asked Lichtman why he thinks that is. “I don’t really know” I say, “but I have ideas.” 

He responds “I have ideas too…I have no way of knowing for sure. I think it could be 

that for….I think it might evoke the negative historical connotations of the time.” “Sure,” 

I respond, Jim Crow, etc.” Lichtman goes on:  

“Also, I think, more so among black musicians than among white musicians, I 

mean, jazz took off into new territory when black musicians needed to push into 

something new that the white musicians couldn’t hang with. And that was bebop. 

And that drive, “we need to keep doing something new. This is our music. We 

need to keep doing something new, don’t get stuck in the old, corny stuff, push 

into new stuff. That’s definitely taught in jazz school, which is hilarious. Because, 

they are also teaching stuff that people were doing in the ‘40’s, ‘50’s, and ‘60’s. 

They’re talking about “you need to do new stuff, you need to do new stuff…now 

learn Giant Steps.’ Ok. Not new. Very old. Almost as old as the Hot 5’s. In the 
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grand scheme of things. One of them is 80 years old, one of them is 60 years old. 

Give or take.  

Lichtman goes on:  

“But still I think that thing about pushing into something new, and also, this isn’t 

just along the racial divide, I mean, also among white musicians, a lot of more 

modern jazz players don’t want to play early jazz because they’ve just been taught 

‘no that was pop music. What do you wanna play in 2 for? You wanna play some 

corny shit in 2?’ You know, it’s just kinda beaten into you that that whole thing is 

corny. Like, I don’t care if it is. Boo-ch Boo-ch. If the bass player’s doing that 

with a really good groove. To me, that’s the shit. But then again, I’m like a nerdy, 

corny white dude from Massachusetts. For whatever reason that appeals to me. 

But I can understand why that might not appeal to everybody. And why it could 

be seen as certainly backward, and harkening back to a just horrifingly awful time 

in many regards for the black community. I can understand that if that’s part of it. 

I don’t know if that’s it, or if that’s a conscious or subconscious thing for people. I 

really, I can’t say.”  

As I will address in the next chapter, many black musicians do indeed keep their distance 

from trad, precisely for the reasons that Lichtman and I imagined – the association of the 

music of the 1920’s and 1930’s with the Jim Crow laws of that very same era. What is 

important here though, is that while Lichtman is right to point out that there is something 

of an ironic anachronism to quibbling over the relative relevance of 60 or 80 year old 
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music, it is precisely the historic striving to escape the Jim Crow south that such historic 

fault lines represent.  

In her article The Problem With White Hipness, jazz scholar and 

ethnomusicologist Ingrid Monson argues that the problem of blackness as expressed 

through white bodies is often its relation to African American identity.104 First, white 

hipness, as expressed through historic figures of 1950’s counter culture such as Jack 

Kerouac or Norman Mailer, assumes a level of “primitive” nature in African Americans. 

For Monson, this sits too what she sees as the false image of a “wild” “weird” “drug 

addicted” “sex crazed” be-bop musician. Importantly, Monson notes the considerable gap 

between these stereotypical reports of the Minton’s jam session in Harlem (where bebop 

was ostensibly born), and the accounts of the musicians.  

“Young modernist musicians sought not only to change the sound of jazz, but to 

reject the legacy of the minstrel mask by emphasizing art instead of entertainment.”105 In 

the musicians accounts, (Dizzy Gillespie features prominently in Monson’s article), a 

musical modernism that eschewed jazz as entertainment and promoted jazz as art was 

about an economic aspiration for serious recognition, not unlike the aspirations of a 

young, black Wynton Marsalis in the 1980’s. Here modernism is used in two ways, one 

to refer to the complexity and newness of the music, and second to define a “modern” 

society as one that promotes racial harmony. The “primitive” stereotype here 

overshadowed the more substantial struggles being undertaken at Minton’s according to 

Monson.  
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While the historical specificities of ethnic identity as it relates to jazz are 

important to consider, there are broader forces at play as well, both national and global. It 

is not unimportant to note here that diversity as mode of discourse, when the topic of race 

was broached, dictated the standards of my conversation with Lichtman. At the national 

level, cultural historian Bruce Shulman has argued that “diversity” as a pluralistic, 

culturally relative discourse replaced the dominant liberal humanist narrative of the 

United States as a “melting pot” nation, as well as a dominant aspiration toward racial 

integration.106 Shulman points out that integration as a political goal rested on the 

universal tenants of liberalism – “a belief in the fundamental sameness and unity of all 

humanity.”107 The shift from post-WWII liberalism to 1970’s cultural relativism for 

Shulman is about a shift from a civil rights era aspiration toward racial integration to a 

post Vietnam era focus on cultural diversity. In the black community, Schulman argues 

that this shift played out through increased interest in black nationalisms, as well as 

ethnic studies programs in universities.  

While this played out in a specific way in the context of black/white relations, the 

1970’s and 1980’s also brought “a torrent of new arrivals both illegal and legal.”108 While 

Shulman offers only a shift in immigration policies as the cause of these newly arrived 

immigrants – mostly from Asia and Latin America - he stops short of a global political 

economic analysis. As any Marxist political economic analysis would be chomping at the 

bit to point out at this juncture, this shift from integration to diversity discourses happens 

at precisely the moment that the neoliberal de-regulation of global markets begins to 
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happen at a truly global scale. For Fredric Jameson, this is also the precise moment that 

postmodernism as a style in art, architecture and design becomes the hegemonic aesthetic 

expression of what is for Jameson, the third “late” phase of global capitalism. One of the 

defining characteristics of these phases is a kind of identity oriented structural nostalgia 

that is both related to and somewhat unmoored from either historical relevance in time or 

geographic relevance in space. Collage, of course, is another element of postmodernism, 

and, as has been established, a foundational component of the pre-war aurality expressed 

by the postmodern generation of trad musicians.  

In the U.S., diversity remains the dominant discourse as a way to discuss the 

cultural fabric of the nation. Such context begins to clarify our thinking on just why it is 

Lichtman and I would feel comfortable with the explanation for the lack of interest from 

black musicians at Mona’s to be about some inherent value of the music itself, it’s 

“corniness”, it’s “2-beat” structure. “I’m just a nerdy white guy from Massachussets, for 

whatever reason, that appeals to me.” It explains as well why Gerald French and I both 

were ready to accept his explanation on supposedly inherent differences between the way 

that black musicians play and the way that white musicians play. It also does a great deal 

to explain how it continues to be possible for spaces like Mona’s – majority white spaces 

that, despite their monochromatic demographic – purport a politics of social justice, 

economic equality, and anti-racism. But how, precisely, are these politics expressed in the 

trad scene today? To begin to answer that question, we’ll move into the outer boroughs of 

the city, on the border of Brooklyn and Queens.  
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Amancay’s Diner and Gentrification in Bushwick  

I walk up the stairs of the apartment in a three-story row house I’m renting in Bushwick, 

Brooklyn. The neighbors are on their stairs, “the stoop”, smoking weed again. It’s 

summer, it’s hot. I’ve become friendly with my neighbors since moving here. They are 

all young black men. Some have been in the neighborhood a while, others come to hang 

out here from other neighborhoods in Brooklyn or Queens. “Motherfucking 90 degrees at 

night! What the fuck?!”, one of the regulars, Darren, gives a husky chested laugh. 

“How’s it going fellas?” I ask. A few nod, Darren gives his usual warm hello. Troy is not 

out with them tonight as usual. The last time Troy and I talked, he was scheming on how 

to get back to Guyana where he’s from. “I’m starting a club back home,” he said as he 

scrolled through the photos of a newly constructed bar. “I’ll be splitting my time now, 

I’m working too hard here, it’s time to get out of this place.” He and I had talked music a 

number of times across our respective front stairs. We bonded over the difficulties of 

keeping our music going while living the rest of life. A couple of months before, he had 

set up his DJ gear and two enormous loudspeakers in front of the house, giving shout outs 

to all the neighbors as the Guyana infused Reggeaton of artists like Mark Caesar-Suelta 

blasted out of the speakers. “How’s my man Carlos with the green!?” he shouted through 

the mic to our neighbor across the way. 

“What are you white boys doing our here anyway?” another neighbor said to me 

one night, out on the stairs again. “This is the hood. Why would a bunch of white boys 

want to live in the hood?” We’re 5 musicians living in a 4 bedroom house, I tried to 
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explain, only a few of us have day jobs, others earn a spotty living from royalty checks, 

private party gigs, and tours. I’m the odd one out with funding from a university for a 

year. We can’t afford to live in most neighborhoods in the city. Besides, we like it here. 

People are nice enough to us. “Huh”, he puzzled, he seemed to want to meet me halfway. 

My own position as a gentrifier in this neighborhood does not escape me or my neighbors 

in these moments. They certainly understand what Peter Frase has called the “racial 

arbitrage” of gentrification, namely, that my light skin privilege paired with my own 

ability to temporarily exploit the racism that has driven down the cost of rent in largely 

black and brown neighborhoods.109 Some understand that I am part of a pattern, and will 

soon likely be displaced just like many of their black and brown friends, but they 

continue to be suspicious of my motives for reasons that make perfect sense to me 

Though not all feel this way.  

“This neighborhood is going be like a college town pretty soon” another neighbor 

on the stoop said to me one morning. “You see that house, all college girls moving in 

there, they’re charging 1.5 million to buy it, who knows what the rent is, it’s going to be 

nice out here.” We had just been talking about his friend who had been shot and killed 

two nights ago a few blocks away, he was going to the funeral today. “This shit’s got to 

stop. It’s going to be nice out here one of these days.” You don’t think all these new 

people are going push people out, make it harder I asked. “Yea but that’s just what has to 

happen” he said, “this shit has got to stop somehow.” We talked on about his life. He’s 

learning to fix cars. “I don’t have anywhere to stay right now, but these people here good 
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people, they let me stay with them when I need.” From what he’s saying, he’s homeless. I 

suppose that makes sense. He was sleeping sitting up out here when I walked outside.  

-- 

The dynamics of gentrification in Bushwick are stark, more so perhaps than nearly any 

neighborhood in Brooklyn. The movement of recent college graduates there began as a 

way to seek proximity to adjacent Williamsburg. Soon though, with Williamsburg 

becoming prohibitively expensive for anyone who is not a millionaire, the part of the 

Bushwick closest to Williamsburg became known as an arts and nightlife destination 

itself. As a primarily working poor black and latinx neighborhood, very few long time 

residents of Bushwick have had the historical capital to own their homes, making it an 

area ripe for illegal evictions. Racist slumlords throughout the city became eager evict 

their black or latinx tenants, do shoddy renovation jobs, and rent their properties to 

primarily white recent college graduates.  

The anti-gentrification group Equality For Flatbush has begun focusing much of 

their energy on evictions in Bushwick, and local anarchist collective The Base has had 

some success with direct action campaigns against slumlords. However, illegal evictions 

continue, and it’s hard to imagine a fate for Bushwick other than the one that befell 

Williamsburg. In the 90’s, Williamsburg looked a lot like the outer stretches of Bushwick 

looked when I lived in there from 2015-2017.When I moved to the city in 2007, 

Williamsburg was an artists hub, but now I don’t know anyone who lives there. The new 
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condos have become popular homes for bankers, the streets are full of luxury cars and 

European tourists. There’s a new bar or restaurant every few weeks. 

Amancay’s diner was about a 15-minute bike ride from our apartment in 

Bushwick. This was the jam session that singer Megg Farrell had set up with her 

boyfriend reed player Ryan Weisheit, an attempt to create a less professional, more 

community oriented session than Mona’s. My bike ride to Amancay’s each Thursday 

night would take me from the outer reaches of Bushwick into the part of the 

neighborhood that had become a destination. Riding down Knickerbocker Avenue, the 

Latinx owned businesses slowly, and then abruptly gave way to boutique glass boxes.  

Like so many places in New York, Amancay’s is no longer in business, but from May to 

September of 2015, I was there most Thursday nights. Those nights reflected the 

dynamics of the neighborhood, but through a smudgy, sepia nostalgia that us newcomers 

employ. Perhaps it was no coincidence that it was in one of the most politicized 

neighborhoods in Brooklyn, a place on the frontiers of gentrification, that I heard the trad 

scene argued for on political grounds most fervently.  

Trad As Movement?  

I first met the bass player Tal Ronen at Amancay’s. “I see trad as a movement, a   

rebellion” he said to me one night. “When I got to New York, there were older guys who 

were playing traditional jazz; John Kelso, Eddie Davis; you know, the Woody Allen 

crowd, but it never seemed like something that had much political thrust behind it. They 

seemed kind of tired, and just interested in the music at some kind of abstract level. They 
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really just wanted to do their gigs, collect their money, and go home. A few years later, 

when I started going to Mona’s, I thought, ‘aha, this is it!’ I started going in 2011, and to 

me it was absolutely connected to the uprising of young people all over the world at that 

time. Occupy, the Arab Spring, all of it seemed connected to me. Here were people 

committed to being together simply out of a desire to enjoy each other’s company, people 

committed to building a community.”  

For Tal, the older generation seemed unconcerned with “the hang”, that 

traditional music communities often seek to foster. Tal’s frustration with hyper-

professionalism, his wish for his older peers to be more invested in community and less 

in their individual careers is a difficult one in the jazz world. Jazz has been; since its 

inception, a music made by those existing or aspiring to make their living from 

performing music. “Making a living” has been a priority for jazz musicians for over 100 

years. And yet, given that the majority of jazz musicians were African American in the 

early years, they often found themselves in second-class positions in relation to their 

white, classical music peers, if they were able to gain professional status at all. While the 

status of the now racially diverse cohort of professional class of jazz musicians in the 

U.S. is different in many ways, their status as second-class professionals remains. Most 

are not unionized, and a steady, middle class existence is practically nonexistent for jazz 

musicians, except for those internationally touring, world-class musicians who represent 

what labor organizer Todd Weeks calls “a model for a career that, for 99% of jazz 

musicians, doesn’t exist.”110 And so, the political and economic strategy of the young trad 
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musicians that Tal is speaking of is to act as if the existence of the concept of a 

“professional musician” is itself, problematic.  

In a manner of speaking, the life choices of these musicians, or artists of any kind 

with such values, disrupts the laboring structures of capitalism. In fact, art, in the 

everyday ‘lower case a’ sense, is always a social movement in a capitalist society. To 

play everyday, to take joy everyday, to honor the restless, playing nature within all 

humans, to spend one’s life in such a practice, to prioritize such a practice above 

considerations of career recognition, material wealth, or economic solvency requires 

radical, courageous, and steady resistance to the temptation to simply “make a living.” 

For Tal, trad people, at their best, seek to make lives, not livings. Having such priorities 

in New York City is not easy, and is always teetering in the balance. Like any good 

adherents to a social movement, those who consistently maintain social music priorities 

seem to be operating as if they lived in a different society than they do, a society in which 

community life was prioritized over career success. They do so while facing the 

economic realities of a sky rocketing rent, decreasing paid opportunities, and being 

constantly on the move.  

But is trad a social movement, as Ronen suggests? Social movements, in the 

political and historical sense are a mixture of organization and spontaneity. They are 

creative, and they are performative. They entail a dream. A dream of racial equality, 

women’s suffrage, the end of police violence, etc, and acting everyday as if that dream 

will one day be a reality. Like a person who reflects upon their life and decides, “I want 
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more than I have right now, I want a life in which I’m not harassed because of the color 

of my skin or my sexuality, a life where my hours are spent primarily on things that bring 

me pleasure, joy and lasting fulfillment rather than drudgery in the name of another,” a 

social movement is a group of people who have reflected upon their shared conditions of 

existence and said, “we have a vision for how things could be better, and we will all 

regularly and vigorously act in order to bring that vision alive.” 

Like all social movements, the goals and tactics of “trad as social music” are 

always in flux, but there is always a basic tenent in place: music ought to be joyful and 

build community, not serious and exclusive. Put another way, musicians ought to 

prioritize that joy and community building above professional demands, which are 

inherently about the “seriousness” of developing expertise and the exclusivity that such 

expertise requires. In short, social music people believe that music is for everyone, not a 

privileged few. Unlike social movements with overtly stated political goals however, 

social music is a movement based on intuition. In other words, if social music is a social 

movement, its level of organization is low. It is expressed quickly, off the cuff, and in the 

case of traditional jazz, improvised collectively. Social music is a sonic instantiation of 

spontaneous organization.  

It was 2009 that the Tuesday night sessions at Mona’s pub congealed as a social 

space, right at the beginning of the Obama presidency. Despite the financial crisis of the 

previous year, liberals in the United States felt as though they had won an enormous 

victory, and that the country was moving steadily toward a progressive political reality 
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that included something resembling universal healthcare, racial justice, and a better 

economy. What many were blind to however was that the neoliberal world order instated 

in the 1980’s would continue to widen the gap between the rich and the poor at alarming 

rates, and that very little, would be done by the Obama presidency to change this 

economic state of affairs. As the populist movements on the left and right grew in the 

coming 8 yearsm so too did the crowds at Mona’s. There was something “of the people” 

happening there that resonated on all points of the political spectrum. I spoke to 

republicans and green party members, liberals and leftists, Marxists, anarchists and 

socialists, those who saw a direct connection to politics in the social structure of Mona’s, 

and of course, those who looked at me cross-eyed if I dared suggest such a thing.  

While all social movements are creative and spontaneous, most instate, party 

lines, ideologies. These exist in social music, but they do not come in the form bylaws, 

directives or manifestos. Instead, they come through the planning of gigs and sessions, 

the recording of albums, and most centrally, the “making social” of a community. For 

Tal, the way in which such action occurred in space and time seemed to suggest a nascent 

cultural wing of a fundamental shift in global political life, a leftist movement of young 

people demanding something different, a musical conversation that observes the norms of 

modernist musical discourse and declares, “this is not what we, as young people across 

the globe, want.”  

But how are the sounds of such a movement, if this in fact what we are dealing 

with, changed once they have careened off the walls of a particular place, in this case, 
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Bushwick? Put more directly, what does such a sonic politics have to offer to other 

refusals, or demands at the local, rather than the global level? Can any of this speak to the 

everyday struggles of longtime Bushwick residents, or for that matter, any residents of 

Bushwick whose primary social worlds are not white or middle class? In order to answer 

such questions, we’ll have to start smaller. What is “the hang” that Tal touts so heavily 

anyway?  

Anachronistic Solidarity at The Viper Session  

Engaging in trad as a social movement is about building a community, and while the 

session at Amancay’s in Bushwick lasted, this was its foundational principal. The session 

was on Thursday nights, and like Mona’s, it didn’t get started until 11pm at the earliest, 

since Megg and Ryan had gigs most Thursday evenings. Amancay’s is a huge room by 

New York standards. On the many nights I was there, the session turned into a dance, 

with plenty of room for couples to twirl and torque about the room at will. The piano at 

Amancay’s was barely playable, and since Megg and Ryan were connected to the 

“Gypsy” jazz scene in town - centered around a Wednesday session at a bar called The 

Keep in nearby Ridgewood, Queens - there was a plethora of guitar players at Amancays. 

The repertoire at was consistent with Mona’s in many ways, with some important 

additions. There were more selections out of the Django Reinhardt/Oscar Aleman 

songbook than usual due to the large crowd of gypsy jazz guitar players, there were more 

of what Latin Americanist Gustavo Pérez Firmat calls Latunes (latin tunes), and then 

there were the reefer songs; songs about drugs 
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Reefer songs are about marijuana, cocaine, heroin and other drugs taken 

recreationally such as Benzedrine. An essential element of the young trad community’s 

rebellion against the jazz institution is that trad jazz was inextricably linked to early 20th 

century counterculture.  By the time jazz fully institutionalized in the 1980’s, they argue, 

its image had been wiped clean of any counter cultural elements such as drug use, queer 

sexualities, or radical leftist politics. Many young people are entirely unaware of the fact 

that jazz was a countercultural music from the time of its inception in the 1920’s through 

most of the 1970’s. The presence of reefer songs at Amancays points not just the trad 

scenes invective against jazz as a serious & conservative music, but also to a mode of 

differentiation within the scene itself.  

“This session is much chiller than Mona’s.” Megg said to me one night on the 

back patio of Amancay’s during a set break. Someone approaches us and joins the 

conversation. “Hey, you’re Megg right?” Yea hey what’s up? “Not much. You guys 

sound good.” Oh thanks, do you play something? “Yea I play drums.” Do you have 

drums? Do you have sticks? Do you want to use someone else’s snare drum? You’re 

totally welcome to play. Megg turns back to me, “so yea, it’s much more chill here. I 

used to wonder if I should dress up for this session, and I did the first couple of times, but 

the last time I did I went home and changed, and then came back more casual. Since then 

it’s been casual.” 

I ask about the tune we had played before the break, I had never heard it. “Oh    

that’s ‘Viper Mad’. Sidney Bechet has the most famous recording. Tim loves to sing that   
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one.” Do you have a lighter? Someone asks. “Sure, sure” a trumpeter chimes in. “Sorry I 

didn’t break up the weed very well, I forgot my grinder.” “Did you see that guy playing 

washboard at Mona’s the other night? I ask a person I recognize from Mona’s but who’s 

name I can’t recall. “Sorry, what’s your name?” “Anat, nice to meet you. Yea, I can’t 

remember his name” He says. “I was talking to him about his technique, those were 

shotgun shells on his fingers. He’s also really active in the free/avant world.” “I’d never 

seen anyone play like that.” Ryan says. Anat chimes back in. “He asked me if I was Anat 

Cohen111, I took that as a compliment. On my birthday a while back I ended up at 

Mona’s, and Anat Cohen was actually there. I got to play with her. Some random person 

posted a photo of us playing together on instagram.”  

Guitarist Garrett Manley and I are talking about the food service jobs we’ve had 

in New York. He’s working as a bartender in midtown right now. I ask him if he’s ever 

tried working for a catering company. It’s easy money I tell him, $22 an hour and the job 

is mindless, no hustling for tips. “Yea I hear you, my job is ok right now though, I like 

the people I work with, they’re funny. There’s nothing worse than working those kinds of 

jobs with people who want to act all serious about it.” The conversation turns to the 

neighborhood, he lives in nearby Bed-Stuy, but he used to live very near Amancay’s.       

“This area used to be pretty sketchy, it used to be a dump, there was nothing open here 

when I used to live here. Now I barely recognize it, but it seems a little safer.”  

There haven’t been any dancers so far tonight, but I hear a woman next to me say 

that she’s a dancer. “I’m waiting for more dancers to be here, I don’t play music, just 
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dance. I brought my shoes but no one else is dancing.” “I should learn how to dance” 

Garrett says. “I feel like it would help me play better. I tried once but this girl was leading 

me, I had no idea how to lead.” “That’s the point of swing, girls lead, guys lead, it’s not 

heteronormative at all. I don’t know how to Charleston actually, it’s like walking, but you 

just like keep jumping, like this.” What’s your favorite kind of music to dance to? I ask.    

“The gypsy jazz is too fast, the stuff you were playing tonight is good. 6 count swing, 8 

count swing.” “Whoa this is good weed” someone says. “Definitely. It’s weird how 

nobody smokes weed at Mona’s. Sometimes I feel like we’re the only ones there who 

smoke.” “You gotta come here for that”, they joke. “This is the viper session.”  

-- 

At the turn of the twentieth century, jazz musicians were just one population among 

many - including prostitutes, African Americans, Latin American and West Indian 

immigrants, and sailors - understood by mainstream, white U.S. culture to be inherently 

dangerous. The Mexican revolution of 1910 had brought a new wave of immigrants 

across the border, and some of the more conservative, wealthy and influential white 

Texans found their new Mexican neighbors marijuana use especially disturbing. Rumors 

circulated that marijuana incited violence and even murders, (“killer weed”) and that 

even one puff of a joint could lead to insanity (“reefer madness”). Texas became ground 

zero for the eventual federal regulation of marijuana. The Pure Food and Drug act of 

1906 had been the first law to regulate marijuana in the patent medications of the time, 

but, in 1914 the city of El Paso enacted what journalist Eric Schlosser calls “perhaps the 
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first U.S. ordinance banning the sale or possession of marijuana.”112 By 1930, Harry J. 

Anslinger was the first commissioner of the U.S. Treasury Department’s Federal Bureau 

of Narcotics, a staunch opponent of marijuana. Anslinger had a particular dislike of jazz 

musicians, and kept a special file, “Marijuana and Musicians.” Anslinger had a plan for a 

nationwide, mass arrest of popular musicians that ultimately failed. Due, as Schlosser 

puts to, “the inability of FBN agents in infiltrate the jazz milieu.” The musicians could 

see the narcs coming a mile away it would seem.  

It was at this exact point that reefer songs were being recorded by the dozens, the 

bulk of them about marijuana. Jack I’m Mellow, Light Up, Reefer Man, Sweet Marijuana 

Brown, Viper Mad. These songs and many more were Anslinger’s worst nightmare. Far 

from depicting an image of marijuana as inciting violence or insanity, “weed” or “tea” is 

understood as a relatively harmless recreation. Some song lyrics do paint marijuana as a 

vice (“good tea is my weakness, I know it’s bad”), but it’s an admission made almost in 

jest, a tongue in cheek tipping of the hat to what was then a new regime that was just 

beginning to medicalize addiction. In fact, the 1930’s marked a paradigm shift in the 

history of drug regulation in the U.S. in which medicalization became a key component. 

The “Narcotic Farm” in Lexington, Kentucky was both a hospital and a prison, as well as 

the beginning of the creation of addiction medicine. Well-known jazz musicians such as 

Sonny Rollins, and Chet Baker were some of the first patients at the hospital. Musicians 

were encouraged to play music as part of their recovery, even though most of them were 

there against their will.  
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Although referring to Amancay’s as “the viper session” was something of a joke, 

it is not without significance. “Viper” is a slang word from the reefer song period that 

either meant a marijuana cigarette or a person who smokes them. It implies the hissing, 

snake like sound of breathing in deeply through the teeth. To call a person a snake has 

never been a compliment, but like contemporary uses of “Queer” or “Indian”, to call 

oneself a “viper” was something of a reclamation in the early 20th century. To be a 

“snake” may imply untrustworthiness in contemporary slang, but the 1920’s viper took a 

different slant on a similar set of behaviors, that of the hipster, in the know, but revealing 

little, cagey, cool, sophisticated. Most importantly though for the consideration of the 

importance of the presence of reefer songs at Amancay’s is that they harken to a time 

when marijuana use was not at all common in middle class America. In to words of Terry 

Southern about his childhood growing up in Texas in the 1930’s, “Sure, we knew about 

the Mexicans and the blacks doing it – but it was part of their culture, not ours. What 

white people smoked pot? My God! I mean, these were just very sporadic occurrences, 

there was no continuity to them or anything. And yet, I have to say, they completely 

altered my life. As I became more aware of black people, I found myself really trying to 

appreciate and understand them in a way that I never had before.”113  

The majority of the musicians at Amancay’s have backgrounds not unlike that of 

Terry Southern. They are college educated, white, middle class U.S. citizens. While this 

characterization doesn’t account for the class make-up of all those who participate on the 

scene, it does account for its majority, as well as its overlying cultural milieu. It is also, 
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for many, a social movement with progressive political aims. The attempt by Amancay’s 

musicians to move away from professionalism, however small or imperfect, is, in their 

minds, coterminous with a “chiller” social mileu in which community life is considered 

above professional achievement. For them, the illicit and counterculture implications of 

reefer songs and marijuana use foster such a milieu. This in itself is of course, not 

remarkable. Even though certain state laws have legalized marijuana in much of the 

country, and even though marijuana has been far less culturally stigmatized since the 

dissemination of 1960’s counter culture, as of 2016, marijuana “remains on the list of the 

U.S. government’s most dangerous and highly regulated drugs.”114 As such, the drug 

continues to carry counter culture, anti-establishment social implications. At Amancay’s, 

the musicians are sounding and acting out a cultural memory through the music and the 

hang that implies a radical racial solidarity. 

And yet, in 2015, this solidarity is anachronistic. While it is true that marijuana 

signals counterculture, and that the atmosphere created by reefer songs implies a time 

when white people using marijuana was directly linked, for some, to a solidarity across 

racial boundaries, the legal risk of marijuana consumption have never been evenly 

disseminated across the U.S. population. Drug laws came to exist out of the racist 

xenophobic agendas of people like Harry Anslinger, and today black people are almost 4 

times as likely to be arrested for marijuana use.115 This is common knowledge among 

most U.S. citizens with race consciousness in the 21st century, but knowing such a thing 

abstractly is different than using that knowledge to interrogate something as seemingly 
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personal as ones own aesthetic and recreational drug choices. As a result, the 

performance of reefer songs at Amancay’s implies solidarity with the counterculture of 

another time that was a product of African American and Latinx traditions. But that 

solidarity does not necessarily carry over into the present day. Such anachronism is what 

allows for a commitment to community building in which references to a formerly 

ungentrified neighborhood as a “dump” pass without question. The music and drug 

culture of Amancay’s and that of my Guyanese neighbor may have only been a few 

blocks apart, but they seemed to be separated both by differential risks, and by a century 

of musical movement.  
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3. Moving Tradition: The Time & Space of Black Atlantic Groove 

 

“To look out onto one’s public sphere and see what was another abandoned storefront 

(open space for all, especially the least successful) alchemized into a gourmet bakery for 

a growing middle class, is a different order of displacement entirely, a kind of 

psychological and semiotic displacement…”  

 -John Jackson116  

“Time is all messed up in New Orleans”  

 -Shannon Powell117 

“Rhythm is the milieus’ answer to chaos…meter is dogmatic, but rhythm is critical.”  

 -Deleuze and Guattari118  

‘Meter can have rhythm in it, but groove is the real danger; groove placates, locks in; 

rhythm liberates, unlocks. Groove is so comfortable it can make you believe a lie.’ 

 -David Pleasant119 

 

In this chapter, I will address the rhythmic philosophies and social theories of two 

African American drummers - Shannon Powell from New Orleans (who is discussed in 

greater detail in chapter 1) and David Pleasant from New York by way of Sapelo Island – 

as they relate to the contemporary trad revival. Powell and Pleasant’s relatively varied 

levels of commercial success within the jazz world as well as their distinct cultural 
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backgrounds (New Orleans Creole and Sapelo Island Gullah respectively) speak to an 

important divide within the African American community, as well as to the economic 

imperatives surrounding black music, rhythm and the politics of racial authenticity.   

Both Powell and Pleasant criticize the young, mostly white trad revival scene 

described in the previous chapter, but from unique angles informed by their own distinct 

cultural backgrounds. Powell’s family roots in the 6th ward and his charismatic 

personality have earned him the nickname, “The King of Treme.” He has gained a fairly 

high profile through the HBO series Treme. He is the drummer on the theme song, and 

his name comes up throughout the series as a cipher of New Orleans authenticity. When 

he is in town (which has been more often since his employment with Harry Connick Jr. 

came to an end), he has a regular gig at Preservation Hall in the French Quarter. His work 

has been critically acclaimed and he is widely understood to be one of the best drummers 

in New Orleans.120 

 Pleasant’s career has been less high profile, in part due to a commitment to the 

relative obscurity of his cultural upbringing. He grew up on Sapelo Island off the coast of 

Savannah, attended Oberlin conservatory to study classical percussion in the 1970’s, and 

moved to New York to pursue a career as a jazz drummer in the 1980’s. He recorded with 

Charles Gayle and had a few engagements with Wynton Marsalis and Cecil Taylor. 

Pleasant is a tireless proponent of Gullah-Geechee culture in the history of Afro 

American music and culture, but he found that such a position was difficult to get across 

in a jazz world focused on New Orleans and New York. Pleasant became involved in the 
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dance world, developed a series of pedagogic programs for teaching Gullah rhythm and 

history, and began to incorporate storytelling and lectures into his musical performances. 

He is currently working on a dissertation on Gullah intellectual history through the 

European Graduate School in Switzerland. While Pleasant may have achieved much 

higher levels than Powell – whose working class background has a great deal to do with 

the discourses of authenticity that surround his musical persona - he has not attained the 

same kind of recognition as a musician. In this chapter, I want to highlight the ways in 

which Pleasant seeks to trouble hegemonic narratives of New Orleans as the nexus jazz 

history, in part by showing the ways in which Powell has been able to rely on the political 

economic advantage of such a narrative, while, despite the fact that he hails from a point 

of considerable importance in the history of black music, Pleasant has not. Such a critique 

complicates the dischronophonic critique outlined in chapter 1, opening up new avenues 

of analysis through a Deleuzian approach to race.  

As such, this chapter is a reflection on the possibilities and limitations of an 

ethnographic Deleuzian analysis of jazz praxis in relation to race. While much Deleuzian 

scholarship does not address race overtly, it has been a budding topic of discussion in 

recent work.121 Deleuzian thought has brought a fresh approach to anti-racist scholarship 

by seeking to understand race as a phenomenon through materiality, the body, and 

creative expression, rather than as a social construction through language, media, or other 

forms of representation.122 This new materialist approach holds exciting possibilities for 

conceptualizing race beyond discourse and representation. However, in this chapter, I 
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argue that linguistic based approaches such as post-structuralism must be coterminous 

with a Deleuzian analysis of race. As such, I seek to enhance the material/discursive 

theory of race proposed by Cultural Geographer Arun Saldanha and others without 

presenting theoretical schools as binary oppositions. I address these theoretical concerns 

through ethnographic instantiations of historical narrative, rhythm, time and musical 

genre in the African American jazz tradition. Harmonizing embodied and discursive 

theoretical approaches aligns with current anti-racist political struggles that draw equally 

from historically conflicting political agendas such as The Civil Rights Movement and 

Black Nationalism, most centrally the Black Lives Matter movement. In the same way 

that Saldanha singles out Deleuze’s concept of virtuality to understand the creative 

dimensions of race in his ethnography of trance music in Goa, India, I single out 

Deleuze’s concept of the rhizome in order to understand the temporal dimensions of race 

through an ethnography of jazz culture in the United States. 

Recent scholarship on Deleuze and music has discussed jazz at length, sometimes 

emphasizing race, although other times defining jazz in terms of a more abstract, de-

racialized notion of improvisation.123 When jazz is further specified in this work it has 

been circumscribed around a certain period of jazz, namely the free and experimental jazz 

of the 1960’s and 1970’s. This period is tacitly or overtly assumed to correlate more 

readily with Deleuze and Guattari’s thought. Within foundational ethnographic studies of 

jazz in the United States none have taken a Deleuzian approach, or even cited Deleuze 
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and Guattari.124 This chapter seeks to enhance these literatures by exploring the gains and 

losses of Deleuzian analysis in relation to my own ethnographic fieldwork.  

Powell and Pleasant have never played together to my knowledge, but where they 

have overlapped in my own fieldwork is their engagement with and critique of the young, 

mostly white trad and swing revival in New York and New Orleans. Both drummers 

come into contact with the scene regularly – Powell on Frenchmen St. in New Orleans 

and Pleasant in his work with The Hot Jazz Jumpers in New York – and both have 

critiques of the scene at the level of repertoire and technique that I lay out below. Powell 

is master of the Black Atlantic groove, while Pleasant has a profound critique of groove 

as the defining factor of black rhythm. Such a critique is inextricably tied to Pleasant’s 

understanding of the sacred and ecstatic elements of The Ring Shout that he was raised 

in, as well as the dynamic, forward looking understanding of tradition of the free jazz 

scene of 1980’s New York. Such “progressive traditional” thinking departs both from 

Paul Gilroy’s writings about Black Atlantic Rhythm, as well as Zora Neale Hurston’s 

criticisms of the Fisk Jubilee Singers.125 I hope such a comparison between Powell and 

Pleasant will get cultural critics thinking about the ways in which black musicians can 

disrupt the eurocentrism of the critical theory canon, white musicians thinking about 

ways of listening to black musicians with greater sensitivity, and jazz studies scholars 

thinking about ways of re-orienting narratives of jazz history.   
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Shannon Powell and Compression Behind The Beat in New Orleans   

“You live in the Treme, not some stick up the ass part of town where you can call the 

cops if it gets too loud!” yells Davis McAlary (played by Steve Zahn) to his noise-

complaining neighbors in the HBO series Treme. “Do you even know who lives around 

the corner from here!” his invective continues; “Shannon Powell!” 

In Chapter 1, I sought to show through my work with drummer Shannon Powell 

that the gentrification of New Orleans is decreasing what Powell calls “love in the street.” 

“People used to be out on their stoops, looking out for each other” Powell says, “It’s not 

like shit didn’t go down then but people get killed a lot more often here now.”126 In the 

same breath as these laments for the decreasing sense of mutual responsibility on the 

streets of the 6th ward (only somewhat recently dubbed Treme according to Powell), the 

charmed rhythmist fired words of mistrust at the recent influx of young musicians. 

“There’s too much time being passed with all this bullshit. All that stuff on Frenchmen, 

come on bro. It’s not right bro. It’s like, musicians just in there making a living. Those 

people aren’t from New Orleans, and what they’re playing is not New Orleans music. It 

sounds like Chicago jazz or Cotton Club (in New York) Jazz.” For Powell, the trad 

revival is the sound track to a New Orleans that is “out of time” with its previous self. 

Time is a key element of what I called Powell’s “dischronophonic” critique in chapter 1. 

Anthropologist John Jackson has noted the “semiotic and psychological 

displacement” inherent in the gentrification process of early 2000’s Harlem. For example, 

Jackson notes that spaces such as “abandoned” storefronts can nevertheless become 
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imbued with social value by local inhabitants, resulting modes of displacement that are 

impossible to quantify according most social science methods.127 In other words, Powell 

argues that studies of gentrification most often only consider the quantifiable elements of 

displacement through rent gap and demographic calculations, and fail to consider the 

ways in which urban space is imbued with as much, or more, qualitative value as it is 

quantitative value.  

Departing from Jackson, it is safe to assume that a decreasing sense of mutual 

responsibility within the public life of an urban neighborhood is a result of gentrification 

as well. Powell relates such a disjointed feeling to a mode of musical time that feels 

artificially quickened. Geographer and Marxist critic David Harvey might call such a 

feeling “Time-Space Compression”, a phenomenon he allies with the simultaneous onset 

of both neoliberal capitalism as well as postmodern aesthetic trends in the 1970’s. “Time-

space compression” is a defining description of both cultural and economic life in this 

period according to Harvey, and is glossed by cultural geographer Doreen Massey as a 

“speeding up” of time and “spreading out”128 space as a result of shifts in 

communication, trade, and art production technologies.129 Such globalized de-regulation 

continues to contribute to the rapid re-orientation of neighborhood populations from 

poor/working class to middle/upper class.  

For Powell, the music of the young, mostly white transplants on Frenchmen St. 

matches neither the space nor the time from which he understands the music of New 

Orleans to be. In one sense, Powell’s “messed up” time is not unlike the “collapsing 
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horizons” of space-time compression that Harvey speaks of. In another sense, Powell has 

a unique and important perspective as a member of what Gilroy would call the “priestly 

organic intellectual caste” of accomplished black musicians in the U.S. One of the most 

critical differences is that the post-Fordist economy is not Powell’s starting point of 

analysis. Thinking about gentrification in New Orleans tends to have a longer historical 

trajectory. New Orleans geographer Richard Campanella, for example, dates the onset of 

gentrification in New Orleans to the 1920’s, right in the middle of the Jazz Age.130 

“Speeding up” is a constant refrain for students of the Jazz Age as well, and 

understandably so. Commodities were circulating around the globe at unprecedented 

rates due to rapid technological advancement. This was the birth of the modern music 

industry through the commercial production of 78rpm records. Musicologically, it is 

understandable that the forward movement that the syncopations of jazz rhythms evoke 

would be understood and discussed as yet another symptom of such an era.  

However, Powell’s discourse and musical praxis begs a more nuanced approach. 

The music of the jazz age that came out of New Orleans is not at all about speeding up, 

it’s about slowing down, laying back. New Orleans bass player Richard Payne perhaps 

said it best, “it would probably take an outsider to explain it. I guess it’s just that in places 

like New York, they have a fast thing going. Down here it’s a relaxed thing, and it’s 

different from anywhere else – something in the way of living that’s unique…in other 

words, hip, when the word is correctly used.”131 “Slowing down”, “Laying Back”, 

“Getting Behind The Beat”, these are all modes of expression that musicians use to talk 
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about a particular rhythmic effect, a particular feel. When I asked New Orleans musicians 

what specifies New Orleans rhythm, these phrases came up again and again. For Powell, 

this goes back to the beginning of jazz music at the turn of the 20th century.  

The jazz drumming styles of 1920’s New Orleans are not often discussed among 

jazz musicians or scholars. For one, the recordings of that era often did not feature drums 

because the microphones of the kind could not capture the frequencies of a drum kit. By 

the time recording technology was able to capture reasonably high fidelity drum 

recordings, the swing era had kicked in, and the flashy styles of largely white drummers 

such as Buddy Rich had come to be understood as the paragon of jazz drumming in 

mainstream white popular culture. The bebop drummers of New York (many of them 

Philadelphia born) such as Art Blakey and Philly Joe Jones became the new canon of jazz 

drumming in the 1940’s, leaving the New Orleans drummers of the 1920’s and before 

largely out of the canonizing equation. Shannon Powell is one of only a handful of 

contemporary drummers – including Herlin Riley, Johnny Vidacovich, and Gerald 

French – that seek to carry the tradition of late 19th and early 20th century jazz drumming 

into the 21st century.  

It’s true, jazz rhythm is about forward movement. Syncopation. Riley calls our 

attention to the way that the New Orleans military bands of the late 1800’s played 

marches, particularly their approach to the bass drum. If a typical bass drum part in a 

patriotic march by John Phillip Sousa was “straight quarter notes” the New Orleans bass 
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drummers “played those parts with a lilt”132 This ‘lilt’, or ‘hump’ means accenting the 

“and” of beat 4. Riley calls it “a little push.”  

Suddenly, the emphasis is no longer in the expected place. For the listener 

expecting a steady metronomic beat in the bass drum with the “accent” (slightly louder 

execution) on beat 1, the emphasis comes a half beat earlier than expected. The 

musicological definition of syncopation is emphasizing “off” beats. The artistic effect of 

syncopation is perpetual motion fuelled by surprise. For dancers and musicians, it’s as if 

they’ve jumped to their destination a hair earlier than expected, allowing a little more 

time to calculate their next move. As listeners, our expectations are either denied, or met 

more quickly than we imagined possible.  

However, while this quickening is accomplished through notes that are “early to 

the party” so to speak, there are many different ways to play these rhythms notated on the 

page here. Like the existence of microtones – notes between the white and black keys of 

a piano -  in styles of music that do not adhere to the strictures of tonal harmony, there are 

“rhythms between these rhythms.” To play syncopated rhythms “on top” of the beat is to 

play them with slightly more urgency, to play syncopated rhythms “behind” the beat is to 

play them with considerably less urgency. The difference in mood between playing on 

top or behind the beat can be subtle, but for musicians accustomed to hearing music that 

is behind the beat, playing on top of the beat sounds frenetic, rushed, the opposite of hip. 

When an entire ensemble grasps together the importance of playing behind the beat, the 

intertwined chorus of rhythms are infectious, they are locked in, they are the “groove” 
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that continues to hail the bodies of anyone who appreciates the rhythms of a now 

globalized popular black music from Jazz to R&B to Hip Hop. Such groove requires 

what Gilroy through Dubois might call the “double consciousness” of speeding up and 

slowing down at the same time.  

In the narrative of the history of Afro-American rhythm that places New Orleans 

as the point of origin, this groove began with the “hot” rhythms of the turn of the 20th 

century military bands of New Orleans. By 1918, one of the first New Orleans drummers 

to gain recognition outside of the city - Baby Dodds - was spreading this rhythmic 

impulse through his work with Louis Armstrong on the riverboats of the Mississippi. By 

1921, Dodds (with Armstrong) had been to Chicago, San Franscisco and New York, to 

perform and make the first commercial music recordings in history, providing the laid 

back forward movement of the musical and cultural “jazz revolution.”133  

Powell’s life as a professional drummer would not be possible without such a 

historical narrative.  Since the re-appraisal of early jazz characterized by Jazz at Lincoln 

Center, Powell is one of an elite group of musicians who tours internationally as a 

representative of authentic New Orleans music. The Preservation Hall band has come to 

act as something of an authenticating institution that fans out into an internationally 

touring circuit, including frequent stints at Lincoln Center in New York. The public and 

musicological narratives necessary for Powell to have gained his uniquely high status 

within the jazz economy as an expert of New Orleans rhythm are many. Narratives of 

Afro-American musical expression that place New Orleans as a point of origin circulate 
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within different discursive fields such as academia, music journalism, tourist brochures, 

screenplays for Hollywood productions, informal talk, and pedagogic materials for 

musicians. I have talked to countless musicians, journalists, academics and New Orleans 

residents who, like Davis McAlary in Treme, consider Powell to be something of a griot 

of such New Orleans rhythm.  

This status did not come easily for Powell. His current elite cultural status belies 

his admittedly improved yet still working class economic existence. He continues to live 

in the house his grandmother bought in the 6th ward over a century ago, and in my time at 

that house Powell would spot his steady stream of visitors before they even made it to the 

front door through a series of security cameras. While he enjoys a level of renown and 

respect that most jazz musicians don’t - even members of the Preservation Hall band – he 

still lives the daily hustle of a freelance musician. Part of Powell’s hustle is maintaining 

his image as an authentic tradition bearer. The specificities of this image are in one way 

or another, tied to the moors of what are still somewhat anachronistically referred to as 

the jazz wars. Gilroy characterizes to two poles of the jazz wars most efficiently in The 

Black Atlantic in the way that he stages the debate between Wynton Marsalis and Miles 

Davis.  

Powell is undoubtedly an advocate of the Marsalis derived notion that “jazz 

provides an essential repository for wider black cultural values.”134 Like Marsalis, Powell 

defines jazz in a strict manner that even excludes the recent youthful revival of brass 

band music; I didn’t even think to ask him what he thinks of free jazz. Such an attitude 
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certainly sums up the idea that such jazz conservatism can only regard much of 

development of black music as “cultural contamination”135 What I want to call attention 

to here is that rebuttals to such conservatism do not have to come in the generally 

polarized debate of “traditional” vs. “experimental.” In other words, I seek to understand, 

in the spirit of Gilroy, the “forward movement of tradition.” Powell has helped us to 

understand a critique of gentrification from the black conservative perspective. If the 

“groove” of black music to be defined through a simultaneous speeding up and slowing 

down, then in the spirit of Gilroy, we must understand modernity in such a context. In 

order to push his critique beyond the strictures of black conservatism however, I pose the 

following questions: Why all of this shoring up of New Orleans as a point of origin for 

African-American rhythm? How is Shannon Powell’s drumming considered by himself 

as well as the HBO screenwriters of Treme to be the antithesis to New Orleans 

gentrification? Who or what stands to benefit from these narratives, and who or what is 

being left out of these narratives? 

David Pleasant and a Gullah-Geechee Polyrhythmic Politics  

One important omission of New Orleans oriented narratives of black rhythm is elucidated 

by the rhythmic philosophy and praxis of New York based, Georgia Sea Island born jazz 

drummer, choreographer, educator, artist and intellectual David Pleasant (born January 1, 

1961). Pleasant is from Sapelo Island off the coast of Savannah, Georgia; both raised 

within and a prominent advocate of Gullah-Geechee culture. Gullah-Geechee culture has 

been a key site in Africana studies for understanding “Africanisms in American Culture” 
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from agricultural and burial practices to language to artistic expression.136 While seeking 

Africanisms within Gullah culture has been both politically and intellectually vital for the 

region, the danger of such work is that a cursory understanding of the literature could 

reinforce the popular misconception that Gullah-Geechee culture was “culturally 

isolated” from U.S. culture until the middle of the 20th century when bridges were built to 

the islands. In other words, it is important to understand that the existence of Africanisms 

does not make Gullah culture less North American, but more. Lorenzo Dow Turner’s 

landmark study of the Gullah language for example forced linguists to reconsider the 

centrality of African syntax and grammatical structures on the development of North 

American English.137 Anthropologist J. Lorand Matory has argued convincingly that the 

history of Gullah reveals one of the most dynamic and cosmopolitan cultures in North 

America.138 Like all other Afro-American communities in the south, migration patterns 

between the Gullah islands and northeastern cities such as New York and Philadelphia 

have been documented since the early 20th century.139  

Pleasant’s career exemplifies this level of artistic and cultural exchange on the 

islands. He moved to New York to pursue a career as a jazz drummer in the 1980’s where 

the Loft Jazz experimental scene was in its twilight years.140 His most well known 

recordings are with the free jazz saxophonist Charles Gayle141. In the 21st century trad 

world, Pleasant plays with the band “The Hot Jazz Jumpers” led by guitarist Nick Russo. 

After his work with Gayle in the mid 1990’s he continued playing drums but also focused 

his energy on projects outside the jazz world including choreography and critical 
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intellectual scholarship. His work in dance is a product of his Gullah-Geechee heritage. 

The Ring Shout has seen a revival in Gullah-Geechee culture in groups such as The 

McIntosh County Shouters, and as music scholar Samuel A. Floyd Jr. has argued, ‘the 

shout [is] an activity in which music and dance commingle, merge, and fuse to become a 

single distinctive cultural ritual.’142 While the jazz and dance worlds may be starkly 

separated today, Pleasant insists on maintaining their unity though his artistic praxis. As 

such, his jazz discography is fairly short which has limited his exposure to the world of 

jazz criticism, which is focused heavily on recorded music output.  

Pleasant’s career is, to say the least, boundary crossing. His output calls into 

question neat distinctions between traditional and experimental jazz, as well as those 

between music and dance. Pleasant’s embrace of his Gullah-Geechee heritage is 

inextricably linked from his coming of musical age in New York City in the 1980’s. This 

marriage of Avant-Garde and Gullah-Geechee (rather than the Afro-Centrism of a figure 

such as Anthony Braxton or Sun Ra) is a difficult sell in the halls of industry that produce 

images of authentic black music, which has, to say the least, presented professional 

challenges.  

Not only has this made his work difficult to interpret and/or unknown to critics, 

but he has also faced musical and artistic challenges with the musicians with whom he 

works. This is directly linked to Pleasant’s technically advanced use of polyrhythm he 

ties to the ritual and ecstatic use of the drum within the Ring Shout. As a drummer, 

Pleasant’s style is all his own. So much so, in fact, that many musicians – even very 
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advanced ones – find it difficult to play with him. In my first formal interview with 

Pleasant, his band mate Nick Russo from the trad jazz band “The Hot Jazz Jumpers” was 

present. We started with the topic of Pleasant’s rhythmic approach: 

Russo (to Pleasant): The first time we played together, I knew that 

something was really interesting about your playing but I had no 

idea what was going on. I even thought, maybe I should just play 

with a different drummer next time. I talked with the bass player 

and he agreed. Little did I know, your approach to rhythm was just 

way beyond my level. I didn’t realize at the time, and then we 

started playing with [vocalist] Miles [Griffith], and the way you 

and Miles played together made me realize I needed to really study 

your rhythmic approach.143  

While many musicians consider Pleasant’s approach to be too complex, he argues that his 

approach is based on the rhythms he learned growing up in Gullah-Geechee culture, and 

that there is nothing inherently complex about them. In fact, in his experience, musicians 

are much more likely to protest to his playing than audience members.  

Pleasant: I’ve been on gigs where the audience response to what I 

was doing was very strong, but the musicians didn’t know what 

was going on. In the context of Gullah-Geechee culture, this makes 

perfect sense. In Gullah-Geechee culture, music is communal; it’s 

about pulling people in from a non-specified place. But when 
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people study music in a certain way, they develop a routine ear for 

certain things, and the music becomes specified. And then when a 

rhythm comes along and breaks their routine, they think the 

rhythm is wrong. What’s happening though is that they’re failing 

to see the larger context.144 

For Pleasant, this boils down to the problem that most musicians are trained to stay 

within a groove. Pleasant notes that the “grooves” of Black Atlantic music discussed 

above that have worked to serve Powell’s career have become canonized. Here, I will 

refer to the epigraph of this chapter in order to understand how Pleasant can nuance our 

understanding of Deleuze and Guattari. When Deleuze and Guattari say that ‘meter is 

dogmatic, but rhythm is critical’, Pleasant disagrees. ‘Meter can have rhythm in it’, he 

says, ‘but groove is what placates’, in other words, it is groove that is dogmatic, not 

meter. 

Why does Pleasant insist on defending meter in this way? Pleasant has combined 

his upbringing in Gullah-Geechee culture with his training as a classical percussionist. He 

is capable of notating and explaining the rhythms of The Ring Shout in great technical 

detail. This requires the metric quantification of musical time. His approach employs 

polyrhythmic patterns that are not commonly used – such as quintuplets – and then 

implying further polyrhythmic patterns over these subdivisions through articulation that 

further divide the beat. When Deleuze and Guattari say that ‘meter is dogmatic’ they are 
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continuing their own thinking, coming out of Henri Bergson, that quantifying time 

necessarily yields logical errors. For Pleasant, quantification is not the problem.  

There’s a big difference between what groove is, and what rhythm 

is. Rhythm is for creating ritual intensity. In popular music – 

including jazz – musicians want to keep the time square; at a right 

angle; on a grid. But if you listen to the [Gullah-Geechee 

performers such as the] Georgia Sea Island singers, or the 

McIntosh County Shouters, or the John’s Island Singers, or early 

blues people and you’ll see what I mean. Time isn’t square for 

them, it’s not about the grid; particularly in Gullah-Geechee music. 

There you’ll hear an accelerando that goes right along with what 

people are doing; whether it’s talking or dancing or eating; so it’s 

based upon how the musicians have situated themselves with the 

crowd, not some rigid form that the crowd must adhere to. This 

allows the time to have more motility and volatility, and for there 

to be more interaction between the performer and the audience.145  

Pleasant’s critique of groove is, in many ways, a familiar critique of popular music. Like 

Frankfurt School Cultural Theorists Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer’s critique of 

the culture industry146, as well as Economist Jacques Attali’s development of the period 

of repetition in music history147, Pleasant is concerned with how the mechanical 

reproduction of art is remaking non-mediated artistic expression. What he calls groove 
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comes out of the repetitive rhythms of popular music, which gives a squareness or 

rigidness to live performance. Pleasant seeks to undo this rhythmic quality by subverting 

it in real time through polyrhythm148. Like Nick Russo, many musicians feel frustrated by 

this at first because they are unable to understand what Pleasant is playing. It is at this 

precise moment of incommensurability that Pleasant’s rhythmic praxis becomes a politics 

of Gullah-Geechee rhythm.  

For Pleasant, groove is not just a musical problem, it is a political problem as 

well. This applies to his engagement with the trad jazz scene. In less formal conversations 

Pleasant has referred to the contemporary trad jazz of both the young white liberals 

featured in chapter 2 as well as the Preservation Hall and Lincoln Center black 

conservatives as Jim Crow music, precisely a critique that Lichtman and I anticipated in 

Chapter 2. Early jazz was first recorded in the 1920’s, a time when state and local 

legislation known as Jim Crow Laws were enforcing racial segregation in the American 

south. Pleasant asserts that most if not all of the musicians that perform trad jazz today, 

both black and white, deliberately or not, are performing an exclusionary whiteness 

through rhythm.  

Pleasant differs from Powell here; staying behind the beat and settling into a 

groove is certainly one piece of African American rhythm, but it is by no means the full 

story. Pleasant’s insistence on emphasizing the The Ring Shout of the Gullah coast re-

orients the definition of African American rhythm back to the sacred. The Ring Shout is a 

religious ritual meant to induce trance and ecstatic experiences; and it comes directly out 
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of the African American spiritual tradition lauded by W.E.B. Du Bois. And yet, 

Pleasant’s technical proficiency as well as his high-minded abstraction, which comes out 

of his involvement in the free jazz scene of the 1970’s and 1980’s in New York, yields a 

thoroughly rooted, and a thoroughly new definition of black rhythm.  

In a country where racial conflict is at a fever pitch in the form of heightened 

police violence, Pleasant sees correlations between the placation of groove and racism. 

‘Groove is so comfortable it can make you believe a lie’, he says.149 This lie is not just 

that musical time must be rigid, it is that African American time must be defined by 

white culture. Moving beyond music, we could think of this on many levels; from the 

strict timetables of prison life that are a daily reality for so many black people in the 

United States, to the way in which racist pseudoscientific thinking places non-white 

people in an earlier temporal stage of human evolution, to the fact that both the quality 

and quantity of sleep is divided unequally along racial lines in American society.150 To be 

black in America is to live under a conception of time that is not your own. So groove is 

not just musical, it fans out into all modes relation. Here is Pleasant once more on groove: 

Groove implies a particular kind of feel that people can 

easily acquit themselves to. There’s a comfort to it, it’s 

something expected. Rhythm isn’t about being locked into 

something; it’s about unlocking something. This is true in 

rhetorical rhythm too. Think about Deleuze talking or 

Martin Luther King talking or Harriet Tubman talking or 
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John Brown talking. Their rhetoric moves people; it 

quickens people. Groove is not there to quicken you and 

move you. Groove is there to placate you; to keep you in 

your place.151 

So when a musician plays trad jazz or any other black music without opening 

their mind to what Pleasant has developed as Gullah-Geechee polyrhythm, from 

Pleasant’s point of view, they are consenting to the history of racist groove in America. 

Rhythm is powerful when it is unexpected, and blindly reproducing the recordings of the 

Jim Crow Era denies the subversive power of rhythm.  

Ethnographically narrating this specific musical, racial and deeply historical 

conflict through a Deleuzian frame presents certain challenges. In the words of 

Philosopher Claire Colebrook ‘Deleuze and Guattari did seem to argue against the 

explanatory power of historicism. … [In other words they] reject grand narratives and 

causal explanations’ (2009:2). However, when dealing with an ethnographic moment in 

which historical narratives are evoked in order to explain structural racism, how is a 

Deleuzian frame possible? When a black musician repeatedly claims that white musicians 

are unaware of the historical significance of his musical praxis, and that that historical 

significance can only be understood through a specific, chronological, historical 

narrative, wouldn’t Deleuze and Guattari’s work actually be invoked to undermine these 

arguments? In some cases, yes, but Pleasant actually sees great potential for Deleuze’s 

work in developing an anti-racist theory of rhythm.  
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Pleasant is familiar with Deleuze’s writings, and in my work preparing this 

chapter he and I have discussed Deleuze’s work at length. The reader may have noted in 

the above quotation that Pleasant likens Deleuze’s writings to a kind of ‘quickening’ 

rhythm, and holds him in similar regard to the 19th Century abolitionist John Brown and 

to the civil rights heroes Harriet Tubman and Martin Luther King Jr. In what follows, I 

delve farther into the similarities and differences between Pleasant and Deleuze, first in 

relation to rhythm and time, quantity and quality, and then finally in relation to history 

and genre.  

Time, The Rhizome, and Polyrhythmic Ethics  

Pleasant’s take on rhythm, time and race creates a bit of a problem for a Deleuzian 

analysis, but also opens up exciting possibilities. While Deleuze and Guattari’s theory of 

time certainly has many overlaps with Pleasant’s, they come to different conclusions. In 

this section, I will present a reading of Deleuze and Guattari’s “rhizome” in relation to 

Deleuze’s reading of Henri Bergson’s theory of time in his work Bergsonism. Within 

this, I will bring insights from Pleasant’s theory of time, which unlike Bergson or 

Deleuze and Guattari, comes out of a specific political concern with race relations in the 

United States, and is also informed by a life long performance practice that deals in 

minute technical detail with the manipulation of time through rhythm. When Pleasant 

insists on the rhythmic potential of meter through polyrhythm, he parts from Deleuze and 

Guattari.   
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Through their concept of the rhizome, Deleuze and Guattari seek an alternative to 

evolutionary logic. This requires moving beyond linear notions of time, as well as 

chronological historical time, which they call arboreal. Arboreal root structures, like the 

genealogy model in intellectual history as well as literal genealogies that trace human 

relations through the tree model, are implied in evolutionary thinking. Deleuze and 

Guattari eventually say that they prove involution to evolution in A Thousand Plateaus 

but worry that involution still functions in a partially arboreal fashion at times rather than 

a purely rhizomatic system to which their thought aspires. The movement of matter and 

life within a rhizomatic theory of time do not follow from one mode to another in the 

fashion of evolutionary theory, whereby life differentiates itself by quantifiably divisible 

states. Rhizomatic movement does not go from less to more differentiated, nor does it 

adhere to the logic of the genealogical roots. Rhizome is an “anti-genealogy.”152 

The concept of the rhizome is heavily indebted to Deleuze’s reading of Bergson. 

In ‘Bergsonism’ Deleuze writes that the ‘Bergsonian leitmotif is that people have only 

seen differences of degree where there are differences in kind.’153 One of the many 

implications of this claim is that philosophers and scientists tend to collapse discussions 

of time into those of space, whereby a spatialized time only allows for differences of 

degree, dimension, position, or proportion; and not those of kind. Deleuze goes on to note 

that this applies to theories of evolution, where the shift from one form of life to another 

– or most fundamentally, the shift from matter to life – requires an intermediary that can 

only be understood through relations of more or less. And so the intermediary moment in 
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time between forms of matter and forms of life becomes a problem. Bergson, Deleuze 

argues, seeks a notion of time that eradicates such an intermediary, a theory of time that 

operates on an entirely different logic than that of space. Bergson’s answer to this 

problem is his concept of duration, which sits at the very centre of his entire 

philosophical project. Duration is a qualitative, non-atomized notion of time. If time is 

the scientific counterpart to space, duration is the philosophical counterpart to being. 

Duration is becoming; process, the collapsing of past, present and future. Bergson’s 

project in Creative Evolution is to understand the way in which evolution brought about 

human consciousness in particular, but more broadly the faculty of intellect, which he 

differentiates in kind from intuition. Duration is ‘the foundation of our being, and, as we 

feel, the very substance of the world in which we live’154 

Understanding duration fully is outside the purview of science for Bergson, which 

lends itself too readily to the intellect. ‘The essential function of our intellect’ he says, ‘as 

the evolution of life has fashioned it, is to be a light for our conduct, to [ready us] for our 

action on things, to foresee, for a given situation, the events, favourable or unfavourable, 

which may follow thereupon. Intellect therefore instinctively selects in a given situation, 

whatever is like something already known; it seeks this out, in order that it may apply its 

principle “like produces like.” Intellect then, by its very nature functions by breaking 

matter into smaller and smaller parts, and then re-aggregating these points to create a 

kind of understanding, although one inherently limited to the use of matter by life. In 

order to understand duration, ‘we must do violence to the mind, go counter to the natural 
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bent of the intellect.’155 This is precisely Deleuze’s notion of a ‘philosophy of the real’, a 

set of concepts about concepts, which can only be understood by avoiding the linear 

notion of time implied by evolutionary schemas.  

To understand duration is to see that evolutionary time cannot in fact move 

through static stages, but is in a constant process of becoming. This is a very difficult 

concept for the human intellect to understand, because, as Bergson explains in the 

opening pages of Creative Evolution the intellect conscripts modes of stasis onto the 

entire universe. This is precisely the function for which the intellect evolved, to strip 

away the elements of a phenomenon – living, non-living, or conceptual – so that the most 

useful and expedient action can be taken in relation to it. However, unlike the majority of 

philosophers in the Western canon, Bergson does not privilege intellect or thought as the 

primary modes of understanding the universe for human beings. Thought, in fact, lags a 

good deal behind experience, and functions primarily in the service of practical action. 

Deleuze and Guattari come directly out of this tradition when they claim pointedly: 

‘Thought lags behind nature.’156 For Bergson as well as Deleuze and Guattari, the 

elevation of process above intellect is an ethical project that requires humility. The 

intellect (and therefore the philosopher or the scientist) no longer has pride of place. 

Pleasant works within the ethical frame of a philosophy of action as well, but his 

thinking parts ways with Bergson and Deleuze in certain respects. Most importantly, the 

qualification and the quantification of time are not mutually exclusive for Pleasant. This 

is the gist of his disagreement with Deleuze and Guattari on the issue of meter. This 
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means that Pleasant’s musical practice is his process, and his intellectual project requires 

the quantification of time through polyrhythm. While Pleasant does not claim that this 

quantification is necessary for him to produce the rhythms, quantification is in fact useful 

when he translates the rhythms that he plays on the drums into an intellectual and 

rhetorical project that resists the grooved thinking that is racism in the United States, 

while elevating the historical and political significance of Gullah-Geechee culture within 

the history and praxis of jazz music. The political danger of groove is not that it is 

quantified, it is that it is comfortable, easy, the status quo. Take for example, the way that 

Pleasant discusses polyrhythm:  

When I’m working with quintuplets [groupings of 5 notes 

in the space of 4 beats], the downbeat stays the same. But 

the nature of the 16th note and 8th note changes. So when I 

play within a pattern of five 8th notes, or five 16th notes 

where there would normally be four, in one sense, I’m 

moving faster. So if you’re a musician playing with me and 

I’m doing this, you’ll say, ‘he’s speeding up!’ But I’m not 

actually speeding up at all. The downbeat is always there, 

but I’m flying in different relative distances from the 

ground. Sometimes I touch the ground, sometimes I don’t. 

Sometimes I go through the time and come up another way. 

But if you don’t have a larger understanding that what I’m 
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doing is based on the Gullah-Geechee drum folk traditions, 

then you might accuse me of speeding up.157  

In the context of the mostly white trad jazz musicians in my study, what Pleasant is 

saying to them is ‘I’m not following you; you follow me.’ This polyrhythmic politics 

demands an open musical mind, which necessarily yields an open political mind. As a 

black musician who plays with white musicians often, Pleasant very clearly understands 

this rhythmic incommensurability as part of a larger incommensurability in American 

society; namely the inability for white people to hear what black people are saying. 

Polyrhythm requires the coexistence of different notions of time, which Pleasant links 

explicitly to Gullah-Geechee culture.  

Polyrhythm is the space I’m talking about, that’s the 

Gullah-Geechee space, that’s the African cosmology space; 

the conflation of past, present and future. This is 

polyrhythm. But instead of going past that space, or 

allowing that space to be an interruption, you jump into that 

space. And there is something new, unique and different; it 

opens up thought, it opens up the future. It opens a gateway 

to new consciousness, and ideas, and expression in 

rhythm158  

And so, Pleasant has a slightly different take on the relation between intellect and 

intuition than the Bergsonian one that laid the groundwork for Deleuze and Guattari’s 
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rhizome. Pleasant certainly agrees that thought lags behind nature, and that the nature of 

the human intellect is to aggregate matter and information toward action, in his case, 

toward political action that works against racism in the United States. When speaking 

about musical rhythm, Pleasant says that the incessant repetition of groove that feels so 

natural and comfortable is in fact very far from the actual rhythms of nature. ‘If our 

heartbeat was as incessantly predictable as groove’, he says, ‘we would be sick’159. 

However, rather than developing a rhizomatic logic in order to push past the boundaries 

of the intellect, Pleasant elegantly fuses his artistic practice with an unabashedly 

quantified intellectual approach. He tells us, that “This is the unique potential of the 

artist/intellectual.”160  

Perhaps then Pleasant is much more in line with Bergson than Deleuze. Pleasant 

accepts the limitations of the intellect when he chooses to express his politics through 

rhythmic praxis in addition to conceptual analysis, while Deleuze addresses these 

limitations through concepts alone. Pleasant harnesses the power of the intellect by 

quantifying musical time, and he harnesses the power of duration through the fusion of 

past, present and future that polyrhythm allows. This leads us into our next discussion 

concerning history and genre. When intellect produces new rhythms by quantifying time 

through groupings of five and four at the same time that intuition produces new concepts 

such as duration by qualifying time, it becomes clear that race is both material and 

discursive. Race is produced through rhythm in musical time, just as it is produced 

through discourse in linguistic time. As historical narrative and creative expression work 
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together, race is produced through the mind as it is made through embodied processes.   

History, Genre and Mattering Black Life  

Where Deleuze and Guattari seek to eradicate a linear conception of time, Pleasant seeks 

to understand how different conceptions of time can work together. This is the essence of 

his polyrhythmic ethics. This means that Pleasant cannot fully abandon chronological 

historical time, nor can he accept genre categories that lock styles and musical 

approaches to specific historical periods. As such, he cannot forsake tradition in the way 

that scholars such as Gary Genosko have argued a Deleuzian analysis of jazz should. 

When considering Pleasant’s career in the context of traditional and experimental jazz, it 

becomes clear that his work does not fit neatly into either of these categories. By 

employing a methodology in this chapter that has combined ethnographic observation, 

historical research, and biography, I have shown not only how Deleuze can help us think 

about race, but in how Pleasant can help us think about Deleuze. In this section, I will 

contextualize Pleasant’s work within the Traditional/Experimental and Music/Dance 

divides.  

What does Gary Genosko mean when he places “Anthony Braxton, free 

experimentation, and Black nationalism” in opposition to “Wynton Marsalis and black 

neo-classicism” in relation to questions of race in the United States? Marsalis and 

Braxton do indeed take different stances on the structure, practice and historical narrative 

of race in jazz. Marsalis has been perhaps the most visible case of the classicization of 

jazz music, and therefore the institutionalization of specific ideas about race in jazz. He 
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has been a leading force in raising the status of jazz education in the United States 

through his work at Lincoln Center in New York. He is committed to the relation 

between jazz and black vernacular expression, most fundamentally to the blues. Pleasant 

agrees with Marsalis on this. When Pleasant speaks of the Gullah-Geechee culture of the 

Sea Islands, he often aligns their musical heritage with that of the blues of the Mississippi 

Delta. However, the way in which Marsalis actively sought out the European Classical 

music world in order to raise the profile of jazz does not cohere with Pleasant’s views on 

race. All too often in American culture, black culture is compelled to assimilate into the 

mainstream. Pleasant insists that black culture has a great deal to teach white culture, but 

white culture must first open its ears.  

Anthony Braxton comes out of a very different racial politics, one that Genosko 

rightly associates with Black Nationalism. Braxton’s formalized yet playful composition 

techniques connect black vernacular traditions, European serialism and aleatoric 

electronic composition, while his universalized yet circumscribed aesthetic and political 

philosophy connects theosophy, the occult, and Afrocentric philosophy. Braxton has a 

highly unique conceptualization of African American music he calls Creative Music. In 

the words of his biographer Ronald Radano, “Creative Music [identifies] an array of 

radical expressions that paradoxically transcended racial limits while responding to 

impulses thought to emanate from an ancient African creative wellspring.”161 This 

African creative wellspring is a much less specific and codified idea about the political 

import of black sound than that of Marsalis; one inextricably linked to the Pan-
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Africanism of the 1960’s. For Braxton then, blackness does not necessarily correspond to 

the blues at all, but is instead a cosmological and spiritual claim; one that is much less 

concerned with the political import of African American culture, than that of continental 

Africa.  

Pleasant takes issue with the way in which Braxton’s thought focuses solely on 

African continental history. “We have to understand how African culture in America has 

created something new.”162 African continental music and philosophies are important, but 

they don’t speak to the particular issues of African American culture. ‘Because the 

experimental people associate African American culture with slavery’ Pleasant says, 

‘they are forgetting a really important element.’163 That element is not just the unique 

blend of African traditions that Gullah-Geechee culture brings, it is the particular political 

struggles that Africans have faced on the American continent, most centrally, slavery. 

Gullah-Geechee rhythm was a foundational tool through which African Americans were 

able to survive and flourish. Finally, the Juba and Ring Shout traditions are inseparable 

from rituals that involve dance, which was the foundation that led Pleasant to his work in 

dance and choreography, as well as his development of a pedagogical program called 

Riddimathon! based on Gullah-Geechee rhythms. Not only does Pleasant refuse the 

traditional/experimental divide, he engages in dance and movement in a way unique to 

the jazz world, blurring the lines between music and dance. I hope it is clear by now that 

certain evocations of tradition, such as Pleasant’s take on Gullah-Geechee culture, can be 
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every bit as Deleuzian as experimental forms of music, especially when those who 

develop these notions of tradition are in direct dialogue with Deleuze and Guattari.  

Sustained ethnographic engagement has enabled me to understand and present a 

certain interpretation of the significance of Pleasant’s work for thinking through Deleuze. 

Race is both a material and a discursive phenomenon, and what I have sought to highlight 

in this chapter is that race cannot be divorced from history, nor should it be. Too often, in 

Deleuzian or other new materialist writings, theoretical schools that emphasize history 

are cast as outmoded. For example, when Saldanha says that “usually in the 

constructionist paradigm, instead of virtuality or creativity, the oppressive and rigid 

nature of racial boundaries is emphasized,” he is referring specifically to Cultural 

Theorist Paul Gilroy’s book ‘Against Race’. Gilroy is presented as a constructionist here, 

who emphasizes the socially constructed nature of race as a way to call attention to its 

ultimate irrelevance. Saldanha sees his work “in contradistinction to this kind of 

antiracism. [He calls] not for an abolishing of the idea of race, but its critical re-

appropriation so as to combat racism more adequately.”164  

I am intrigued by this approach as a researcher working on race and musical 

performance. However, I am wary of theoretical schools that dismiss social construction 

out of hand. Race does indeed have an embodied component, but it is also a highly 

complex social phenomenon structured through language. Like the categories of Music 

and Dance or Traditional and Experimental Jazz, these theoretical schools cannot be 

taken as absolutes in an ethnographic context. When Pleasant evokes the history of 
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structural racism in the U.S. to critique the rhythmic praxis of white trad musicians while 

insisting on the specificity of African American rhythm, he evokes both social and 

embodied theories of race. I have brought this out by showing where Pleasant agrees and 

disagrees with Deleuze’s rhythmic philosophy, thereby showing the specificities of his 

anti-racist theory, praxis and politics.  

Like the Black Lives Matter movement, Pleasant’s anti-racism requires thinking 

of race as both embodied and discursive. Race has a specific bodily comportment when 

he demands both the white musicians he performs with and the European cultural 

theorists he thinks with open their minds to the embodied and quantifiable specificities of 

Gullah-Geechee polyrhythm. Race is constructed through discourse when he evokes 

structural racism and the segregation of sound in relation to Gullah-Geechee history. 

Finally, Pleasant’s theory of time has shed new light on the intellectual importance of 

artistic practice. He refuses to polarize his work, and he parts ways with Deleuze when he 

insists on the ethical import of quantifying time. This puts him in a unique position in 

relation to the Deleuzian/Bergsonian gesture to collapse the boundaries between matter 

and life. This cannot be accomplished through the intellect alone for Pleasant. His 

intuitive praxis can be heard in his musical rhythms; they bring matter to life; they make 

the drum speak. His intellectual method can be seen is his writings; they make life matter; 

they speak like a drum. The former is embodied; the latter discursive; both move against 

groove and through rhythm.   
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Conclusion: Gentrification, Black Atlantic Rhythm, and the Movement of Tradition 

With both Powell and Pleasant, we have an argument about the double 

consciousness necessary for the successful deployment of African American rhythm. As 

an expert of Black Atlantic groove, Powell hears the trad revival as an inaccurate 

expression of the modernity that shaped global musical culture. Playing with the wrong 

feel for Powell is something akin to understanding the dynamics of neighborhood life 

from an entirely quantitative point of view. Yes, connections happen quickly, life is fast 

paced, there are a great deal of actors within the modern urban social fabric; but laying 

back, lingering, keeping sociality out of the network and within the space of interclass 

contact requires jumping ahead with ease, not urgency. 

For Pleasant, polyrhythm is the essence of the ecstatic and experimental use of 

Black Atlantic rhythm. Polyrhythm is the “conflation” of different understandings of time 

that seeks to raise consciousness. For Pleasant, defining black music primarily through 

the constitution of a successful groove is far from the entire story. This leads Pleasant to 

critique the trad revival from a related but quite different angle. He is not so concerned 

with the feel of trad revival musicians as with the fact that they seem to be simplifying 

Black Atlantic music under the guise of “refining” it. Such a guise does not come from 

the musicians necessarily, but rather from the long history of the “alchemization”, as 

John Jackson would put it, of the embedded, community sounds of the African American 

community from wax cylinder to vinyl record to tape to digital. It is the long history of 

mainstream America’s consumption of and profit from black sound that Pleasant gets this 
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distinct impression that many of the musicians engaging with this music, both black and 

white, do not seem to be grasping the importance of.  

A comparison between Pleasant’s critique of the trad revival to Zora Neal 

Hurston’s rejection of the elevation of the Fisk Jubilee singers reveals important overlaps. 

Hurston called the Fisk Jubilee style a “Glee Club trick”, and balked at the idea that the 

Fisk style had anything to do with African American spirituals.165 Both Hurston and 

Pleasant hail from locations in the south not usually considered “points of origin” for 

black music despite overwhelming evidence. (Hurston’s life and research in Eatonville, 

Florida hovered somewhere between Caribbean and Gullah Black Atlantic cultural 

lifeways). Both make controversial interventions into the public debate around the 

politics of authenticity in black music centered around the sacred. Hurston hears the 

singing of her youth being elevated through the use of what to her sounds like the wrong 

vocal technique. Pleasant hears the rhythms of his youth being elevated through the use 

of the wrong drumming technique. Their critique on both levels is about technique; and 

the fact that that technique is not expressing blackness in all of its richness. Both are 

southern black intellectuals who fulfill Gilroy’s call for finding the value of tradition in 

its dynamism and forward movement, not in its codification. 

At this point, I will turn to a consideration of the importance of the social music 

ethic as it relates to gender in the New York trad scene. However, I hope that the reader 

has found in Pleasant, something of a “third way” in terms of the politics, aesthetics, and 

most importantly, the ethics of thinking through race and black music in the U.S. more 
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broadly, and as it relates to the trad scene more specifically. If we consider Pleasant’s 

thinking about the necessarily dialectic relation between quantification and qualification 

in terms of urban space, for example, what I hope we will find is something that is related 

to the dischronophonic critique from the black conservative perspective, but something 

that points out the problems as well. These problems could range from authenticity 

discourses of black music as always slow/laid back/southern etc., to potential 

valorizations of the qualification of urban space over the quantification of urban space. 

Whatever they are, with the help of Pleasant, Deleuze, and Bergson, I hope that has 

become clear that tradition need not be anything resembling stagnant.  
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4. The Mind’s Ear: Gender and the Space of Scat 

 

“Oppression is a forced lack of articulation” 

- Janice McLean, Throwing Like a Girl166 

“At the moment that the musicians reach the ‘little phrase’, there is no lacuna in me, 

what I live is as ‘substantial’, as ‘explicit’ as a positive thought could be.” 

- Maurice Merleau-Ponty, The Visible and the Invisible167 

“For Merleau-Ponty, is sensation already structured like a language?” 

- Luce Irigaray, The Invisible of the Flesh168 

“Scat aesthetics thus involve an augmentation of expressive potential rather than an 

evacuation or a reduction of signification.” 

-Brett Edward Hayes, The Syntax of Scat169  

 

It’s Tuesday night at Mona’s, and vocalist Tamar Korn calls the popular standard “(Up 

A) Lazy River.” Toward the end of this lengthy but focused rendition, clarinetist Dennis 

Lichtman launches into what feels like the last bit of improvisation before Korn renders 

the final interpretation of the melody. His clarinet ululates with extreme vibrato in the 

manner of early jazz New Orleans icon Sydney Bechet; alternating between ascending 

and descending phrases with a mournful beauty. Suddenly, unexpectedly, Korn answers 

back. Her ability to mimic the cries of his clarinet with her voice is exceptional; surreal. 

Voice and instrument are indistinguishable for a moment, but eventually her voice is 
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somehow a more accurate rendition of the clarinet. The clarinet does not mediate the 

voice. In fact, it is precisely the reverse. She finishes out the solo, shifting between her 

impression of the clarinet and the crooning of 78rpm records from the 1920’s, all 

executed with the precision (and at times the mimicry) of a classically trained opera 

singer.170 

Korn does this sort thing often. In the many nights I have watched her sing at 

Mona’s, I have listened to Korn’s vocal improvisations which include imitations of 

saxophones, trumpets, trombones, guitars, banjos, violins, and clarinets; sometimes all in 

the space of a single improvised solo. In speaking to her after a performance one night, 

she talked about the (mostly male) instrumentalists that she plays with. “I try to get all the 

guys I play with singing.” 171 Korn did not mean singing on stage necessarily, but as part 

of their musical practice. She was asserting that singing is the only way for 

instrumentalists to really know what they’re playing, rather than to play through tactile or 

visual memory. This outlook is shared by many of the musicians that Korn plays with. To 

play “trad” successfully, the melodic, rhythmic and harmonic content must be committed 

to “the mind’s ear” of the instrumentalist. In other words, they must “sing through their 

instruments.”  
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Figure 8: Tamar Korn Imitates the Violin of Dennis Lichtman 

-- 

In this chapter, I will address the rhetorical and musical reversal of voice and instrument 

within the Aural Pre-War aesthetic. For Korn to be “playing” the clarinet through her 

voice calls upon a long history of scat singing in jazz. Here, the apocryphal and telling 

story of the “birth” of scat on the 1926 recording of the song Heebie Jeebies by Louis 

Armstrong and his Hot Five will prove telling, specifically the gendered way in which 

“Pops”172 singing and trumpet playing are coded “problematic” (feminine) and “genius” 

(masculine) respectively. Because singing and playing instruments are gendered practices 

in jazz, I will take up a particular debate within feminist theory that has addressed the 

problem of music and language (as well as linguistic and non-linguistic sound) through 

the relation between vision and touch. Such an approach proves especially useful not only 

in discussing scat as a reversal of voice and instrument, but also in the uniquely 
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postmodern re-sounding of the early history of jazz as a moment in which the musicians 

sought primarily to “sing” through their instruments. I will then address the ethnographic 

specificities of “The Mind’s Ear” praxis by showing the ways in which instrumentalists 

come to know sonic content through notes on the page (vision), the coordination of their 

bodies with their instruments (touch), and the rote, aural memorization of musical 

content.173  

Gender, Jazz Studies and Scat 

“His humanity was flowing and his music was just the same way,” says Korn about Louis 

Armstrong.174 Korn’s love for ‘Pops’175 started around 2004, when her friend Mark 

Tipton gave her a cassette tape of the canonical “Hot 5’s and Hot 7’s” recordings. These 

small combo recordings are considered by most scholars and aficionados to be some of 

the most important in early jazz. Of the many innovations on these early recordings, one 

of the more discussed is the supposed “accidental invention” of scat singing by 

Armstrong on the 1926 recording of “The Heebie Jeebies Dance.” In the words of 

Armstrong himself: 

I dropped the paper with the lyrics—right in the middle of the tune … And 

I did not want to stop and spoil the record which was moving along so 

wonderfully … So when I dropped the paper, I immediately turned back 

into the horn and started to Scatting … Just as nothing had happened … 

When I finished the record I just knew the recording people would throw it 
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out … And to my surprise they all came running out of the controlling 

booth and said—"Leave That In."176 

Jazz scholars agree Armstrong did not literally “invent” scat singing. In the words 

of Brett Edward Hayes, “In the liner notes to an Armstrong reissue, producer 

George Avakian remarks that there are ‘several versions’ of the story. Others 

present, like trombonist Edward “Kid” Ory, told Avakian that ‘Louis had the 

lyrics memorized, but forgot them (or at least pretended to, Ory adds with a grin). 

Louis says he doesn’t remember, but he, too, offers a quiet smile.”177 

While thinking about scat singing through Louis Armstrong is a well worn trope 

in jazz studies, I want to propose a different problematic about an aesthetic practice that 

mixes instrumental virtuosity and the human voice. The roles of “vocalist” and 

“instrumentalist” are gendered among contemporary jazz musicians. Since the 1940’s, 

largely male instrumentalists have taken center stage in scholarly narratives of jazz 

history and in the pedagogy of conservatory jazz programs, while largely female vocalists 

have been neglected entirely or cast as secondary in these settings. The recorded output 

of “bebop” and “post-bop” instrumentalists of the 1940’s and 1950’s such as Charlie 

Parker, Bud Powell, Dexter Gordon, Horace Silver, Clifford Brown and Sonny Rollins as 

well as figures that exceed periodization such as John Coltrane and Miles Davis have by 

far been the most heavily institutionalized by critics, scholars and conservatory 

pedagogues.178 These are all musicians of the bebop and post-bob era, which begins at 

World War II and stretches to the mid 1960’s. Pre World War II figures such as Louis 
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Armstrong, Sidney Bechet, King Oliver, Benny Goodman, Fletcher Henderson, and Duke 

Ellington have received their share of attention as well. In different ways though, these 

figures are somewhat less canonized (with the exceptions of Armstrong and Ellington) 

due to the post-WWII “bebop revolution” that fully shifted jazz music from a 

predominately “popular” to “art” music. The pre-world war II musicians therefore 

represent a time before jazz performance, criticism and scholarship had been solidified as 

a “serious” pursuit sponsored by private philanthropic capital as well as institutions of 

higher learning. While the genre label “traditional jazz” is often meant to be much more 

specific by certain musicians and aficionados, the musicians with whom I work play 

essentially any style of jazz whose heyday came before World War II. A quick and easy 

way to think about trad jazz could in fact be, “jazz when it was popular music.” These 

musicians are, therefore, playing a style of jazz that is certainly acknowledged, but 

relatively marginalized by the jazz mainstream. This marginalization is not unrelated to 

the absence of a single female artist name thus far. 

On the one hand, the absence of female musicians in the jazz canon is surprising 

given the wide popularity of female jazz singers such as Billie Holiday or Ella Fitzgerald. 

On the other hand though, it is perhaps not so surprising considering the majority male 

demographic of jazz scholars, critics, aficionados and composers, as well as the 

association of the feminine voice with “popular” rather than “serious” music. For some 

time now, scholars have sought to address this in various ways. Moving beyond earlier 

corrective histories that sought to document the work of female instrumentalists,179 work 
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on gender in jazz studies focused on a gender analysis of jazz historiography. 180 And 

there have, of course, been a number of excellent works on female jazz singers.181 

However, in her article on the gendered place of singing in the history of Jazz, Lara 

Pellegrinelli argues that the very “birth” of Jazz as a genre requires the superseding of the 

singing voice with instrumental virtuosity.182 Dominant narratives of jazz history 

postulate the replacement of the “soulful/embodied” feminine voice of the blues by the 

“virtuosic/technical” masculine piano of ragtime in the brothels in New Orleans at the 

turn of the 20th century. As Pellegrinelli points out, the most widely taught resource for 

undergraduate jazz studies courses completely erases singers.183  

This erasure of the feminized voice in the jazz canon is carried through to the 

present. The subject of the contemporary jazz musician is often assumed to be a male 

instrumentalist. For example, in a recent article in Downbeat Magazine on jazz jam 

sessions184 in New York City, whether vocalists are even encouraged to participate in the 

sessions is noted, as it is a somewhat rare “accommodation” to make. 185 While the trad 

jazz scene is majority male as well, there are many more vocalists than other “modern” 

corners of the NYC jazz scene, although this doesn’t necessarily translate to higher 

female participation. For example, the traditional jazz singer Meg Farrell told me in a 

recent interview that “I think there are actually fewer female instrumentalists in the trad 

scene than in the modern scene.”186 Many trad jazz performers were trained in 

conservatories, but not in the trad repertoire of the 1920’s, as it is not a part of the 

institutionalized jazz canon. In fact, many trad performers are just as likely to have a 
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classical, musical theater, or self taught background as they are to have studied jazz 

formally. Consequently, many vocalists and instrumentalists learn the repertoire and 

specific practices of musical improvisation of trad jazz outside of institutional settings. In 

the words of one trad jazz bass player, “no one in trad learned this stuff in school.” This 

often requires a particularly “vocal” approach, whereby both vocalists and 

instrumentalists shed their conservatory habits (if they have them) of executing highly 

technical phrases that they have learned “by rote”, and instead seek to commit melodies 

to their “mind’s ear”, allowing for a level of commitment and “groove” that is crucial to 

the dance-ability of the music, and to the style itself. This often means that trad jazz 

performances interlace vocal and instrumental praxis to an exceptionally high degree in 

comparison with other corners of the New York City jazz scene, where vocalists are 

sometimes seen as outsiders. 

While gender and feminist theory has been brought to bear on jazz studies in a 

myriad of ways,187 many of these studies have been historical or literary. By writing 

about my ethnographic fieldwork with a group of trad jazz musicians in New York City 

from the standpoint of the feminized voice in jazz, I will seek to understand how these 

gendered histories inform the contemporary practices of jazz musicians. The hope here is 

to move toward an anthropological theory of the relation between music & language (as 

well as voice & instrument) that foregrounds the question of gender; specifically the 

politics of the feminine voice. In order to fully understand the political import of the 

reversal of voice and instrument in contemporary jazz performance, we need to 
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understand the ways in which the vilification and feminizing of the voice in jazz reflects 

a broader pattern of the vilification of all modes of expression considered “feminine” in 

patriarchal society. Feminist theorists have argued that much can be learned through a 

deconstruction of the implicit hierarchy of the human senses in the western philosophical 

tradition, where vision – tacitly or overtly – stands in for the highest (implicitly or overtly 

masculine) mode of human perception. Merleau-Ponty was a key figure in the 

philosophical project of “denigrating vision”188 which is precisely what was so interesting 

about his work to feminists such as French feminist theorist Luce Irigaray.  

Vision, Touch and the Problem of Time in Merleau-Ponty and Irigaray 

Through a close reading of Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s essay “The Intertwining – The 

Chiasm”189, and Luce Irigaray’s response in “The Invisible of the Flesh”190, this essay 

will introduce Merleau-Ponty and Irigaray’s debate around the concept of “reversibility” 

as a useful analytic for an ethnographic analysis of instrument and voice. Reversibility 

implies reversal like the case of voice and instrument above, but pushes the implications 

of such quotidian reversals into larger political and philosophical debates around 

reason/intuition; male/female; mind/body. More specifically, it raises the question of 

what is left – if anything – of one mode as it reverses into another; in other words; what is 

the “remainder” of this reversibility? When Korn mimics the clarinet/violin/banjo etc., 

what is left (if anything) of her voice? When Lichtman sets out to “sing” through his 

clarinet, what is left (if anything) of his clarinet? The question is not simply “how does 
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one become the other?” but “is there a transformation involved in the becoming, or does 

one simply become the other?”  

These are not purely musicological questions it turns out, but ones inextricably 

linked to gender politics. While the ethnographic literature on music and language is vast, 

it has not necessarily addressed the heavily gendered relation between the idea of music 

as “intuitive, sensorial, bodily” and the idea of language as “rational, logical, mental.” It 

is the contention of this chapter that understanding the debate in feminist theory around 

Merleau-Ponty’s concept of reversibility will help to elucidate the relation between the 

anthropology of sound and feminist theory. Charting these connections necessarily means 

thinking not just across literatures, but across the human senses. As we will see, both 

Merleau-Ponty and Irigaray were committed to a multi-sensorial – or synaesthetic – 

analysis; one where the space between the senses sits at the center of the analysis rather 

than the periphery. In this way, my analysis is in line with a group of related 

anthropologists working on music who contend that studies of hearing and sound must 

take other modes of perception. In other words, that focusing on sound does not occlude 

the other human senses, but constitutes a “reorganization of the sensory world.”191  

My brief reading of Irigaray’s interpretation of Merleau-Ponty below will be 

focused on what I see as a problem of evolutionary time that – rather than subverting 

patriarchal society by forging new modes of thinking – ends up flipping the gender 

hierarchy. I want to argue that the exposition of the stakes of the relation between touch 

and vision in Irigaray’s reading requires a set of unspoken assumptions about the relation 
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between sense and thought, and therefore masculine and feminine. Following Judith 

Butler’s critique of Irigaray’s reading192, I will linger on the spatial (not temporal) 

dimensions of Merleau-Ponty’s notion of reversibility in my analysis of instrument and 

voice.   

In his essay, “The Intertwining – The Chiasm” the human senses are Merleau-

Ponty’s point of departure. He seeks to trouble an assumed relation between vision and 

consciousness in western philosophy by focusing his analysis at the nexus of the body 

and the mind, seer and seen, the “visible and the invisible.” From Plato to Descartes, 

vision was taken to be the “noblest of the senses”, most likely to reflect ontological 

“reality”, and most directly associated with thought, reflection and consciousness.193 

While both Plato and Descartes mistrusted all the human senses to varying degrees, 

vision was in some sense, the most trustworthy due to its proximity to the mind. Merleau-

Ponty’s rebuttal to these assumptions lies in his synaesthetic analysis of touch and vision, 

which comes as early as the second paragraph:  

What there is then are not things first identical with themselves, which 

would then offer themselves to the seer, nor is there a seer who is first 

empty and who, afterward, would open himself to them – but something 

which we could not be closer than by palpating it with our look, things we 

could not dream of seeing ‘all naked’ because the gaze itself envelops 

them, clothes them with its own flesh.194 
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Palpation requires touch. It is a way of coming to know an object through touch, 

often used in medical contexts whereby an examiner seeks to understand the functioning 

of the human body through a coordinated series of tactile calculations. According to 

Merleau-Ponty, knowledge gained through sight is as precarious and immediate as 

knowledge gained through touch, whereby the mediation of both senses are themselves 

required in the knowing of an object. Thought then, for Merleau-Ponty, is not at all 

inextricably linked to vision, or any one sense for that matter, but to the sensual (or 

synaesthetic) mediation of the object, which can only be known through this process. 

Touch and vision are then, for Merleau-Ponty, reversible. This reversibility is 

inextricably linked to his larger project, which argues for the reversibility of sensation 

and thought; body and mind; subject and object. This lies at the heart of his concept of 

“perception”, which by its very nature sits at the nexus of subjectivity and objectivity.195  

While Merleau-Ponty sought to develop something quite separate from the 

structuralist zeitgeist that was sweeping through French social thought at the time of his 

writing, the line of argumentation present here bears an uncanny resemblance to the 

structural linguistics of Ferdinand De Saussure196. For Saussure, an idea cannot be known 

but through the mediation of language. It is the realm of the signifier that makes the idea 

possible. For Merleau-Ponty, an object cannot but be known (intuited) through the 

mediation of the senses. I draw attention to this simply because it is the root of Irigaray’s 

question to Merleau-Ponty in the epigraph of this chapter; “for Merleau-Ponty, is 

sensation already structured like a language?”       
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Irigaray’s essay “The Invisible of the Flesh” is an extremely (perhaps 

uncomfortably) close reading of “The Intertwining – The Chiasm”, which comes in 

Irigaray’s volume “An Ethics of Sexual Difference.” Irigaray’s larger project in “Ethics” 

was to read an enormous swath of the western philosophical canon with an eye toward 

the ways in which - according to her argument - many of these classic texts exceed their 

own claims. All of the philosophers that Irigaray critiques were male, and the modes of 

excess that she draws out are all concerned with what she sees as a crucial ethical 

problem of patriarchal society: the failure to embrace sexual difference. Irigaray was 

committed to the idea that the categories “male” and “female” constitute a fundamental, 

ontological alterity. This cannot be boiled down to the heteronormative truism that “men 

and women are fundamentally different”, but that any difference that might exist between 

the social categories “man” and “woman” is rendered impossible in patriarchy. For 

Irigaray, in patriarchal culture, the feminine is always, in some way, collapsed into the 

masculine; rendered in its own image; silenced at the point of true expression. It is this 

conceit that forms Irigaray’s “ethics of sexual difference”, and that has also been 

critiqued by those who advocate a performative theory of gender; most prominently 

Judith Butler. 

It is the relation between touch and vision that Irigaray calls attention to as the 

first instantiation of excess. Irigaray concedes that touch and vision are indeed related, 

but she is unprepared to allow that they are fully reversible in Merleau-Ponty’s sense of 

the word. “The visible and the tactile do not obey the same laws or rhythms of the flesh,” 
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she writes, “perhaps the visible needs the tangible, but this need is not reciprocal?”197 The 

conclusion of this question is a resounding yes by the end of Irigaray’s reading, when she 

claims Merleau-Ponty’s notion of “the flesh” should be understood in the context of the 

feminized rendering of “nature” recapitulated by western philosophers for generations, 

and that his co-analysis of touch and vision effectively strips touch of its own distinct 

qualities - qualities such as intuition and care often associated with femininity. Most 

fundamental to this critique for our purposes is the way in which Irigaray quite overtly 

argues for touch as the primary sense, although hearing seems to be a close second. “Do I 

hear first of all? After touch. But I cannot hear without touching.”198  

Irigaray explicitly associates language with the masculine, and sensation (or the 

senses) with the feminine. This brings a second layer of meaning to her question, “for 

Merleau-Ponty, is sensation already structured like a language?” This could be translated 

to, “is the feminine already structured like the masculine?” In this process of translation 

though, Irigaray ends up implying an evolutionary time, whereby the senses comes before 

thought, in much the same way that the maternal body comes before its offspring. It is 

here that Irigaray’s ethics of sexual difference is most pronounced, and where Butler’s 

critique becomes most salient. As Butler points out, in accusing Merleau-Ponty of 

collapsing the feminine into the masculine, Irigaray glosses the ways in which Merleau-

Ponty’s language and analysis is actually quite open. I agree with Butler. Merleau-

Ponty’s concept of reversibility functions in a manner more nuanced than simply flipping 

the hierarchy through an appeal to evolutionary time. As we will see below, reversibility 
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works through a spatial rather than temporal logic, allowing the question of primacy to 

become, if not irrelevant, no longer interesting. This is a particularly elegant solution to 

the problem of binary oppositions, including the one between voice and instrument that 

we are working with here.  

Musical practice is an especially strong instantiation of the failure of binary 

oppositions. Abstraction and intuition are put to use in equal measure in the process of 

learning to produce music – it is an everyday case of the reversibility of sense and 

thought. In addition, both listening to and producing music is often understood and or 

discussed as a phenomenon that “brings people together” from differing social categories 

of race, gender and class, as well as itself a kind of non-linguistic mode of 

communication. I want to both trouble and write with these common assumptions about 

music by continuing to think with Merleau-Ponty about the relation between 

communication and instrumental or non-linguistic music. This will bring us back to how 

the reversibility of the singing voice and the musical instrument can help us think through 

the silencing of the feminized voice in jazz. If we maintain Irigaray’s concern with 

forming modes of thought that challenge patriarchy, but challenge her on the notion of 

the primacy of touch and hearing, might this allow for a kind of “reversibility with 

remainder” as oppose to a “reversibility without remainder” of which she accuses 

Merleau-Ponty? 199 In other words, what kinds of transformations occur when voice and 

instrument are reversed?  
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Communication, Reversibility and Instrumental Music in Merleau-Ponty 

As Merleau-Ponty approaches his final argument about the reversibility of categories, he 

turns somewhat abruptly to “the little phrase” in Swann’s Way; volume one of Marcel 

Proust’s seven volume novel “Remembrance of Things Past.”200 The seemingly 

ephemeral seven notes of the “little phrase” – a violin melody accompanied by the piano 

– bring Proust’s protagonist Swann to a reverie that allows him to feel for his beloved 

Odetta in a way that had been impossible up to that point. Swann describes his shift from 

initial indifference to the little phrase to eventual reveries in the terms of a development 

from ignorance to knowledge, obscurity to clarity. It is, in fact, a mode of decoding, 

presented to the reader after much dissolution and failed attempts at hearing as at last, 

pulled out of the dark obscurity into the light of communication.  

How beautiful the dialogue which Swann now heard between piano and 

violin, at the beginning of the last passage! The suppression of human 

speech, so far from letting fancy reign there uncontrolled (as one might 

have thought), had eliminated it altogether; never was spoken language so 

inexorably determined, never had it known questions so pertinent, such 

irrefutable replies. At first the piano complained alone, like a bird deserted 

by its mate; the violin heard and answered it, as from a neighbouring tree. 

It was as at the beginning of the world, as if there were as yet only the two 

of them on the earth, or rather in this world closed to all the rest, so 

fashioned by the logic of its creator that in it there should never be any but 
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themselves: the world of this sonata…And since he sought in the little 

phrase for a meaning to which his intelligence could not descend, with 

what a strange frenzy of intoxication did he strip bare his innermost 

soul of the whole armour of reason and make it pass unattended through 

the dark filter of sound!201 

For both Proust and Merleau-Ponty, at the moment of the communication of a musical 

idea, there is “no lacuna” between Apollonian rational thought (language) and a 

Dionysian intoxicated passion (music). Merleau-Ponty tells us that “no one has gone 

farther than Proust in fixing the relation between the visible and the invisible…what he 

says of musical ideas he says of all cultural beings.”202 Namely, in the case of the little 

phrase, that the seeming obscurity of a passage of instrumental music that does not even 

contain a lyrical reference can in fact take on a greater realm of significance than 

language ever could.  In his work in scat singing, Brett Edward Hayes points out the 

racialized relevance of such modes of significance through “Nathaniel Mackey’s 

epistolary work Bedouin Hornbook, in which Mackey suggests in one of his letters that 

scat’s “apparent mangling of articulate speech testifies to an ‘unspeakable’ history” of 

racial violence, lynching in particular.”203 Not only is the representational nature of 

language reversed with the obscurity of instrumental music – where pianos are birds and 

violins are trees - but the stories of these non-linguistic sounds are far more compelling 

than anything a human language could possibly convey. There is, then, something left 

after the process of reversibility, perhaps we could even say a remainder. As non-
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linguistic sounds take on the communicative qualities of language while simultaneously 

shedding the burdens of language, there is the remainder of a new kind of understanding, 

the expression of “unspeakable histories.” It is this remainder that allows for the 

reversibility of the otherwise incommensurate categories of music and language, female 

and male, a remainder I argue Irigaray could not hear in Merleau-Ponty.  

It is fascinating that an essay ostensibly about the reversibility of touch and vision 

turns to the reversibility of music and language in its final pages. Suddenly, abruptly, like 

a voice that interrupts the readers palpating gaze, Merleau-Ponty immerses us in series of 

metaphors that reverse quotidian assumptions of language as pure, illuminating 

communication. “The operative Word is the obscure region whence comes the instituted 

light, as the muted reflection of the body upon itself is what we call natural light.”204 

Hearing the ordered system of human language can be obscure and instituted, just as 

hearing the “muted reflection” of the non-linguistic sounds of a piano or a violin can be 

clear and “natural.” It is as if Merleau-Ponty understood that in order to make the most 

challenging and crucial part of his argument about the connection between thought and 

the senses; the idea and the flesh, consciousness and the world, he needed to push his 

synaesthetic analysis of vision and touch even further to include hearing. Hearing itself 

includes the hearing of language (thought) as well as the hearing of music (sensation). 

This simple truth stands as a testimony to the value of sound and hearing in critical social 

thought more generally. The fact that language and music require the same sense shows 

quite clearly that “thought” and “sensation” pass through the same channels of mediation.  
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The Mind’s Ear: Time, Space and Non Linguistic Sound in Anthropology  

The inextricable connection between language and the senses argued by Merleau-Ponty is 

something that a certain strand of anthropologists understands quite well. 

Phenomenological anthropology, in fact, tends not to divide between linguistic and 

sensory analysis. In the words of Tom Csordas, “I can only remind you that we refer to 

speaking as intercourse.”205 That said, scholars who study the senses as well as those 

heavily informed by linguistics and linguistic theory tend to place themselves in opposing 

camps. Paul Stoller for example speaks of the “bloodless language” of post-structural 

critique206 while Brian Massumi stakes a claim for the “productivist” nature of social 

theories of the body, movement and affect as fundamentally opposed to “the limited 

value of the techniques of critical thinking prized [by poststructuralism].”207 These could 

be excused as brief moments of scholarly posturing in otherwise important works of 

cotemporary social theory and anthropological analysis, but I want to sit in this space of 

ostensible incommensurability between language and the senses. 

What would happen if we divorced the ideas culled from our meditation on the 

little phrase from the perspective of Swann (the listener) to the anonymous musicians (the 

performers)? The kind of non-linguistic communication that Proust describes requires not 

only focused listening on the part of Swann, but a feelingful melodic execution on the 

part of the anonymous musicians, of whom both Proust and Merleau-Ponty have very 

little to say. First, Swann had to hear the little phrase many times before he was able to 

have this experience. He described the alienation he felt before the little phrase began to 
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speak to him. This type of communication, what Merleau-Ponty develops in his essay as 

“the musical idea”, whereby one hears a musical phrase repeated numerous times and 

eventually comes to know the phrase “by heart”, is a matter of daily practice for trad jazz 

musicians. Also, and even more crucially, it is a way of knowing a musical phrase that is 

simply required for any vocalist to produce an accurate, convincing performance. It is, in 

certain respects, akin to the aural memorization, fascination, repetition, and obsession 

with the melody of a song. For both musicians and avid music listeners, when one truly 

knows a song, it is rare to forget it.  

Knowing a musical phrase at this level of intimacy is a matter of aesthetic 

necessity in trad jazz. In a recent interview/lesson with trad jazz musician Nick Russo I 

expressed my own difficulty in amassing the large body of melodies that any professional 

jazz musician must come to know by heart. Russo responded to this provocation by 

asserting that reading the melody of a song on a page, or memorizing the fingering of a 

melody on the guitar are entirely different ways of knowing a set of musical pitches than 

knowing a tune “by ear.” Russo and I had just played (both on guitar) the popular 

standard “All The Things You Are” together before we started talking, and he noticed 

that when we got to a certain point in the melody, I improvised instead of playing the 

vocal melody of the song. As we were talking afterword about memorizing song 

melodies, he said this:  
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Russo: “Check it out. When you played the melody, when we first got 

together and played, do you remember when you got to the bridge, what 

did you do?” 

Author: (Laughing), I just…that’s the part I always fuck up  

Russo: Well I don’t think you fucked up, you played beautifully, you went 

to improvisation. The melody just wasn’t part of like your soul, or… 

Author: Exactly 

Russo: It wasn’t part of your mind’s ear! So listen, just don’t open the 

book for the next couple days until you learn that melody by ear, in every 

key. Cause as soon as you open the book, you’ll reinforce the old way. 

And then you’ll know it in this weird, visual, tactile way. 208 

As a jazz guitarist, I have had the opportunity to study with a number of world-class 

performers and educators, but the advice that Russo gave me in this lesson was 

something that I had never really heard before. While Russo may not agree with me (like 

many musicians, he doesn’t like genre distinctions, including the distinction between 

“trad” and “modern” jazz), I would say that this advice could only come from someone 

who has made their living and spent a great deal of time playing trad, in addition to 

“modern” jazz. As I mentioned in the opening pages of this paper, the type of training 

that many contemporary jazz musicians receive calls for the rote memorization of 

musical phrases that often rely on the “muscle memory” of instrumentalists. Many 

conservatory trained jazz musicians are criticized (and critical of) this “button pushing” 
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mentality of jazz improvisation, whereby a series of movements are executed without the 

commitment or “groove” that only having a melodic phrase in ones “mind’s ear” can 

have. 209 This was the “weird tactile” way of knowing a musical idea that Russo was 

referring to, and it is precisely this melodic philosophy that informs the anti-jazz 

institutionalization discussed in chapter 2. Reading the melody from a page would be 

equally ineffective, with an over reliance on the “visual.” Here we have an ethnographic 

rendering of the exact problem that Merleau-Ponty encountered in attempting to theorize 

connections between the mind and the body through the synaesthetic linking of touch and 

vision alone. For Russo, visual and kinesthetic knowledge is useful in the process of 

coming to know an object – namely a melodic phrase – but it is aural knowledge that 

connects the mind and the body, allowing for complex communication through non-

linguistic sounds to emerge. Trad musicians are forced, by the very nature of the style of 

the popular music of the 1920’s that they seek to emulate to have every melody and 

improvisation that they perform committed to their “mind’s ear.”  

Anthropologists who work on music, especially the vocal arts, have long 

understood the necessity of acquiring an intimate knowledge of melodic content in order 

to render a “feelingful” performance. In his ethnography of a country music honky tonk 

bar in Texas, Aaron Fox quotes country singer Randy Meyer, one of his primary 

interlocutors. “I used to learn a new song once’t’week, fifty two weeks a god-damn 

year.”210 Fox continues in a footnote “Randy estimated his current song list at over five 

hundred songs. The significant point is that each one of those songs was known entirely 
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from memory (unlike most local singers, he used no notebook full of lyrics), and, more 

importantly, that each one of those songs was carefully stylized at the most detailed 

levels of phrasing, expression, and articulation.”211 This all comes in a chapter entitled 

“feeling, relating”, whose larger argument is that this mode of intimate melodic 

knowledge is simply required if a performer is to communicate to their listeners at the 

level of, say, “the little phrase” was related to Swann by the anonymous musicians.  

But, we must push this point a bit further if the analogy to the little phrase is to 

hold up. After all, Fox’s study was primarily concerned with music with lyrics. The little 

phrase is instrumental, which presents us with the unique problem of the communicative 

qualities of non-linguistic sound.  In his ethnography of brass bands in New Orleans, 

Matt Sakakeeny compares musical instruments to Donna Haraway’s notion of “prosthetic 

technologies”, arguing that “musical instruments…are an extension or augmentation of 

the voice…they extend, complement, and even replace the voice.”212 Sakakeeny reminds 

us as well that in other African diasporic contexts, drums have acted as a “surrogate for 

speech, with specific pitches and rhythmic patterns transmitting signals across great 

distances.”213 This is especially important to consider in the context of African American 

music. In North America, Slaves used rhythmic patterns on drums to communicate 

messages that slave owners could not understand. In fact, drums were banned after the 

Stono Slave Rebellion in South Carolina by the Slave Code of 1740 which states that 

slaves are forbidden from “using and keeping of drums, horns, or other loud instruments, 

which may call together or give sign or notice to one another of their wicked designs and 
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purposes.”214 Nevertheless, there are political limitations to this anthropological trope of 

referring to musical instruments as both mediations of the voice and surrogates of 

speech.215  

As outlined above, the singing voice has been both feminized and silenced within 

circles of sonic art that fall under the rubric of “jazz.” While a key impulse in writing a 

revisionist history might be to place the human voice as prior to the musical instrument, 

thereby reaffirming the centrality of the feminized voice (in the vein of Irigaray), I want 

to make a slightly different move through Merleau-Ponty and Butler. What is surprising 

about jazz history is that this particular instantiation of masculinized labor came through 

the production of non-linguistic sounds. If we are to continue thinking in terms of linear 

time, we might think about the communicative qualities of non-linguistic human sounds 

in terms of the cooing of parent to child. This maternal image is undoubtedly feminized 

in the everyday imagination, but is nevertheless cast as a form of masculinized labor in 

the context of jazz history, where men produce non-linguistic sounds through 

instruments, and women produce linguistic sounds through the voice. This is, in one 

sense, an illustration of the arbitrariness of the assignment of gender categories to certain 

realms of expression in human life. Masculinized linguistic communication becomes the 

domain of the singing female voice, and feminized non-linguistic communication 

becomes the domain of the playing male instrumentalist. But rather than seeing the 

linguistic and the non-linguistic as differing modes of communication, perhaps there is 

something to be gained by thinking in spatial metaphors rather than linguistic metaphors. 
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It is here that Merleau-Ponty’s notion of reversibility becomes useful. The non-linguistic 

may be associated with femininity, the senses, and intuition in quotidian life, but in male 

instrumentalists and female vocalists in jazz we find a concrete instantiation of the 

reversibility of these categories.  

Thinking in terms of reversibility in this way actually gets us out of the trap of 

thinking of non-linguistic sound only in terms of its relation to linguistic communication. 

Merleau-Ponty does not provide an explicit spatial metaphor for his theory of 

reversibility – we do not know for example if reversible categories lie on top of, beside, 

parallel or perpendicular to one another – but what is clear is that these categories come 

to replace each other some how in space, not in time. Merleau-Ponty’s earlier work 

sought to complicate the Cartesian notion of space as a passive medium of objects that 

could be taken in and mastered through vision:   

Space is no longer what it was in the Dioptric, a network of relations 

between objects such as would be seen by a witness to my vision or by a 

geometer looking over it and reconstructing it from outside. It is, rather, a 

space reckoned starting from me as the zero point or degree zero of 

spatiality. I do not see it according to its exterior envelope; I live in it from 

the inside; I am immersed in it. After all, the world is all around me, not in 

front of me.216  

This all comes in the broader project of deemphasizing vision as the conduit to the mind, 

and for our purposes, is extremely amenable to thinking both about the political problem 
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of linear notions of time in the context of the voice and the instrument, as well as the 

related issue of language and sensation. First, if space is multi-dimensional, and if I am 

its zero point, if we imagine the sound waves of both linguistic and non-linguistic sound 

moving through this space, its forms of communicability and mediation are by no means 

necessarily beholden to any beginning or end. In other words, there are no origins in this 

model of space, especially not in the context of the enveloping quality of sound. It is this 

quality of Merleau-Ponty’s notion of reversibility that Irigaray does not pull out in her 

reading, but that is extremely useful if we take Irigaray’s cue of developing feminist 

theory out of Merleau-Ponty’s thought.  

By writing non-linguistic sound in terms of spatial as oppose to linguistic 

metaphors, the problem of evolutionary time dissipates. Musical instruments as the 

mediation of the primary voice is not necessarily “wrong”, it is simply one possible 

constellation of vocality and instrumentality that could, in fact, be reversed. If we return 

to my opening vignette describing the non-linguistic sonic interaction between vocalist 

Tamar Korn and clarinetist Dennis Lichtman, the reader may recall that I asserted that the 

voice is not mediated by the clarinet, and that it was “precisely the reverse.” Narratives of 

jazz history that erase the feminized voice present musical instruments such as pianos, 

horns, guitars etc. as technological improvements on the human voice, allowing for 

greater musical precision and accuracy. This is not empirically inaccurate, as 

instrumentalists are often able to produce sounds and phrases that are difficult to mimic 

vocally. That said, this rhetorical move in jazz history ignores the reverse of this scenario 
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- namely the frequent ability of vocalists to produce sounds or phrases that are not 

reproducible on musical instruments. 

The particularities of jazz performance turn out to be a rich site to think through 

the processes of articulation and de-articulation of female voices in patriarchal society. In 

her essay “throwing like a girl” Iris Marion Young describes the feminized bodily 

existence as “simultaneously reaching toward a projected end with an “I can” and 

withholding its full bodily commitment to that end in a self-imposed “I cannot.”217 The 

inhibition of “throwing like a girl” then could be thought in contradistinction to the 

commitment of the singing voice required for feelingful melodic execution. When Korn 

reverses the historical silencing of the feminized voice by sounding the clarinet more 

convincingly than the clarinet itself, she is doing more than referencing the history of scat 

singing through Louis Armstrong, She is reversing a whole history of marginalization, 

articulating into the minds ear of all those who will listen.  
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Conclusion: Servicing the Soul and the Desgregation of Sound 

 

“Art’s not for anyone, if it’s not for everyone.” 

 -Sunny Balzano218 

“We made ourselves a new kind of orchestree.  

We all played the same goofus harmony” 

 -Milton Brown 

 

In the following conclusion, I will narrate two musical relationships that I have 

formulated during this project, one with singer/guitarist Smokey Hormel, and the other 

with multi-instrumentalist and singer Jerron “Blind Boy” Paxton. I conclude with these 

relations not to make a particular argument about the relative political value of these 

artists, but to illustrate the ways in which pre-war aurality, while certainly sounding the 

alarm of gentrification for many, also has within it the political impulses to resist 

gentrification. In the case of Hormel, I show how his performances at Sunny’s bar in Red 

Hook, Brooklyn display an exceptional degree of class-consciousness through a 

performative nostalgia for the labor movement of the 1930’s. In the case of Paxton, I 

show how his fluid movement through the old time music of Appalachia and trad jazz 

expresses a political aspiration toward desegregation.  
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Sunny’s Bar 

Sunny’s bar in Red Hook, Brooklyn, is one of New York City’s oldest bars. In the 

1930’s, a time when politics and art were intimately tied in exceptional ways, it was a 

breeding ground for the unionization of longshoremen. In this conclusion, I highlight the 

ways in which this history rubs off on the Wednesday night performances of Smokey 

Hormel’s band “The Roundup”, and ask what such a performative nostalgia brings to a 

social music space.  

The cobblestones on Conover St. in Red Hook, Brooklyn make driving difficult, 

and biking impossible. The street runs along the meeting point of the East River and the 

upper bay of the Atlantic, one of the most active ports in the country in the early 20th 

century. Sunny’s Bar has been on Conover since the 1930’s, and is the last establishment 

standing on a block that was once filled with bars populated by longshoremen before 

industry left the city in the 1970’s.  

Sunny’s gained its name from Sunny Balzano, a Red Hook local who had 

inherited the bar from his uncle in the early ‘90’s. Sunny was born at home in 1934, two 

floors above the bar. Throughout his childhood Conover St. was lined with bars 

populated by longshoremen. “We were one of about 40 bars on the street,” Sunny said in 

a public radio interview shortly before his death in 2016, “now we’re the only one left.” 

During his young adulthood Sunny joined the Air Force and wandered the globe for 

many years before finally returning to Red Hook. In the words of his good friend Tim 

Sultan who published a book about Sunny’s life, he was “one of those people for whom 
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one calling, or two or three, won’t do, [he] was at overlapping periods in his eighty-one 

years a Brooklyn waterfront urchin, a boxer, an aircraft mechanic, a jeweler, a spiritual 

pilgrim to the Far East, a classical actor, a landscape muralist, a painter leaning toward 

the avant-garde, a collagist, a guitarist aligned with Djangoism, and, perhaps most 

incidentally, a bartender.” 

Needless to say, Sunny was not your average bartender. He was more of a 

spiritual leader who knew how to open beer and pour whiskey. He never learned to mix 

drinks. “My job as a bartender is to make a person feel good. Better than what it is they 

felt before, so they can become better than what they are, sometimes magnificently better 

than what they are.”219 To many people in the 1990’s up to Sunny’s death in 2016, this is 

precisely what he did. In addition to hosting regular performances and art events of all 

kinds, Sunny was a storyteller extraordinaire. “The thing about Sunny Balzano was you 

couldn’t stop him from talking, but you didn’t ever want to. He just had stories to tell and 

stories to tell and stories to tell…And maybe you weren’t feeling all that great about 

yourself, torn up by life’s obstinate miseries, but by the time you had paid the tab and 

were ready to get back at it, you sure did feel wonderful. You had seen Sunny. He had 

performed his magic.”220  

In his initial days as a bar owner, Sunny didn’t bother with a liquor license, and 

only opened the bar on Friday night. The city eventually caught up with him, and as the 

population of the neighborhood began to grow - fueled in large part by the refurbishing of 

a warehouse down the street into luxury condos and an upscale grocery store - jumping 
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through the red tape of official bar-dom was inevitable. Like much of Red Hook though, 

Sunny’s sustained a great deal of flood damage in 2012 from Hurricane Sandy, and the 

bar had returned to its earlier precarious/semi-open state by the time I started coming 

around. Other small businesses in Red Hook had banded together to raise money to help 

repair the damage, but they were still only open by word of mouth on Wednesday and 

Saturday nights, unable to afford a liquor license while also doing the repairs. It was one 

of those Wednesday nights that I wandered in for the first time. I was there to catch 

Smokey’s Roundup, the Western Swing project of former L.A. session guitarist Smokey 

Hormel, who now makes his home in Red Hook.  

At first, the place seemed closed. The storefront “Bar” sign wasn’t lit up, and 

there were a couple of people smoking cigarettes, not saying much. “Side door” one of 

them uttered, clearly a bit perturbed and perhaps a little suspicious at my lack of 

knowledge. The side door sends me winding through an apartment building corridor, and 

I can hear the music and the crowd getting louder and louder. Emerging out into the back 

terrace of the building, the twangy wail of fiddle and lap steel cuts through the loose, 

pulsating groove of the drums and upright bass, the chunk of an old jazz-box guitar, and 

the jangle of a likely even older, and definitely more out of tune, upright piano. The piano 

is situated a couple feet in front of the door into the back room of the bar. The bands 

matching cowboy hats bop to the tempo, which has hailed twirling dancers, they are all 

framed by the exposed 2x4 and ancient air conditioner around the door. I watch from the 
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terrace with a few smokers until the song ends, and then squeeze my way into the door, 

behind the pianist, and into the bar.  

It’s around 11 and no one seems to be heading home anytime soon. It is balmy. 

Packed. Sweat pours off bodies. The small space in front of the band is full of dancers. 

Some dawdle around clumsily with self-deprecating smirks, but many are clearly 

experienced swing and two step dancers, navigating the tiny space with ease. The band 

watches the dancers intently and vice versa, grins are wide, spirits are high. I find out 

later that the band is so inspired by some of the dancers that come into Sunny’s that 

they’ve hired them to come dance at recording sessions for inspiration. Maria and Darell 

are the dancers that the band likes working with the most, and tonight they are torqueing 

with graceful abandon. The stage and dance floor open into a few small tables with 

banquette seating along the wall. There is barely anywhere to stand, much less sit, I find a 

spot along the wall.  

The core of the band’s repertoire comes from the 1930’s recordings of the 

Western Swing icons Bob Wills and Milton Brown. The band kicks into the Milton 

Brown tune “Goofus”, a song that tells the story of an Iowa farmer who flees town with 

nothing but his saxophone and no formal musical training. Smokey sings:  

Can’t read a note, I play everything by ear.  

Picked up a tune, sounds that I used to hear.  

But every time I play, folks used to say,  

‘It sounds a little goofus to me.’  
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The harmonic refrain of the tune is an awkward chromatic descent. The melody states the 

harmonic awkwardness so literally that it must be a joke.  

I got a job, I just couldn’t keep it long,  

The leader said I played all the music wrong,  

So I went out with an outfit of my own. 

We made ourselves a new kind of orchestree 

We all played the same goofus harmony 

I must admit, we made a hit 

Goofus was all right to me 

Fiddler Charlie Burnham punctuates Smokey’s deadpan vocal delivery with pizzicato 

plucks that seem about half right. The song is twisted, a little off, goofus. Smokey 

launches into his guitar solo and suddenly everything feels just right. He’s way up the 

neck on his 1930’s Gibson L-5 guitar. He’s retrofitted a magnetic pickup onto the 

instrument, and the high notes pierce out of his amplifier, overdriving the tubes. His 

melodic lines are like his vocal style; deliberate and to the point. Notes drip like honey 

while somehow maintaining the quick wit that keeps the dancers moving. The last note of 

this chorus-long nod to the smooth melodic approach of The Swing Era gives way to the 

growling thunder of the lowest notes of the instrument. Smokey picks the low notes as 

close to the bridge of the guitar as possible where the tension is highest, giving a cutting, 

nasal quality. This is a common effect in early country electric guitar playing, and the 

crowd loves it. “Yea! “That’s right” “Smokeeyyyy!” The patrons holler. Smokey’s 
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crescendo from urbane swing to country twang keeps on building with Charlie 

Burnham’s fiddle break. In the final moments of Charlie’s solo he’s holding out a long 

trill while Smokey and the drummer improvise a counter melody and rhythm together 

that is right out of a swing big band chart. “Aaahhhaaa!” the drummer hollers out; his 

best imitation of Bob Wills calling card yelp that turns up in every single song he ever 

recorded.  

 

Figure 9 Dancers Torque as Smokey Hormel Plays Along 
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Smokey Re-Sounds Western Swing 

Watching the band conjure these sounds and the dancers conjure the movements they 

have wrestled from 1930’s recordings and videos carries a particular political valence at 

Sunny’s. Western Swing is a style of music that developed in 1930’s in Texas that 

combines the sounds of country and “hillbilly” music with the popular big band swing 

sound of the era. At the time, the music was a way for Texans and others from the 

Southwest to bring their own musical traditions to the big band era. The early bands had 

horns alongside plucked strings, but many of the most popular recordings are centered on 

guitar and fiddle. The Roundup’s recasting of western swing has a particular political 

valence. More than once I watched Smokey reference the politics of the FDR era on stage 

through rollicking labor songs, including the classic “I’m Sticking to the Union.” He 

couldn’t have picked a better bar to express an often-repressed political memory in 

American culture. As the only remaining bar frequented by Longshoremen from the 

1930’s until their jobs disappeared in the 1970’s, Sunny’s is a living monument to the 

conviviality and solidarity among longshoremen during their historic political struggles. 

One year before Sunny’s birth in 1934, the Longshoreman strike in San Francisco 

sparked The Popular Front, and 10 years later the strikes in Red Hook that inspired the 

anti-union film “On the Waterfront.” The longshoremen union organizing, strikes and 

violence in San Francisco and New York are foundational moments in any account of 

The Popular Front, and these moments live through the musical work of Smokey and his 

band. Like so many artists who express such sympathies, Smokey’s path was windy.  
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Smokey grew up in 1970’s Los Angeles, steeped in show business culture. His 

uncle and grandfather were both piano players, and his mother was a ballerina who had 

moved to the states from France. After seeing the film Black Orpheus on a visit to France 

with Smokey in utero, his mother fell in love with Brazilian music. Upon returning to the 

states, she managed to befriend a U.S. consulate to Brazil who was stationed in L.A. at 

the time, who would call her when a well-known Brazilian musician was in town. 

“(Antonio Carlos) Jobim is in town, let’s have a party,” he would say, and so Smokey 

grew up surrounded by live Brazilian music in his home. The family lived in the same 

neighborhood as prominent Hollywood arrangers Henry Mancini and Pete Rugolo, who 

would come over to hear and jam with the Brazilians.  

Smokey took up the guitar at an early age, “probably because of the Beatles” he 

says. He taught himself for a while, but he reached a stopgap around the age of 14 when 

he decided he wanted to play like the jazz-fusion guitar player John McLaughlin of the 

Mahavishnu Orchestra. “That’s what I thought jazz was” he says, “I wanted to improvise 

really fast.” His dad told him he should try to study with Barney Kessel, who had the elite 

position as a “first call” studio session jazz guitarist in L.A. at the time. Never a shy kid, 

Smokey called the musicians union, got Kessel’s number, and gave him a ring. Kessel 

admired Smokey’s initiative but said he didn’t teach – one doubts he needed the work. He 

did refer Smokey to guitarist Jimmy Wybel though. Wybel didn’t teach Smokey how to 

“improvise really fast”, but he did get his fret board mechanics in order, and most 

importantly, he turned Smokey on to Western Swing. Wybel was an excellent swing 
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guitarist, and made his career playing with Bob Wills, and later joined Benny Goodman’s 

band. Smokey soaked up Wybel’s stories of touring with these acts, and sought out 

recordings and live performances of other guitarists in the same style such as Charlie 

Christian, Teddy Bunn, and George Barnes, all swing guitar icons of the 1930’s. 

Re-auralizing the sound of these swing era guitarists is crucial element of the 

soundmark of Smokey’s nostalgia for the 1930’s. “That was just the best era of guitar 

playing hands down” he said to me after a set one night. “Things got too cerebral after 

that, guys got in their heads, but man, take a listen to Teddy Bunn’s ‘Guitar on High’ and 

tell me that’s not the best.” Guitar on High is a solo, 3 minute recording of Teddy Bunn 

playing a jazz blues unaccompanied. In those 3 minutes, Bunn alludes in one way or 

another to every instrument class in the big band, all without losing the dance-ability of 

the swing groove. It’s virtuosic, but it doesn’t sound like Bunn is showing off, just like he 

found a way to do it all without the band. I told Smokey the next week that I could hear 

how Bunn had influenced his playing. “I’m lucky if I can get an ounce of that, but I don’t 

stop trying.”  

If western swing and Brazilian pop are Smokey’s inherited musical languages, his 

musical accent is decidedly laid back, slow even. He narrates his time working with the 

New Orleans saxophonist Lee Allen in a band called The Blasters as formative in this 

regard. “Lee taught me how to lay back” he says. “The Blasters would play all these 

super fast grooves, they rhythm section just going a million miles an hour. Instead of 

trying to match the energy of the rhythm section, Lee would just lay back and play a 
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couple of notes with a lot of feeling, super behind the beat.” This laid back approach 

carries over into Smokey’s singing style too, although through all of his studio and stage 

work with artists from Mark Ribot to Tom Waits to Beck, Smokey didn’t even consider 

himself a singer. It wasn’t until a formative late career break that he had the chance to 

work on the final recording sessions of country music legend Johnny Cash that he was 

thrown into the ring of fire.  

Cash was near the end of his life in those sessions, and only had a couple of hours 

a day to sing. On the hit single “Hurt”, a re-arrangement of the Nine Inch Nails song of 

the same title, producer Rick Rubin asked Smokey to sing the guiding vocal on a demo 

track for Cash. Smokey was terrified. “Well if you don’t sing it I will” was Rubin’s 

response. Smokey gave it a shot, and after a night to listen to Smokey’s guiding vocal, 

Cash recorded the lead vocal in one take. “My acting background really came in handy 

for that one” Smokey says, “I really had to think about how Johnny would sing it, how he 

breathes, how he phrases.”  

After that experience, Smokey wanted to sing as often as possible. He met fiddler 

and singer Charlie Burnham – who teaches at Jalopy - through a 2006 recording session 

for Nickelodeon. “We had so much fun playing western swing on that session we decided 

to start a band.” He started the Roundup and started playing at Sunny’s every week. The 

Roundup also came as a response to personal hardship for Smokey. “These regular gigs 

have kept my spirits up in hard times” he writes on his website bio. While I’ve never seen 

an interview that published the specifics, and he was always somewhat evasive with me 
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on this topic, personal loss and the worst tendencies of celebrity and drug culture in 

California are just some of the challenges he’s faced. Perhaps this is why the roundup 

hasn’t even recorded an album, and has no plans to. "We're not trying to get a record 

deal," he says. "We're just trying to keep people dancing and have fun playing these 

songs."221 That doesn’t stop them from passing the tip bucket between every set though. 

“We’re not getting rich, but it’s enough to keep us coming back every week. Besides, this 

is the most fun I’ve had playing music in a long time, maybe in my whole career. 

 

 

Figure 10 View of Smokey Hormel from the Back Terrace of Sunny's 
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Gentrification and Servicing the Soul 

In early March of 2016, Sunny Balzano passed away at the age of 81. Sunny’s widow 

Tone Johansen remembers his favorite line of the prayer to St. Francis. “Where there is 

darkness, light; where there is sadness, joy.” This distinctly Catholic imagery; a man with 

the surname Balzano, perhaps Austrian, perhaps Neapolitan, quoting his favorite line of 

prayer as he pours the whiskey into the glass of a patron who has seen better days, is 

about nothing if not joy in the face of tragedy. The only logical end to Sunny’s life - “a 

life well lived” according to those who knew him best – was a celebration, a jazz funeral. 

I was not in New York at the time of Sunny’s death, but the stories I’ve collected 

of that day along with the extensive press coverage show an outpouring of grief, 

perseverance, and joy. A brass band composed of a mishmash of bar regulars of 

professionals from around the city lead the procession after Sunny’s funeral from the 

Blessed Virgin Mary Cathedral on Richards St. down Conover St. The elegy of the New 

Orleans dirge brought the crowd to the front of the bar gave way to a raucous, brass band 

fueled dance party that spilled from the street into the bar and back into the street again.   

The legacy of the cultural front on American culture is often narrated as minimal, 

but I argue here, alongside scholars such as Michael Denning, that the artistic and 

expressive legacies of the cultural front continue into the present.222 It is through such 

quotidian resistance to private property as “art is not for anyone if it’s not for everyone”, 

or “My bar? This isn't my bar any more than it's anyone else's bar. It don't belong to me. 

It belongs to each of you who have come here and have served to make it what it is that it 
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is. It's our bar, aye?'”223 that Sunny expressed his political allegiances. Legally though, 

the bar and the building were Sunny’s property, and nearly all of the labor of everyday 

operations of the space are done by his widow, Tone.  

This became especially complicated when Sunny passed away, when members of 

the Balzano family, with legal and financial support from Brooklyn development firms, 

demanded that Tone sell the space. As of early March 2017, Tone won those court 

battles, but is in a mad dash to raise $2.5 million to cover the deed of the building224. Her 

fundraising efforts were successful enough in 2012 in the wake of Hurricane Sandy, and 

despite the enormity of the figure, she is optimistic that she will be able to raise the funds 

and keep the bar running.  

What would be lost if Sunny’s closed? For Smokey and his band, Sunny’s 

provides a social music space unlike any he has experienced in his illustrious career. For 

patrons, Sunny’s is simply a place to go when they need to feel ok about life. "Living is 

such a damn hard thing to do," Says Tone. "How many places let you take out your 

baggage and think about it with other people? Do you do that at Starbucks? I would not 

be fighting to the bone if this wasn’t so important. There are fewer and fewer places in 

the city that breed that good energy. Music creates good energy. People create good 

energy. We give each other meaning this way. The bar to me is like a giant battery 

charger for people. Too many businesses just fill a narrow need. But who's servicing the 

soul?”225 
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Figure 11 Sunny Balzano. Photo By Andrew Burton/Getty226 

 

Inflecting Tradition: Crooked Time, Ragged Time  

As I mentioned in the introduction to this dissertation, I began this project by working 

with a group of musicians based out of New York City who play “old time” music. 

Although there is a great deal to say about the politics and aesthetics self defining as an 

“old time musician”, one place to start is performer and multi-instrumentalist Jerron 

“Blind Boy” Paxton’s take. “Seems like now when people say you play old time music 

what they really mean is you play reels, and ballads, and a waltz or two.”227 A reel is also 

sometimes called a “fiddle tune”, and is often the musical accompaniment to square 

dancing. While reels are often associated with Anglo traditions and the southern regions 
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of Appalachia, they have a much more complicated history that includes New England 

contra dancing, Cape Breton and Metís fiddling from Canada, the African American 

string bands of Western North Carolina, as well as a strong Francophone tradition from 

Texas and Louisiana. That said, the majority of old time musicians today would likely 

self identify as “white”, a legacy in part of the “segregation of sound” in the late 19th and 

early 20th century United States documented by historian Karl Hagstrom Miller. The 

musical allure of reels for many musicians is in what is termed as their “crooked” rhythm, 

referring to unexpected shifts in meter, often as a result of the idiosyncratic styles of 

certain rural fiddlers. After his comment, Paxton goes on to play one of his favorite reels 

that he calls “Washington” which he says of francophone descent, an “inflection” that 

gives the tune a “nice and slow-draggy” feel.  

Paxton’s quip that old time music today is mostly reels and ballads has been 

precisely my own experience, and in many ways it makes sense. In the scholarly 

literature on American vernacular music, old time music is often defined in historical 

terms as the “folk” background to “commercial” country and bluegrass music.228 Many 

musicians that I know define old time in precisely this manner. Playing old time music is 

a way of expressing a kind of “anti-commercialist” aesthetic, where the music of “the 

people” is imagined to have existed before is was fully commercialized. In many ways 

though, this is a historical inaccuracy. “Old time” as a genre was created as a marketing 

category by Okeh records in the mid-1920’s. Most of the classic 1920’s and early 1930’s 

recordings of rural fiddling that my friends listen extremely closely to and mimic with 
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great attention to detail are of musicians who had professional aspirations. Many of them, 

in fact, did make a full or part time living playing music.  

Of course, much of the anti-commercialism spirit in the contemporary old time 

scene is a legacy of the coopting of Appalachian reels and ballads by the American left in 

the early twentieth century. Square dance societies went hand in hand with the labor 

movement in 1920’s and 1930’s New York City (Cohen). There is, though, another 

legacy of this cooptation that is not often discussed, namely the relative absence of 

African American performers or styles from the early twentieth century alignment of 

“folk” music with the American left. Jim Crow laws were hardened in the early 1920’s, 

not to mention what historians Marilyn Lake and Henry Reynolds have referred to as the 

drawing of the “global color line”, a blatantly white supremacist agenda among the 

government leaders and elites of the United States, Great Britain, South Africa and 

Australia.229 So it should be no surprise that Teddy Roosevelt took a great interest in the 

“anglo” portions of Alan Lomax’s recording projects, but certainly not in his recordings 

of, say, Johnny St. Cyr or Jelly Roll Morton. Hilton Obenzinger has written of the 

alignment of the self defined “progressive” political pluralism of the academic left at that 

time with reinforcing the color line, and we might consider the presence of square dances 

and the absence of swing or “boogie woogie” from the largely light skinned american left 

in New York City as perhaps another instantiation of this exact problem.  

There is an even deeper critique of all this to be made though in regards to the 

ways in which certain styles came to be understood as the “people’s music” and others as 
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“pop music.” The “people’s music” in the early twentieth century were the “ballads, 

waltzes and reels” that Paxton so aptly pinpoints as what people mean when they say “old 

time music” today. But there is a reason that Paxton says that it “seems like now” old 

time music means ballads, waltzes and reels. Why is this still the case? While folk song 

collectors in the early 20th century tended not to record or give credence to the “popular” 

music of the day, Alan Lomax made the occasional exception. Lomax made some classic 

recordings of the great New Orleans ragtime piano player Jelly Roll Morton, as well as 

many of his band mantes. One of those band mates was a guitarist and banjo player 

named Johnny St. Cyr, a visionary on his instrument and a key figure in the swing and 

ragtime bands at the time. The nationalist projects of curating an “American Folk Song” 

at the time would have little to do with swing or ragtime, which garnered the backhanded 

compliment of “popular” music. 

While Paxton doesn’t say so specifically, a clear aim of his comment in particular 

and his aesthetic values more broadly are to upset our ideas of what “old time” music 

actually is. In many ways, old time is the precise term that means fiddles, reels, and 

waltzes, but evoking the notion of “old time” can, and perhaps should, have a much 

broader reach. In the cosmopolitan sound world of New York City, the crooked time of 

Appalachia and the ragged time of New Orleans have conflated into Paxton’s 

performance style, shifting the meaning of a genre. In addition, as many anthropologists 

writing about music and sound have shown us (e.g. Fox, Feld), evoking nostalgia through 

sound is a phenomenon that runs deep in a great deal of cultures around the world. 
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Whether it’s through the mourning rituals of the Bosavi in Papua New Guinea or the 

vocal cry-breaks of country singers in rural Texas, mourning the loss of “better” times is 

a deeply felt and profoundly human endeavor. In this way, the contested history of “old 

time” as a genre fades in to the mix as just another analytic for getting at what precisely is 

happening with this group of musicians. History is crucial without a doubt, but the 

evocation of nostalgia cuts across the history of a genre, especially in a community of 

musicians who promote what Steven Feld might call a sounded cosmopolitanism. If this 

seems unclear, maybe another layer of Paxton’s story will help. 

Jerron “Blind Boy” Paxton: Hearing Affect, Hearing History   

Paxton’s “Blind Boy” pseudonym is a fair indication of his style. The performance of 

nostalgia is evident down to his pocket watch, flat caps and anachronistic accent. In the 

little bit of time I’ve been able to get to know Paxton offstage, I can see how the act 

carries over into his life, and it’s not always clear where one stops and the other begins. 

But he’s no typical throwback. Paxton grew up in south central Los Angeles, and he 

clearly takes pride in upsetting the stereotypical image of a young, urban African 

American. Having dark skin on the “old time” scene is itself moving against the grain, 

and the fact that he’s been co-opted by the “blues” community is itself a testament to the 

still highly racialized understandings of genre within traditional American music. But 

Paxton doesn’t stop at being the only person of color in the room. In a recent intimate 

performance at a small house concert in Boone, North Carolina for example, he removed 

his cap to wipe his brow, revealing a Yamaka underneath. Noticing a few whispers 
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around the room, Paxton quipped, “what’s the matter, you never seen a Jew before?” 

After an uncomfortable few seconds, Paxton burst into his infectious laugh, masterfully 

reeling in what could have been a confrontation and recasting it as all part of his 

performance. In fact, the Paxton’s Sephardic Jewish ancestry is a key element of the way 

in which he cast his own claims to authenticity:  

“Just like the music of America, it’s very purely american music but you’ve got 

Italian violins and mandolins, and Spanish guitars, primordial Jews harps, and  

bastardizations of African banjos, and german harmonicasm My folks are  

really american you know, they’re those Sephardic Jewish Creoles who carry  

tomahawks, and speak French.”230  

So then perhaps it shouldn’t have been a surprise to me that in an after show jam session 

one night in Boone, North Carolina, Paxton and one of his friends Jake from Tennessee 

moved seamlessly from reels to rags, to straight up ragtime. I captured that session with a 

field recorder, and what follows will be a description drawn from the recording.  

There was group of 6 musicians sitting in a circle, and after a couple of hours the 

playing had started to die down a bit. Paxton’s friend grabbed a guitar, which I hadn’t 

seen him play yet. He had mostly been fiddling, and the music had been mostly reels. He 

started started in on a version of the Jelly Roll Morton composition “Jelly Roll Blues” as 

recorded by a mainstay in Morton’s band, Johnny St. Cyr. Paxton’s face lit up. The mood 

had been festive that night, but Paxton was the happiest I had seen him. I spoke with him 

the next day about it, and he said that he and he had met this friend a few years back and 
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they had found common ground in their love of swing and ragtime. Looking back on this, 

it seems clear to me that, in Steven Feld’s words, the two “embody overlapping 

genealogies of listening.”231 The musical intimacy that passed between this overlapping 

genealogy was infectious. 

“Aw do it again, do it again!” Paxton exclaims, followed by a hearty guffaw. 

Paxton’s laugh had become part of our sonic world by that point in the session, directing 

our listening, music making, and talk. Jake launches into the latter half of the piece, 

which starts with a tough passage of chromatic block chords. It was this point in the piece 

a few seconds before that Paxton had let out a half laugh/half frustrated sigh. There were 

times when Paxton and Jake are “linked up”, their genealogies of listening aligning to 

such an extent that their fingers perfectly synchronized, but this was not one of them. 

Johnny St. Cyr was one of the few guitarists/banjo players, who attempted to play 

ragtime as a solo guitarist or six string banjo player232. When ragtime is performed by a 

single musician, it is generally on the piano. The underlying 2 beat march style with the 

syncopated or “ragged” rhythms on top is difficult enough on the piano, but translating 

the style to the guitar takes some acrobatics.  

Jake plays the tricky section again, and this time Paxton just listens. After he 

finishes, Jake says something inaudible on the recording, but clearly expressing a sense 

of awe and reverence for how well Johnny St. Cyr was able to transfer ragtime music to 

the guitar. “Well when you got friends like he did” Paxton says, “what are you gonna do, 

sit around and do this shit all day?” Paxton launches into a quick impression of a classic 
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jazz and ragtime rhythm guitar passage, often referred to as “4 on the floor” or 

“chunking.” While many guitarists such as Freddie Greene were able to create interest in 

this style, in many early jazz recordings the rhythm guitar is either inaudible or 

functioning more as a drum than a harmonic instrument. Technically, chunking is a much 

less sophisticated style than ragtime, and the “friends” that Paxton was referring to were 

likely Jelly Roll Morton and his band. “Aww that’s wonderful” says Paxton after Jake 

finishes playing. “I love that man,” he says of Johnny St. Cyr.  

-- 

The mode of listening required by Paxton and Jake in order to share the moment captured 

on this recording is what Anthropologist Charles Hirschkind would likely refer to as 

“ethical listening.” In Hirschkind’s work on the practice of listening to pre-taped Islamic 

sermons in Cairo, he pinpoints a set of bodily and affective practices that shape the ways 

in which his interlocutors engage with and think about their own faith. In listening to the 

tapes, a set of affective responses including humility, fear, reverence and awe are 

themselves bodily practices of ethics and faith. A key aspect of Hirsckind’s ethical 

listening lies as well in what he calls “the recitational body”, in which the process of 

ethical listening brings on the recitation of the sermons, thereby crystallizing the practice 

of listening as “ethical therapy.”233 There is more going on with Paxton and Jake than 

hearing and reciting affect, which might help to think about a different aspect of ethical 

therapy. As two musicians heavily imbricated in the still sonically segregated world of 

“old time”, sounding the ragged time of New Orleans implicates the crooked time of 
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Appalachia as well. If we are to take this sonic de-segregation as such, Paxton and Jake 

are not only hearing and reciting affect, they are hearing and re-articulating the long 

history of racial violence and segregation in the United Sates and re-sounding, if only for 

a moment, a space of desegregation.  

The moments when Pre-War Aurality resists the exploitative processes of 

gentrification speficially and capitalist exploitation more broadly – rather than reinforcing 

such processes – are these kinds of moments between Jerron and Jake, as well as the 

kinds of moments between Smokey, his band, the dancers, and the Sunny’s patrons. 

These are moments defined by and large through the pleasures of relating to and through 

the earliest recordings of working class, vernacular culture. Through their shared love for 

the grain of the pre-war voice, the vinyl hiss of the old recordings, the working class 

resistance of early unionization efforts, and the desegretated reality of so many poor and 

working class musicians in the 1920’s and 1930’s, these musicians have created a mode 

of sounded social embodiment that demands attention to the still unresolved questions 

posed by the pre-WWII artists they hold in such high regard.  

 As such, these musicians are sounding out the Robin Kelly-esque “Freedom 

Dreams” of the long history of black, working class, and feminist political struggle. 

Through a new kind of imagining and embodiment of the old, these musicians dare to 

propose that the past holds radical potential for the future. “There is a world”, their 

aesthetic demands, “in which dignity in the workplace, racial integration, and the 

pleasures of leisure are not dreams from a far off land, but hard won realities of everyday 
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living.” As Kelly argues, the types of creative artistic expression these musicians engage 

in – especially expression that engages the rich history of African American music - 

holds an especially potent power for bringing such “dreams” into the everyday. By 

combining something resembling a religious devotion to the foundational “texts” of early 

20th century vernacular recordings with the progressive future imaginings of leftist 

politics, these musicians both stake their relevance within an exploitative, oppressive 

social and economic structure while never losing sight of their dreams and visions for a 

time and space beyond.234  
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